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5. Minutes
Minutes of 535th meeting of the Canterbury Regional
Council (under COVID-19 Alert Level 2 restrictions) on
Wednesday, 17 November 2021 at 11.00am
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Present
Chair Jenny Hughey, Deputy Chair Peter Scott, Councillors Tane Apanui, Phil Clearwater*,
Grant Edge, Ian Mackenzie, Nicole Marshall, Claire McKay, Elizabeth McKenzie, Lan Pham,
Craig Pauling, Vicky Southworth, and John Sunckell.
Ngā Tumu Taiao Yvette Couch-Lewis, and Iaean Cranwell*
* attended virtually via MS Teams

Management and officers present
Stefanie Rixecker (Chief Executive), Katherine Trought (Director Strategy and Planning),
Katherine Harbrow (Director Operations), Tafflyn Bradford-James (Director Communications
and Engagement), Tim Davie (Director Science), David Perenara-O’Connell (Te Pou
Herenga), Catherine Schache (General Counsel), Andrew Parrish (Regional Planning
Manager), Vivienne Ong (Committee Advisor), and Christina Eaglin (Committee Advisor)
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In Attendance
Philip Maw, National Managing Partner, Wynn Williams
Report writers, supporting staff and media were also in attendance.
1.

Mihi/Karakia Timatanga – Opening
Councillor Craig Pauling provided a mihi whakatau and karakia timatanga.
The Chair advised that the meeting was being recorded and that the recording would
be made available on the Regional Council website.

2.

Apologies
An apology was received from Councillor Megan Hands.

3.

Conflicts of interest
Cr Phil Clearwater: Agenda Item 8.1 – Independent Hearing Panel’s
Recommendations on PC7 and PC2
Cr Ian Mackenzie: Agenda Item 8.1 – Independent Hearing Panel’s
Recommendations on PC7 and PC2
Cr Claire McKay: Agenda Item 8.1 – Independent Hearing Panel’s Recommendations
on PC7 and PC2
Cr Peter Scott: Agenda Item 8.1 – Independent Hearing Panel’s Recommendations
on PC7 and PC2
Cr Vicky Southworth: Agenda Item 8.1 – Independent Hearing Panel’s
Recommendations on PC7 and PC2
There were no further registrations of conflict of interest; however, Cr Nicole Marshall
declared that after consulting legal counsel she did not have a conflict interest
regarding her work as an Environment Canterbury Hydrologist 2015/2016.

4.

Public Forum, Deputations, and Petitions
No requests for Public Forum, Deputation, or Petition had been received.

5.

Minutes

5.1

Council minutes – 21 October 2021
Refer pages 7 of the agenda.

RESOLVED
That the Council:
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1.1.

confirms and adopts as a true and correct record, with a minor
typographical correction, the minutes of the Council meeting held on 21
October 2021.
 Agenda item 8.6 Climate Change, second key bullet point: remove the
words ‘hyper sensual’ and replace with the word ‘hyperspectral’.
Cr Grant Edge/Cr Elizabeth McKenzie
CARRIED

6.

Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.

7.

Committee Reports

7.1

Joint Committees

7.1.1

Canterbury Civil Defence and Emergency Management Group Joint Committee
Refer pages 22-25 of the agenda.
Councillor John Sunckell presented this item.
RESOLVED:
That the Council:
1. receives the unconfirmed minutes of the Extraordinary Canterbury Civil
Defence and Emergency Management Group Joint Committee meeting held
on 18 October 2021
Cr John Sunckell/Cr Nicole Marshall
CARRIED

8.

Matters for Council Decision

8.1

Independent hearing Panel’s Recommendations on PC7 and PC2
Refer pages 26-394 of the agenda.
This item was presented by a member of staff.
Cr Phil Clearwater declared a conflict of interest in this item, turned off his
microphone and camera, and abstained from discussion and voting.
Cr Claire McKay declared a conflict of interest in this item, sat back from the table
and abstained from discussion and voting.
Cr Ian Mackenzie declared a conflict of interest in this item, sat back from the table
and abstained from discussion and voting.
Cr Peter Scott declared a conflict of interest in this item, sat back from the table
and
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abstained from discussion and voting.
Cr Vicky Southworth declared a conflict of interest in this item, sat back from the
table and abstained from discussion and voting.
Key Points:

This was a binary decision-making process for Councillors with a choice of
either adopting or rejecting the recommendations in their entirety. No
amendments could be made.

The effects of climate change were considered by the independent hearing
panel noting that:
- The Recommendation report needs to be considered in its totality, ie the
narrative report must be considered with the decisions table.
- Appendix A, which stepped through the individual decisions on submissions,
contained climate change questions which were addressed by the
independent hearing panel.
- The Section 42A Reports each reference the effects of climate change.
- Recognition of the effects of climate change were considered when the flow
analysis allocation regimes were established for the rivers that were
considered in Plan Change 7.
Key Points – Members:

Commitment and substantial work of the community, zone committees, staff,
independent hearing commissioners, and Councillors over the years regarding
the development of Plan Change 2 and Plan Change 7 was acknowledged.
RESOLVED
That the Council:
1. receives the Report and Recommendations of the Independent Hearing
Commissioners on the provisions of and submissions on proposed Plan
Change 7 to the Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan and proposed
Plan Change 2 to the Waimakariri River Regional Plan, comprising the
following parts:








Report and Recommendations of the Hearing Commissioners –
(Attachment 1)
Appendix A, Part 1 – Recommendations on submission points received
on Plan Change 7 (Attachment 2)
Appendix A, Part 2 – Recommendations on submission points received
on Plan Change 2 (Attachment 3)
Appendix B, Part 1 – Recommended Plan Change 7 Provisions
(Attachment 4)
Appendix B, Part 2 – Recommended Plan Change 2 Provisions
(Attachment 5)
Appendix B, Part 3 – Recommended Plan Change 7 Map Volume
(Attachment 6)
Appendix B, Part 4 – Recommended Plan Change 2 Map Volume
(Attachment 7)
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Cr John Sunckell/Cr Grant Edge
CARRIED
2. adopts the Report and Recommendations of the Hearing Commissioners
(as set out in Attachments 1 – 7), as the Council’s decision on the
provisions of and submissions on proposed Plan Change 7 to the
Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan in accordance with Clauses
10(1), 10(2) and 10(4)(aaa) of Schedule 1 to the Resource Management Act
1991.
3. adopts the Report and Recommendations of the Hearing Commissioners
(as set out in Attachments 1 – 7), as the Council’s decision on the
provisions of and submissions on proposed Plan Change 2 to the
Waimakariri River Regional Plan in accordance with Clauses 10(1), 10(2)
and 10(4)(aaa) of Schedule 1 to the Resource Management Act 1991.
4. resolves, in accordance with Clause 10(4)(b) of Schedule 1 to the Resource
Management Act 1991, to publicly notify on 20 November 2021:
4.1.the Council’s decision on the provisions of and submissions on
proposed Plan Change 7 to the Canterbury Land and Water Regional
Plan; and
4.2.the Council’s decision on the provisions of and submissions on
proposed Plan Change 2 to the Waimakariri River Regional Plan.
Cr John Sunckell/Cr Grant Edge
CARRIED
8.2

LATE PAPER that cannot be delayed:
Regional Transport Committee Waka Kotahi NZTA Representative
Cr Peter Scott introduced this item.
RESOLVED
That the Council:
1. accepts the late item of business (Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport
Agency representative) on the 17 November 2021 Council meeting agenda
2. confirms James Caygill as the Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency
representative on the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee.
Cr Peter Scott/Cr Tane Apanui
CARRIED

9.

Exclusion of the Public
Refer page 395 of the agenda.

RESOLVED
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That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of
this meeting, namely:
1. Council minutes – 21 October 2021
2. Canterbury Civil Defence and Emergency Management Group Joint
Committee Minutes – 18 October 2021
The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
Item

1.
2.

Item
1

2

Report

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each
matter

Ground(s) under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution

Council Minutes
– 21 October 2021

Good reason exists under
section 7

Section 48(1)(a)

Canterbury Civil
Defence and
Emergency
Management Group
Joint Committee
Minutes
– 18 October 2021
This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected
by section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the
whole or relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:

The withholding of the information is necessary to enable the Council to carry out,
without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial
negotiations) – Section 7(2) (i)
Protect the privacy of natural persons – Section 7(2)(a)

That appropriate officers remained to provide advice to the Council.

Chair Jenny Hughey/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED
The meeting went into public excluded session from 12.09pm to 12.12pm.

10.

Other Business
There was no other business.

11.

Notices of Motion
There were no Notices of Motion.
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12.

Questions
There were no questions.

13.

Next meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, 25 November 2021.

8

Mihi/Karakia whakamutunga – closing
Cr Craig Pauling provided a karakia whakamutunga.
12.13pm – The meeting closed.

CONFIRMED:
Chair Jenny Hughey
Chair, Environment Canterbury
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6. Matters Arising
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7. Committee Reports
7.1. Standing Committees
7.1.1. Climate Change Action Committee

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 25 November 2021

Author

Juliet Bruce, Committee Advisor

Director Responsible

Dr Tim Davie, Director Science

Purpose
1.

To receive the confirmed minutes for the Climate Change Action Committee meeting
held on 12 August 2021.

2.

These minutes were provided to the Council meeting held on 30 September 2021;
however, were deferred without being received.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives the confirmed minutes from the meeting of the Climate Change
Action Committee held on 12 August 2021.

Background
3.

The minutes contain a resolution at item 5.1 Process to Appoint Independent Members
with a recommendation for Council Action. At the next Climate Change Action
Committee, it will be recommended that this resolution is revoked, therefore it has not
be brought forward to this meeting.

4. The inaugural meeting of the Climate Change Action Committee (CCAC) on 12 August
2021, contained an agenda item 5.1 Process to Appoint Independent Members.
Recommendation 2 of the report stated:
2.

5.

RECOM MENDS COUNCIL APPROVES a sub-group of two Councillors, one
Tumu Taiao and a Director, or Director’s delegate, to work with staff to identify
and recommend independent experts to be appointed by Council.

The minutes of the 12 August 2021 meeting, confirmed at the Climate Change Action
Committee of 11 November 2021, confirmed the recommendation at the meeting was:
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2.

RECOMMENDS COUNCIL APPROVES a sub-group of two
Councillors, Chair Hughey and Councillor Southworth, one Tumu Taiao
and a Director, or Director’s delegate, to work with staff to identify and
recommend independent experts to be appointed by Council

6. However, the CCAC Terms of Reference (Adopted by Council 29 April 2021) state the
‘Membership’ as:
 A maximum of 14 Councillors
 Chair as an ex-officio member
 Ngā Tumu Taiao
 2 independent experts on climate change matters
 The Committee may appoint additional members with the skills, attributes, or
knowledge that will assist the work of the Committee, including a youth member
7.

The Climate Change Action Committee, therefore, has a mandate to appoint the
experts without the requirement to seek Council approval for either the appointments or
the process to approve

8.

The recommendation to seek Council approval was intended to expedite the process as
the CCAC is scheduled to meet every four months.

9.

The matter to appoint independent advisors will be progressed by the Climate Change
Action Committee at its next meeting in 2022.

Attachments
1.

2021 08 12 CCAC minutes confirmed at the CCAC meeting of 2021-11-11 [7.1.1.1 - 7
pages]
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Attachment 7.1.1.1
CONFIRMED

Minutes of the inaugural (1st) meeting of the Climate
Change Action Committee held at Environment Canterbury,
200 Tuam Street, Christchurch on Thursday, 12 August
2021 at 10.30am
Contents
1. Mihi/Karakia Timatanga – Opening
2. Apologies
3. Conflict of Interest
4. Public Forum, Deputations and Petitions
5. Decision Items
5.1. Process to Appoint Independent Members
6. Information Items
6.1. It’s time, Canterbury Climate Change Engagement
6.2. Climate Change Resilience Long-Term Plan Work Programme
6.3. Central Government Climate Change Direction
7. Notices of Motion
8. Extraordinary and Urgent Business
9. Next Meeting
10. Mihi/Karakia Whakamutunga – Closing
Present
Councillor Elizabeth McKenzie (Co-Chair)
Councillor Vicky Southworth (Co-Chair)
Chair Jenny Hughey
Councillor Craig Pauling
Councillor Phil Clearwater
Councillor Megan Hands
Councillor Grant Edge

Councillor Claire McKay
Councillor Peter Scott
Tumu Taiao Iaean Cranwell
Councillor Ian Mackenzie
Councillor Lan Pham*
Councillor Nicole Marshall
Councillor John Sunckell

*Via MS Teams
In attendance
Katherine Harbrow (Director Operations), Tafflyn Bradford-James (Director Communications
and Engagement), David Perenara-O’Connell (Acting Director Strategy and Planning), Fiona
Shanhun (Chief Scientist), Toshi Hodliffe (Team Leader Strategy and Planning), Morag Butler
(Senior Strategy Advisor), Alina Toppler (Strategy Advisor), Victoria Clare (Strategy Advisor),
Hamish McKinnon (Principal Strategic Advisor to the Chief Executive), Anna Puentener
(Principal Strategic Advisor to the Chair), Jesse Burgess (Senior Strategy Manager), Vivienne
Ong (Committee Advisor), Natasha Cleine (Executive Assistant to Councillors and Tumu
Taiao), Katie Roggisch (Personal Assistant to Director Communications and Engagement)*,
Juliet Bruce (Committee Advisor).
*Via MS Teams
1.

Mihi/Karakia Timatanga – Opening
Co-Chair Elizabeth McKenzie welcomed everyone to the meeting. Co-Chair McKenzie
chaired the meeting for Items 5.1 and 6.1. Co-Chair Southworth chaired the meeting for
Items 6.2 and 6.3.
Karakia: Co-Chair Elizabeth McKenzie
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Attachment 7.1.1.1
CONFIRMED
Terms of Reference
Members were reminded of the Terms of Reference, during which it was highlighted the
Climate Change Action Committee was the first Environment Canterbury Committee that
could officially appoint a Youth Member.
Items for Extraordinary and Urgent Business

2.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report

Apologies
Councillor Tane Apanui for absence. Councillor Peter Scott for early departure.

3.

Conflict of Interest
There were no conflicts of interest recorded.

4.

Public Forum

4.1

Patricio Gallardo and Fiona Van Petegem of Transition HQ presented on the topic of
transition engineering, with particular focus on collaboration, adaptive capacity, and
Transition HQ’s projects partnering with businesses, iwi, and government entities
interested in sustainable futures.
Transition engineering involved system-level changes to solve multiple problems across
sectors, and enhance capacity as a result. Mr Gallardo and Ms Van Petegem proposed
that Transition HQ would partner with Environment Canterbury in the form of a workshop
for leadership, including training and research projects.

Councillor Scott left the meeting at 10.55am.
Members asked questions of clarification regarding Transition HQ’s projects to date, the
role of transition engineering in the climate change emergency, how best to bring
communities along with transition engineering projects, and any potential for faster
solutions given this is a climate change emergency.
MOTION
That the Climate Change Action Committee:
1.
2.

receives the Public Forum matter from Patricio Gallardo and Fiona Van Petegem
and;
refers the matter to the Chief Executive to reply.

An amendment was moved by Co-Chair McKenzie, seconded by Councillor Clearwater.
That the words ‘about transition engineering’ be added in point one (1), ie:
1.

receives the Public Forum matter about transition engineering
from Patricio Gallardo and Fiona Van Petegem and;
The amendment was CARRIED

This became part of the substantive motion.
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Attachment 7.1.1.1
CONFIRMED
RESOLVED
That the Climate Change Action Committee:
1.
2.

receives the Public Forum matter about transition engineering
from Patricio Gallardo and Fiona Van Petegem and;
refers the matter to the Chief Executive to reply.
Cr Southworth/Chair Hughey
CARRIED

Chair Hughey left the meeting at 11.14am and rejoined at 11.15am.
5.

Decision Items

5.1. Process to Appoint Independent Members
Refer page 12 – Climate Change Action Committee agenda
Presented by: Senior Strategy Manager.
Staff spoke to this report and reminded Committee members that the Committee’s
Terms of Reference required the appointment of two Independent Members to the
Committee. Staff sought guidance as to the appointment process, skills, attributes and
expertise expected of independent members.
The following was noted regarding Independent Members:




The initial appointment would be for a twelve-month term.
Council would receive a draft independent experts’ terms of reference for approval.
It was necessary that appointment be by Council resolution, as Independent
Member remuneration was not budgeted through the Annual Plan or Long-Term
Plan.

Discussion also centred on the type of attributes required for the Independent Members.
Councillor Sunckell left the meeting at 11.32am and returned at 11.35am.
MOTION
That the Climate Change Action Committee:
1.
receives the report outlining the proposed process for appointing independent
climate change experts to the Climate Change Action Committee
2.

RECOMMENDS COUNCIL APPROVES a sub-group of two Councillors,
one Tumu Taiao, and a Director, or Director’s delegate, to work with staff
to identify and recommend independent experts to be appointed by Council

3.

provides direction on the desired knowledge, skills and attributes of
the independent climate change experts to be appointed to the Climate
Change Action Committee by Council

4.

notes the process timeline for appointing the independent climate
change experts to the Climate Change Action Committee.

An amendment was moved by Councillor Clearwater, seconded by Tumu Taiao
Cranwell.
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Attachment 7.1.1.1
CONFIRMED
That point two (2) of the above motion be amended by adding “Chair Hughey and
Councillor Southworth” as members of the sub-group, ie:
1.

RECOMMENDS COUNCIL APPROVES a sub-group of two Councillors, Chair
Hughey and Councillor Southworth, one Tumu Taiao and a Director, or Director’s
delegate, to work with staff to identify and recommend independent experts to be
appointed by Council
The amendment was CARRIED

This became part of the substantive motion.
An amendment was moved by Councillor Marshall and seconded by Councillor
McKay.
That point three (3) of the above motion be amended by adding the words “at the
Climate Change Action Committee September workshop” ie:
2.

provides direction at the Climate Change Action Committee September
workshop on the desired knowledge, skills and attributes of the independent
climate change experts to be appointed to the Climate Change Action Committee
by Council
The amendment was LOST

An amendment was moved by Councillor Hands and seconded by Councillor Sunckell.
That a fifth (point 5) recommendation was added, ie:
5.

requests for the avoidance of doubt that advice on renumeration is included in
the decision paper returned to the Council on 30 September 2021.
The amendment was LOST

RESOLVED
That the Climate Change Action Committee:
1.

2.

3.

receives
the
report
outlining
the
proposed
process
for
appointing independent climate change experts to the Climate Change
Action Committee
RECOMMENDS COUNCIL APPROVES a sub-group of two Councillors,
Chair Hughey and Councillor Southworth, one Tumu Taiao and a Director,
or Director’s delegate, to work with staff to identify and recommend
independent experts to be appointed by Council
provides direction on the desired knowledge, skills and attributes of
the independent climate change experts to be appointed to the Climate
Change Action Committee by Council
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Attachment 7.1.1.1
CONFIRMED
4.

notes the process timeline for appointing the independent climate
change experts to the Climate Change Action Committee.
Cr Clearwater/Tumu Taiao Cranwell
CARRIED
Abstained: Cr Hands

Councillor Scott rejoined to the meeting at 12.10pm.
6.

Information Items

6.1. It’s time, Canterbury Climate Change Engagement
Refer page 16 – Climate Change Action Committee agenda
Presented by: Director Communications and Engagement.
Staff updated Committee members on the ‘It’s time, Canterbury’ campaign, reporting the
campaign was going well, with website engagement at a higher rate than industry
standards. Stage two of the campaign would involve increasing communication with
communities at a local level through territorial authorities and rūnanga. Environment
Canterbury’s Chief Scientist was part of the communications.
Questions of clarification included distribution of information to groups other than
territorial authorities and rūnanga, and whether there was any extra engagement
directed at young men due to the lower website engagement from young men.
RESOLVED
That the Climate Change Action Committee:
1.
receives the It’s time, Canterbury climate change communications
campaign paper
2.
notes the further work planned to develop the It’s time, Canterbury
climate change communications campaign.
Cr Edge/Cr Hands
CARRIED
6.2. Climate Change Resilience Long-Term Plan Work Programme
Refer page 22 – Climate Change Action Committee agenda
Presented by: Chief Scientist.
Staff presented the Climate Change Resilience Long-Term Plan Work Programme and
explained the objectives aligned with the Long-Term Plan and directions signalled by
central government. This programme was designed to ensure Environment Canterbury
was advocating and leading on climate change issues, as the nature of climate changes
necessitated a regionally coordinated approach.
There were questions of clarification regarding sections of the work plan timetable,
including how staff arrived at the programme structure presented to the Committee.
It was suggested that Committee members would benefit from staff updates as to how
work was progressing according to the work programme.
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Attachment 7.1.1.1
CONFIRMED
It was suggested that territorial authorities be invited to the next meeting of the
Committee. This could include agenda items contributed by territorial authorities,
encouraging engagement between Environment Canterbury and territorial authorities at
a public level.
RESOLVED
That the Climate Change Action Committee:
1.

receives the update on the Climate Change Resilience work programme for
delivery of the objectives of the Environment Canterbury Long-Term Plan
2021-2031 Te Pae Tawhiti 2021-2031.
Cr Scott/Cr Edge
CARRIED

6.3. Central Government Climate Change Direction
Refer page 26 – Climate Change Action Committee agenda
Presented by: Senior Strategy Manager.
Staff updated the Committee regarding central government direction relevant to
Environment Canterbury’s Climate Change and Community Resilience portfolio.
Initiatives that were key at this time included freshwater reforms, the Natural and Built
Environments Bill, and planned legislation such as the Strategic Planning Act and the
Climate Change Adaptation Act.
Consultation about national adaptation planning and emissions reduction planning were
expected in August and September 2021. Staff were working with territorial authorities
and Ngāi Tahu with regard to adaptation in Canterbury.
RESOLVED
That the Climate Change Action Committee:
1.
2.

receives information about upcoming central government directions
related to climate change
notes opportunities for Environment Canterbury to engage with
central government on climate change consultations.
Cr Pauling/Chair Hughey
CARRIED

7.

Notices of Motion
There were no notices of motion.
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Attachment 7.1.1.1
CONFIRMED
8.

Extraordinary and urgent business
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report ‘The Physical Science Basis’
Staff updated the Committee on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
report The Physical Science Basis, which was released earlier in the week. The report
formed part of the IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report and focused on the physical
scientific basis of climate change.
Further reports were expected later in 2021 and 2022 on the topics of impacts,
adaptation, vulnerability, mitigation, and synthesis.
The 40-page document ‘Summary for Policymakers’ was suggested as a useful
synopsis of the full Physical Science Basis report.

9.

Next meeting
Thursday, 11 November 2021.

10.

Closure
The meeting closed at 12.40pm.
The day’s karakia followed the inaugural afternoon meeting for the Catchment SubCommittee.

CONFIRMED 11 NOVEMBER 2021

Councillor Elizabeth McKenzie (Co-Chair) ____________________________________

Councillor Vicky Southworth (Co-Chair)_______________________________________
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7.1.2. Audit, Finance and Risk Committee

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 25 November 2021

Author

Juliet Bruce, Committee Advisor

Endorsed by

Giles Southwell, Director Finance and Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

For the Council to receive the minutes from the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee held
on Thursday, 7 October 2021.

2.

There is one recommendation to Council regarding the alteration of the timing of the
VHF Communications Network capex item. The capital asset procurement approval is
attached to this report.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives and confirms as a correct record of the minutes of the Audit,
Finance and Risk Committee meeting held Thursday, 7 October 2021

2.

receives the summary of the financial reports for the period ending 31
August 2021

3.

approves the alteration of the timing of the VHF Communications Network
capex item from Years 1 to 3 of the Long-Term Plan to Year 1 of the LongTerm Plan (2021-22)

4.

notes the resolutions made by the Committee under delegated authority
(refer to the Committee’s Terms of Reference, Clause 4).

Attachments
1.
2.

Minutes - Audit, Finance and Risk Committee meeting 164 - 7 October 2021
unconfirmed [7.1.2.1 - 9 pages]
Council Papers Sep21 [7.1.2.2 - 3 pages]
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Attachment 7.1.2.1
UNCONFIRMED

Minutes of the 164th meeting of the Audit, Finance and Risk
Committee held in the Council Chamber, Environment
Canterbury, 200 Tuam Street, Christchurch on Thursday, 7
October 2021 at 2.01pm
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Mihi/Karakia Tīmatanga – Opening
Apologies
Conflicts of Interest
Deputations and Petitions
Audit
5.1
Internal Audit Programme of Work
5.2
Review of Committee’s Terms of Reference
5.3
Office of the Auditor-General Update
Finance
6.1
Action List
6.2
Fitch Credit Rating Review 2021
6.3
Financial Heath Reports August 2021
6.4
Portfolio Financial Health Reports August 2021
6.5
Public Transport Financial Update
6.6
Annual Report year ended 30 June 2021
Risk
7.1
Health and Safety
Public Excluded
Notices of Motion
Extraordinary and Urgent Business
Next Meeting
Mihi/Karakia Whakamutunga - Closing

Present
Committee Chair Councillor John Sunckell, Councillors Claire McKay, Ian Mackenzie, Grant
Edge, Nicole Marshall.
Independent Members: Graeme McGlinn and Graham Naylor

In Attendance

Councillors Peter Scott and Elizabeth McKenzie*

Management and officers present

Stefanie Rixecker (Chief Executive), Giles Southwell (Director Finance and Corporate
Services), Katherine Harbrow (Director Operations),Tim Davie (Director Science), Katherine
Trought (Director Strategy and Planning), Tafflyn Bradford-James (Director Communications
and Engagement), Catherine Schache (General Counsel), Tarsha Triplow (Acting Chief
Financial Officer), Catherine McMillan (General Manager Governance), David PerenaraO’Connell (Senior Strategy Manager), Jesse Burgess (Senior Strategy Manager), Stewart
Gibbon (Senior Manager Public Transport), Trudie Baker (Organisational Performance
Manager), Duran Keeley (Business information Services Support Specialist), Barbara Strang
(Committee Advisor) and Juliet Bruce (Committee Advisor).
Report writers and supporting staff were also in attendance.
*Via MS Teams
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1.

Mihi/karakia tīmatanga – opening
The Committee Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting.
A karakia was given before the Catchment Sub-Committee meeting earlier in the day.

2.

Apologies
Apologies were received from Tumu Taiao Iaean Cranwell and Councillor Vicky
Southworth.
Cr Nicole Marshall/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED

3.

Conflicts of interest
There were no conflicts of interest recorded.

4.

Deputations and petitions
There were no petitions or deputations.
The Chair clarified that staff would remain at the table during questions of clarification
and discussion, as this would facilitate discussion and meet the requirements under
the Local Government Act.

5.

Audit

5.1

Internal Audit Programme of Work

Refer page 12 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: Director Finance and Corporate Services.
Staff briefly introduced the report and answered questions of clarification. The following
key points were noted:
•
•
•

A three-year internal audit programme was progressing.
Further work on the Environment Canterbury fraud policy was required so that
it could be applied more broadly.
Some methods of measuring sources of assurance and likelihood of risk were
suggested.

An amendment was moved by Cr John Sunckell and seconded by Mr Graham Naylor.
That the third (3) recommendation be amended to insert ‘a review’ and ‘in light of work
to be undertaken to develop a risk and assurance map’, i.e.:
3. endorses a review of the Three Year Internal Audit Plan in light of work to be
undertaken to develop a risk and assurance map.
The amendment was CARRIED
This became part of the substantive motion.

RESOLVED
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That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. receives the verbal update to the Internal Audit programme of work
2. notes that a full report on the individual audits will come to the next
Committee meeting
3. endorses a review of the Three Year Internal Audit Plan in light of work to
be undertaken to develop a risk and assurance map.
Cr Claire McKay/Cr Grant Edge
CARRIED

5.2

Review of Committee’s Terms of Reference

Refer page 19 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Notes we have had a workshop convo where to go with this.
Presented by: General Counsel.
Staff presented this report and were able to take questions of clarification. The following
key points were noted:
•

There was a discussion regarding the benefits and disadvantages of principlesbased and rules-based terms of reference.

An amendment was moved by Chair Hughey and seconded by Councillor Grant Edge.
That the first (1) and second (2) recommendations were replaced with the following
recommendation (1), i.e.:
1. investigates developing a principles-based Terms of Reference to further enhance
its ability to discharge its duties.
This became part of the substantive motion.

The amendment was CARRIED

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. investigates developing a principles-based Terms of Reference to further
enhance its ability to discharge its duties.
Chair Hughey/Councillor Grant Edge
CARRIED

5.3

Office of the Auditor-General Update

Refer page 25 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: Director Finance and Corporate Services.
Staff met with the Auditor-General to discuss mutual priorities including the audit
process and the effects of COVID-19 on local government.

RESOLVED
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That the Audit, Performance and Risk Committee:
1. receives the update on the meeting with the Office of the Auditor-General.
Cr Claire McKay/Chair Hughey
CARRIED
6.
6.1

Finance
Action List

Refer page 26 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: Acting Chief Financial Officer.
Staff gave an overview of the report and explained there were two items that were in
progress.

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. receives the Action List.

6.2

Mr Graeme McGlinn/Mr Graham Naylor
CARRIED

Fitch Credit Rating Review 2021

Refer page 27 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: Director Finance and Corporate Services.
Staff briefly introduced the report and were able to answer questions. It was noted
that Environment Canterbury was eligible for a discounted rate with the New Zealand
Local Government Funding Agency due to the credit rating Environment Canterbury
received.

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. notes that Environment Canterbury has retained its AA+ Long-Term Issuer
Default Rating and F1+ Short-Term Issuer Default Rating credit ratings.
Cr Ian Mackenzie/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED
6.3

Financial Health Reports August 2021

Refer page 33 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: Corporate Reporting Accountant.
Staff introduced the report and the following key points were noted:
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•
•
•
•

It was necessary that the timing of the VHF Communications Network
expenditure be decided by Council because the expenditure was initially
budgeted over three years in the Long-Term Plan.
The VHF equipment was purchased to assist the harbourmasters’ services in
ensuring the safety of vessels in Canterbury harbours.
It was clarified that the VHF equipment was purchased rather than leased.
It was suggested that Council’s covenants compliance was included in future
reporting on the basis that the New Zealand Local Government Funding Agency
would require certain covenants and conditions to be met.

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. receives the monthly Financial Health report for the period ended 31 August
2021
2. RECOMMENDS COUNCIL approves the alteration of the timing of the VHF
Communications Network capex item from Years 1 to 3 of the Long-Term
Plan to Year 1 of the Long-Term Plan (2021-22)
3. notes the table of Council-approved unbudgeted expenditure listed in this
report.
Cr Nicole Marshall/Cr Grant Edge
CARRIED

6.4

Portfolio Financial Report August 2021

Refer page 46 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: Acting Chief Financial Officer.
Staff introduced the report and answered questions of clarification.

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. receives the Portfolio Financial report for the period ended 31 August 2021.
Cr Ian Mackenize/Cr Nicole Marshall
CARRIED
6.5

Public Transport Financial Update

Refer page 54 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: General Manager Public Transport.
Staff introduced the report and the following key points were noted:
•
•

A notable percentage of public transport patrons were using a SuperGold card.
The impact of COVID-19 on public transport patronage and reserves was
significant and ongoing. Environment Canterbury and Waka Kotahi were
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•
•
•
•
•
•

contributing to reserves, as Environment Canterbury was collecting less fare
revenue than budgeted.
Regarding the National Land Transport Fund, the status categories were
clarified.
The service operators including frontline staff were acknowledged for their
significant contribution in operating an essential service throughout the COVID19 pandemic and response.
Bus driver retention was becoming a high risk issue due to COVID-19 impacts,
wage rates, and immigration rates.
There were methods for reducing financial losses, including operating reduced
services and receiving contributions from Waka Kotahi.
High vaccination rates were key to ensuring the public transport system was
able to return to normal.
Maintenance of public transport reserves would be reviewed during the annual
plan process.

Cr John Sunckell left the meeting at 3.10pm and returned at 3.12pm.

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. receives the financial update report for public transport.
Cr Grant Edge/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED
6.6

Annual Report year ended 30 June 2021

Refer page 64 – Audit, Finance and Risk Committee Agenda
Presented by: Acting Chief Financial Officer.
Staff confirmed the audit was due to conclude in early December. The following key
points were noted:
•
•
•
•

The annual report must be adopted at a Council meeting.
Further updated information would become available during November.
It was possible to undertake the audit process remotely. It was confirmed that
the audit would be completed by the statutory deadline.
Communication with Audit New Zealand staff was important.

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. acknowledges the key matters associated with the Draft 2020/21 Annual
Report
2. acknowledges the statutory deadline of 31 December, and that adopting
the Annual Report before this date will be difficult, given the current
Audit, Finance and Risk Committee and Council meeting schedule, and
may require an (additional) extraordinary Council meeting.
Mr Graeme McGlinn/Chair Hughey
CARRIED
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7.

Risk

7.1

Health and Safety

Refer pages 89 of the agenda
Presented by: Chief Executive.
The Chief Executive introduced the report and outlined the regular health and safety
reporting that was received by the Executive Leadership Team. The following key
points were noted:
•
•
•
•
•

•

There were concerns about the methodology of data collection and reporting.
There were significant ongoing disruptions due to COVID-19.
Section health and safety plans were important, particularly for staff involved in
field work.
The guidance regarding mandatory vaccinations was developing. Environment
Canterbury was encouraging staff to receive vaccinations for COVID-19.
High numbers of outstanding actions were due to ongoing system changes
within the organisation and the constant pressure staff were under to meet other
deadlines.
The Committee Chair highlighted elected members’ responsibility to do due
diligence regarding the wellbeing of staff.

RESOLVED
That the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee:
1. receives the Health and Safety Governance Report
2. notes that consideration is being given to the further work that will provide
greater assurance that Health & Safety are focusing on mitigating the key
health and safety risks.
Cr Grant Edge/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED
8.

Public excluded
RESOLVED
1. That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this
meeting.
The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded,
the reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1)
of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing
of this resolution are as follows:
Item
No.

General Subject of each matter
considered
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1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Risk report
Sensitive expenditure report
Healthier Homes Canterbury
Transport report

Good reason to withhold exists
under section 7

the passing of this
resolution
Section 48(1)(a)

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected
by section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the
whole or relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
Item No.
1.4

Protect information where the making available of that information would
be likely to prejudice the maintenance of the law, including the prevention,
investigation, and detection of offences, and the right to a fair trial – Section
6(a)

1.4

Protect information where the making available of the information would be
likely unreasonably to prejudice the commercial position of the person who
supplied or who is the subject of the information – Section 7(2)(b)(ii)

1.3

Maintain professional legal privilege – Section 7(2)(g)

1.2

Enable any local authority holding the information to carry out, without
prejudice or disadvantage, commercial activities – Section(2)(h)

1.2

1.3
1.4
1.1
1.2
1.1

Enable the Committee holding the information to carry on, without
prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and
industrial negotiations) – Section 7(2)(i)
Prevent the disclosure or use of official information for improper gain or
improper advantage – Section 7(2)(j)

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Committee.
Chair Jenny Hughey/Cr Grant Edge
CARRIED
The meeting went into public excluded session from 3.41pm to 4.40pm.
9.

Notices of motion
There were no notices of motion.

10.

Extraordinary and urgent business
There was no extraordinary or urgent business.

11.

Next meeting
Thursday, 18 November 2021.

12.

Mihi/karakia whakamutunga – closing
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Karakia: Councillor McKay.
The Chair declared the meeting closed at 4.40pm.

CONFIRMED

Committee Chair John Sunckell
Audit, Finance and Risk Committee
Councillor, Environment Canterbury
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7.2. Joint Committees
7.2.1. Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 25 November 2021

Author

Jesse Burgess, Senior Strategy Manager

Endorsed by

Katherine Trought, Director Strategy and Planning

Purpose
1.

For the Council to receive for information the unconfirmed minutes of the Greater
Christchurch Partnership Committee meeting held on 5 November 2021.

2.

These minutes will be presented to the next meeting of the Greater Christchurch
Partnership Committee for confirmation.

3.

There were no recommendations from the Committee to Council.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives the unconfirmed minutes of the Greater Christchurch Partnership
Committee meeting held on 5 November 2021.

Attachments
1.

Unconfirmed minutes – Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee – 5 November
2021

2.

Attachments – Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee minutes – 5 November
2021

Peer reviewers
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Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee
OPEN MINUTES
Date:
Time:
Venue:

Friday 5 November 2021
9.02am
Ti-Kouka, Haere-roa, University of Canterbury, 90 Ilam
Road, Christchurch

Present
Chairperson
Members

Jim Palmer
Mayor Lianne Dalziel , Christchurch City Council
Councillor Mike Davidson , Christchurch City Council
Councillor Sara Templeton , Christchurch City Council
Chairperson Jenny Hughey , Environment Canterbury
Councillor Phil Clearwater , Environment Canterbury
Councillor Grant Edge , Environment Canterbury
Mayor Sam Broughton , Selwyn District Council
Councillor Malcolm Lyall , Selwyn District Council
Councillor Sophie McInnes , Selwyn District Council
Mayor Dan Gordon , Waimakariri District Council
Councillor Niki Mealings , Waimakariri District Council
Councillor Neville Atkinson , Waimakariri District Council
Dr Te Maire Tau , Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu
Jane Huria , Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu
Gail Gordon , Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu
Sir John Hansen , Canterbury District Health Board
(Non-Voting Member) James Caygill , New Zealand Transport Agency
Principal Advisor
Anna Elphick
Partnership Manager
Tel: 941 5481
Nathaniel Heslop
Committee and Hearings Advisor
941 6444
nathaniel.heslop@ccc.govt.nz
www.ccc.govt.nz
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Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee
05 November 2021

Karakia – Timatanga Opening Incantation
The agenda was dealt with in the following order.

1. Apologies Ngā Whakapāha
Committee Resolved GCPC/2021/00035
That the apologies received from Councillor Sophie McInnes for lateness, Gail Gordon and
Councillor Sara Templeton for absence, from Sir John Hansen for partial absence, and from Mayor
Sam Broughton and Mayor Lianne Dalziel for early departure be accepted.
Councillor Neville Atkinson/Mayor Sam Broughton

Carried

2. Declarations of Interest Ngā Whakapuaki Aronga
There were no declarations of interest recorded.

3. Deputations by Appointment Ngā Huinga Whakaritenga
There were no deputations by appointment.

4. Confirmation of Previous Minutes Te Whakaāe o te hui o mua
Committee Resolved GCPC/2021/00036
That the minutes of the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee meeting held on Friday, 8
October 2021 be confirmed.
Mayor Dan Gordon/Councillor Phil Clearwater

Carried

Councillor Sophie McInnes arrived at 9.16am during consideration of Item 5.
Sir John Hansen left the meeting at 9.25am during consideration of Item 5.

5. Greater Christchurch Partnership submission on the Resource
Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment
Bill
Committee Comment
Anna Elphick sought delegations from the Committee to make submissions on the
Emissions Reduction Plan Discussion Document and Resource Management (Enabling
Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Bill.
he Committee provided feedback on the draft key submission points on the Resource
Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Bill included as
Attachment A. Key points during the discussion, included:




There was general support for the draft submission points.
The Committee requested to be heard at the select committee.
The Committee requested that the submission note:
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Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee
05 November 2021



The importance of ensuring the Bill relates back and delivers to a four wellbeings approach.
Disappointment that Government did not collaborate and engage with local
government in the development of this Bill.

That land covenants may limit the intentions of this Bill and suggest that legislative
changes be investigated to address this issue.
Staff Recommendations
That the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee:
Delegate to the Greater Christchurch Council Mayors, Canterbury Regional Council
Chair, and one of the Committee mana whenua representatives to approve, on behalf of
the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee, a Greater Christchurch Partnership
submission on the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters)
Amendment Bill.

Committee Resolved with an amendment GCPC/2021/00037
Committee Decision
That the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee:
1.

Delegate to the Greater Christchurch Council Mayors, Canterbury Regional Council
Chair, and one of the Committee mana whenua representatives to approve, on behalf of
the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee, a Greater Christchurch Partnership
submission on the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters)
Amendment Bill and Emissions Reduction Plan Discussion Document.

Councillor Grant Edge/Councillor Mike Davidson
Attachments
A

Carried

Draft key submission points on the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and
Other Matters).

Karakia – Whakakapi Closing Incantation
Meeting concluded at 9.43am.
CONFIRMED THIS 10th DAY OF DECEMBER 2021

JIM PALMER
CHAIRPERSON
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Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee
05 November 2021

Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee
MINUTES ATTACHMENTS
Date:
Time:
Venue:

TABLE OF CONTENTS
5.

Friday 5 November 2021
9.02am
Ti-Kouka, Haere-roa, University of Canterbury, 90 Ilam
Road, Christchurch
PAGE

Greater Christchurch Partnership submission on the Resource Management
(Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Bill
A.
Draft key submission points on the Resource Management (Enabling Housing
Supply and Other Matters). ............................................................................................................... 2
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Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee
05 November 2021

Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters)
Amendment Bill: Draft GCP key submissions points

Attachment A

1. The Partnership is supportive of the Government’s aims to address New Zealand’s housing
shortage and enable the delivery of a wider range of housing options, including more affordable
homes.
2. The Bill should more closely align with the place-related vision of the GPS-HUD, which includes
the comment that ‘places should be accessible, connected, well designed and resilient’.
3. There would appear to be misalignment of the outcomes sought by the Bill with other central
government agencies’ work programmes and policy directions, such as the Government Policy
Statement on Housing and Urban Development (GPS-HUD), work towards the Emissions
Reduction Plan and the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM). The
Partnership would value further guidance by central government about how local partners can
give effect to and balance these national policy directions and priorities.
4. Local government has an important role to play, in partnership with central government, mana
whenua, local communities and the development community in providing well-functioning urban
environments which provide for the wellbeing of their people.
5. The Partnership is supportive of the principle of providing opportunities for more intensive
developments in urban areas but is concerned that the ability for councils to effectively provide
for growth and support quality, well-functioning urban environments is likely to be undermined by
some provisions in the Bill.
6. The ability to collect Financial Contributions from developers to support residential development
would seem to be the main mechanism in the Bill to enable local government to address issues
of accessibility, liveability, and a well-functioning urban environment in the context of greater
housing and population density. The Partnership is broadly supportive of the provisions in the
Bill to collect Financial Contributions from developers to support residential development, but
requires more clarity on the framework for charging and the timing implications. The timing of
Financial Contributions provisions needs to align with the other aspects of the Bill that will have
immediate legal effect from August 2022, so that Financial Contributions can be collected from
the date when development is enabled.
7. The Bill is not clear about the ability of councils to still require minimum densities in residential
zones, with the potential for the MDRS to result in lower density developments and fewer homes
provided in some locations. Suggest that requirements around minimum densities are clarified in
the Bill.
8. The Bill’s geographic scope is unclear and potentially enables development across the entirety
of the three districts. Recommend that the geographic scope of the Bill be clarified, with the
expectation that the Greater Christchurch boundary aligns with the established Greater
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Item 5

Christchurch Partnership’s boundary (which includes the metropolitan area of Christchurch and
the neighbouring towns in Selwyn and Waimakariri).

o

that are not accessible for our communities, such as areas that are not well-served by
public and active transport, or areas where schools, and other social and community
infrastructure, are lacking

o

where there is little to no capacity in our wastewater, storm water and drinking water
networks, and where capacity cannot easily be increased.

Attachment A

9. The application of the medium density residential standards (MDRS) across our urban areas
has the potential to result in increased residential density in locations:

In this context, recommend changes to enable more targeted intensification in our urban areas.
10. The Bill does not appear to include design standards, which may result in poorer urban design
outcomes (especially with the focus on developing affordable homes). Suggest robust design
standards should be introduced into the Bill to support high quality, liveable homes and places.
11. The Bill omits minimum landscaping requirements for residential developments. Trees and
green spaces have an important role in climate change mitigation by absorbing carbon dioxide
emissions and contributing to biodiversity, as well as providing more attractive streets and
neighbourhoods. Concern that the MDRS will lead to the further reduction in tree canopy cover,
which cannot readily be offset by planting trees in public space.
12. The Bill omits any requirements for setbacks from water bodies (including wetlands). Suggest
that waterway setbacks are included in the Bill to facilitate the natural functioning of the water
bodies in terms of ecology and enhanced values.
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8. Matters for Council Decision
8.1. Taking Responsibility for Our Waste - Consultation Document

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 25 November 2021

Author

Toshi Hodliffe, Team Leader Strategy and Planning Strategic
Programmes

Responsible Director

Katherine Harbrow, Director Operations

Purpose
1.

Council is requested to approve a draft submission to the Ministry for Environment on
the Te kawe i te haepapa para: Taking responsibility for our waste consultation
document which contains proposals for a new waste strategy, and issues and options
for new waste legislation.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

approves the attached draft submission to the Ministry for Environment on
the Te kawe i te haepapa para: Taking Responsibility for Our Waste
Consultation Document

2.

delegates to the Chief Executive the amendment of any minor or clerical
errors in the submission, prior to submitting it to the Ministry for the
Environment.

Background
2.

The Ministry for Environment are seeking feedback on their consultation document Te
kawe i te haepapa para | Taking responsibility for our waste: Proposals for a new waste
strategy; Issues and options for new waste legislation.

3.

Consultation on the discussion document closes on 10 December 2021 and staff have
worked with the Natural Environment Committee (NEC) in developing the submission.

4.

Collection and disposal of waste is primarily a territorial authority responsibility, however
regional councils have an enforcement role where there have been unacceptable levels
of emissions or pollution, as well as having responsibility for regulating disposal of
waste to land to avoid or mitigate discharges to water or air.

5.

There is also opportunity for building waste management into regional policy, plans and
strategic approaches, and to advocate for the use of the waste levy to be extended to
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regional councils (instead of the current 50/50 split between central government and
territorial authorities).
6.

The concepts of responsibility and connection are at the heart of the proposed new
waste strategy and proposed new waste legislation. The attached draft Council
response is broadly supportive of the vision, principles, proposed course, stage one
priorities, and targets of the proposed new waste strategy, and the general thrust of the
proposed new legislation.

7.

The new legislation proposes comprehensive powers for the government to obtain more
information from all those involved in the sector. The discussion document recognises
that information gathering powers always require detailed scrutiny as they are
developed, to ensure appropriate use, storage and privacy considerations. The draft
Council response supports this assessment.

8.

Soil disposal is not mentioned in the consultation document, so the draft submission
raises the issue of diverting suitable soils from landfills where possible to enable the
reuse of soil for engineering or building purposed where this is appropriate.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
9.

The currently 50/50 split of waste levy funds between central government and territorial
authorities excludes regional councils, however the discussion document signals an
anticipated broadening of how levy funds can be used, including early-stage research,
measures that minimise harm from waste, and new infrastructure and equipment.
Depending on how a broader scope of the use of levy funds is developed, there may be
the possibility of this funding stream for regional councils.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
10. There are no risks or issues of legal compliance in responding to the consultation
document.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
11. The new legislative framework, along with the waste reduction work program and
expansion of the waste levy, creates an opportunity to significantly increase the
participation of Māori in decision-making processes for the waste sector.

Consistency with council policy
12. Regional council involvement in waste minimisation is consistent with council policy.

Climate Change Impacts
13. Climate change does not have a material impact on making this submission.
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Communication
14. The submission on the proposals for a new waste strategy and new waste legislation
will be on the council website if approved.

Next steps
15. Prepare a submission to select committee following the first reading of the new waste
legislation bill.

Attachments
1.
2.

DRAFT Submission for Taking responsibility for our waste - Consultation Document
[8.1.1 - 4 pages]
Waste Strategy and Legislation Consultation Document [8.1.2 - 82 pages]
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Submission to the Ministry for Environment
__________________________________________________________________________________
Proposals for a New Waste Strategy
1. Environment Canterbury Regional Council is pleased to have the opportunity to
comment on the discussion document Te kawe i te haepapa para Taking responsibility
for our waste: Proposals for a new waste strategy; Issues and options for new waste
legislation.
2. As a regional council Environment Canterbury is responsible for regulating disposal of
waste to landfill to avoid or mitigate discharges to water or air. Regional planning
responsibilities also provide an opportunity to build waste management into plans and
policies for a strategic regional approach.
Vision
3. Environment Canterbury supports the vision of the strategy to responsibly care for
natural resources, respect the connection between people and the environment, and
to strive for a land where nothing is wasted.
Principles
4. The six principles that underpin the proposed new strategy are supported by
Environment Canterbury:


The principle to design out waste and reduce the manufacture of
unnecessary materials makes good sense. The proposed action about
confronting entrenched behaviour will require careful planning about
how that confrontation is proposed to unfold.



The principle of the highest value use for products also makes sense
but the draft strategy does not provide any detail of how the Ministry
intends to “entrench a new mindset”.



The principle to regenerate natural systems is supported.



The principle of taking responsibility for the condition of the natural
environment is supported.



The principle of recognizing that systems are interconnected is
supported.



The principle of delivering equitable and inclusive options is supported
and a key principle for Environment Canterbury and local communities.

Proposed Course
5. Setting out a staged approach to 2050 is sensible and the recent initiatives to phase
out hard-to-recycle plastics, investigate a container return scheme, and invest in
optical sorting technologies is acknowledged. Consideration should be given to have
aspects of these stages overlap rather than setting them out end-to-end.
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Stage One Priorities
6. Environment Canterbury offers the following comments on the stage one priorities:


Foundations – Environment Canterbury supports the early
implementation of the strategic framework and enactment of the new
waste legislation.



Redesign for long-term change – starting early with designing out waste
makes good sense.



Information and education – the long lead times in public understanding
are acknowledged.



Resource recovery systems – while NZ lags international standards,
consistent labelling will make it easier for people to know what to do.



Reducing emissions from organic waste – there is an internal
inconsistency between considering bans on disposal of organic material
in landfills on the one hand, and on the other improving landfill gas
capture. Waste to energy investments into infrastructure require very
long-term assurances of feedstock which does not encourage waste
avoidance or minimisation. In addition, large waste to energy plants
require a wide geographic footprint for waste to be provided with
attendant transportation issues. Smaller waste to energy plants (such
as anaerobic digestion) have the advantage of utilising another waste
stream from vegetation material and the by-product can then be used
to augment land quality by spreading.



The scale of past damage – in Canterbury farm dumps up to 50 cubic
metres are permitted activities, and so the scale of the problem of
understanding past damage is not underestimated. On-farm disposal of
hazardous substances and waste pose problems for the community and
environment, in part due to the lack of opportunity to “do the right thing”.

Targets
7. Targets are supported to measure progress and it is acknowledged that the target for
households and businesses is based on disposal data rather than generation. Focus
needs to be applied to those waste streams creating the greatest volumes or hazard.
The target for litter to be reduced by 60% by 2030 is fully supported.
Developing Comprehensive Legislation
Long-term strategic approach
8. The statement that territorial authorities usually limit their involvement in collection and
disposal of waste to residential collections (p.49) does not demonstrate a
comprehensive understanding by the Ministry of the scope and reach of local
government in this arena. Territorial authorities run transfer stations, fund education
on waste programs, own council-controlled organisations involved in major landfills
harvesting gas emissions, contribute to regional reuse and recycling facilities, and own
and operate self-funding tip shops. The Mackenzie District Council for example offer a
$20 waste free parent pack with washable nappies to keep disposables out of landfills.
Residential kerbside collections are but a fraction of territorial authorities’ involvement
in the collection and disposal of waste.
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9. Regional councils can provide a regional leadership function and there could well be
advantages to planning waste minimisation needs at a regional level. The Future of
Local Government Review Panel could envisage this as a new role for regional
councils. However, the principle of subsidiarity should prevail. New spatial planning
provisions provide an opportunity to better link regional waste infrastructure. In this
context the fact that the waste levy is currently not available for regional councils is
limiting. Regional councils could use the levy funds to support regional approaches to
waste minimisation projects.
Duties of Care
10. The proposal to introduce duty of care obligations as the new regulatory regime for
waste is supported in principle, provided the enabling of tracing is confined to the
proposed licensing or authorising system. While local government bylaws enable the
operation of local licensing systems, they are tailored to local situations and conditions,
and so the “proliferation of slightly different systems and processes around the country”
(p.53) is not as much a problem as the discussion document implies. The statement
that “in a country of our size it would be better to have a single nationwide licensing
system than to continue with individual territorial authorities introducing their own
systems” (p.54) does not take localism into account and the imperative of being closely
in touch with communities.
Product Stewardship
11. Recent initiatives to develop regulated product stewardship schemes are fully
supported, however the storage of material pending final destination is of concern.
Waste material is currently stockpiled or stored as there is no endpoint process to
manage them. Legacy waste storage will require specific attention.
12. Product stewardship for packaging should begin at the point of production overseas
for imported products. Waste tariffs on imported goods that do not have a pathway for
waste disposal could be considered.
Regulatory Tools
13. The discussion document argues for building a practice of systematically collecting
good data (p.34), and that data reliability will improve over the next few years, given
the new data regulations (p.38) possibly referencing the Digital Identity Services Trust
Framework Bill currently referred to select committee. Data limitations mean that
central government currently do not have the ability to track this for all parts of society
(p.38) which also limits information to disposal data rather than generation data (p.39).
14. The concepts of responsibility and connection are at the heart of the proposed new
strategy to, among other things, enable tracing (p.51) and a tracing system (p.54).
Presumably, a tracing system is needed because “continuing to rely on voluntary
action is unlikely to see transformation to a circular economy” (p.61). Data collection
powers are proposed in the new legislation (p.63) to ensure there is enhanced tools to
start gathering data, and to provide “clearer and more comprehensive powers for the
government to obtain information from all those involved” (p.63). Data gathering is
needed to better understand waste generation rather than just disposal.
15. The Regional Council shares the concerns outlined in the discussion document and
agrees with the statement “information powers always require detailed scrutiny as they
are developed because of potential misuse, privacy concerns, and storage” (p.63). It
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is noted that if tracing systems are too onerous for small business, there could be
unintended consequences, which may impede rather than assist the development of
a circular economy.
Deposit Return Schemes
16. The current investigation of a regulated return scheme for beverage containers is
noted. The proposed clear set of powers in the new legislation to improve recycling is
supported.
Right to Repair
17. Environment Canterbury supports expanding the legal requirements for the right to
repair. There is opportunity to link this with importation standards, the use of border
controls and waste import tariffs.
Use of the Waste Levy
18. Environment Canterbury is of the view that the 50/50 split of the waste levy between
central government and territorial authorities requires reconsideration. This
arrangement locks regional councils out from accessing levy funds, but there could be
good waste minimisation outcomes at a regional level that could benefit from access
to the fund. This council supports broadening how levy funds can be used.
Compliance, Monitoring and Enforcement
19. The discussion document again points out that local government bylaws are
inconsistent nationwide (p.76) which is not a problem per se. Local government bylaws
are designed to be specific to the local area, so it is hardly surprising that they are
inconsistent nationwide. Territorial authorities however are not as well placed to
perform compliance, monitoring and enforcement (CME) tasks as regional councils
who have a broader CME portfolio. Before the new legislation devolves enforcement
responsibility onto local government, there should be clear signals for the funding
source of CME. Environment Canterbury supports the statement (p.77) that
investigation and detection powers need to be carefully drafted to ensure they are
proportionate to the issue and consistent with human rights.
The Particular Problem of Litter
20. The particular problem of litter is well canvased in the discussion document (p.78-79)
and the proposal to repeal the Litter Act 1979 and incorporate better detection,
enforcement arrangements and penalties in new legislation is fully supported.
21. The international experience where a separate offence has been created of littering
from a vehicle, with responsibility resting with the registered owner, should be explored
for application in New Zealand. In addition, offence penalties that provide for thirdparty reporting of littering should be explored.
Soil Disposal and Clear Fill
22. Soil disposal and clear fill are not discussed in the consultation document. Environment
Canterbury understands that 20% of class 1 landfill is “waste” soils. Some soils are
geotechnically unsuitable for engineering or building purposes. Some are slightly
contaminated for residential use, however there is soil that could be reused that
currently ends up in disposal sites. Likewise, clear fill could be crushed and used for
roading aggregate. The Regional Council supports the reuse of soils and clear fill
where this is possible.
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Disclaimer
The opinions and options contained in this document are for consultation purposes only
and do not reflect final Government policy. Please seek specific legal advice from a qualified
professional person before undertaking any action based on the contents of this publication.
The contents of this discussion document must not be construed as legal advice. The Ministry
for Environment does not accept any responsibility or liability whatsoever whether in contract,
tort, equity or otherwise for any action taken as a result of reading, or reliance placed on the
Ministry because of having read, any part, or all, of the information in this document.

This document may be cited as: Ministry for the Environment. 2021. Te kawe i te haepapa
para | Taking responsibility for our waste: Proposals for a new waste strategy; Issues and
options for new waste legislation. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment.

Published in October 2021 by the
Ministry for the Environment
Manatū Mō Te Taiao
PO Box 10362, Wellington 6143, New Zealand
ISBN: 978-1-99-003377-3 (online)
Publication number: ME 1593
© Crown copyright New Zealand 2021
This document is available on the Ministry for the Environment website: environment.govt.nz.
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Message from the Minister
We can and must do better
Aotearoa New Zealand is one of the highest generators of waste per person in the world, and
the amount of waste we create is increasing. We are sending more waste to landfill each year,
when much of this could be recycled, reprocessed or reused.
In 2019, the waste sector contributed around 4 per cent of Aotearoa New Zealand’s total
greenhouse gas emissions and around 9 per cent of its biogenic methane emissions. Put
bluntly, we need to catch up with those countries showing the way, and then move forward.
Some of the waste we used to send overseas is now rejected, as it should be. There is a global
push for countries to take more responsibility for the waste they generate, which impels us to
reassess how we manage our waste domestically. Other challenges we face are a legacy of
past actions. The mess caused by the erosion of the Fox River landfill in 2019 was a case in
point.
New Zealanders care about this and are rightly demanding change. In Colmar Brunton’s Better
Futures 2021 survey, issues relating to waste and recycling made up three of the top ten
concerns for New Zealanders. 1

Moving to a low-carbon circular economy, starting with waste
We need to change the way we think and live when it comes to the way we use materials.
This means shifting from our current ‘take–make–dispose’ system and moving towards a
low-waste, more circular economy.
Everyone has a part to play. Many individuals, communities, businesses, iwi, and the waste
sector, are already taking action to reduce waste and use resources more efficiently. Some are
seeking ways to avoid creating waste altogether. Others are leading the way by transforming
waste into innovative, value-added products. There are real opportunities here, and the
Government has launched the $50 million Plastics Innovation Fund to help support projects
that reimagine how we make, use and dispose of plastics.
The Government is committed to building a low-carbon, circular economy that protects the
environment for future generations. We need to take clear and decisive action. Focusing on
waste is a good place to start.
We have already taken some important steps. These include taking action on single-use and
hard-to-recycle plastics, expanding the waste disposal levy, investing in new infrastructure to
support resource recovery efforts, and working with industry to develop end-of-life product
stewardship schemes for six priority products.

11

6

Colmar Brunton. 2021. Better Futures 2021. Retrieved from https://www.colmarbrunton.co.nz/betterfutures-reports-2021/ (10 September 2021).
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We need to take a coordinated approach and get the systems right
We want to tap into the energy and ingenuity of New Zealanders. I encourage you to have
your say on the proposed strategy and legislation to help us solve our waste problems and
protect our environment for generations to come. Together we can turn our record around
and create a low-waste future we can all be proud of.

Hon David Parker
Minister for the Environment
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What are we consulting on?
We’re seeking feedback on:
•

proposals for a new national waste strategy

•

issues and options for developing new, more comprehensive waste legislation.
A NEW AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND WASTE STRATEGY
The proposals for a new national waste strategy present our proposed vision and aspirations
for a low-waste Aotearoa, and how we intend to get there. It’s intended to guide and direct
our collective journey toward a circular economy, starting with how we think about and
manage the products and materials that currently go into our waste disposal systems.
This first strategy looks out to 2050 and sets an overall course for change with three broad
stages. For the first stage, to 2030, it includes proposed priority areas with supporting headline
actions. It also includes specific targets to help assess our overall progress in reducing waste
and making better use of resources. The intention is that the strategy is periodically refreshed.
While the strategy will outline where we want to go and how we envisage getting there in
broad terms, the more specific actions we need to take will be articulated in a series of
supporting action and investment plans. These plans will be produced every three years,
with the first plan to be finalised after the final strategy and long-term waste infrastructure
plan in 2022.

NEW, MORE COMPREHENSIVE WASTE LEGISLATION
The Government is also proposing new and more comprehensive legislation on waste to
replace the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 and the Litter Act 1979. New legislation is needed to
put in place the tools and arrangements that will deliver the new waste strategy and ensure
we make good use of funds generated by the expanded waste disposal levy.
New legislation will enable a complete reset of the purposes and principles, governance
arrangements, and roles and responsibilities in waste legislation. It also offers the opportunity
to strengthen and clarify regulatory and enforcement powers. This paper outlines options for
both regulation of the waste sector and those working in it, and regulation of the products and
materials we currently dispose of through our waste and recycling systems.

8
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How to have your say
The Government welcomes your feedback on this consultation document. The questions
posed throughout this document are summarised in the Full list of questions section. They
are a guide only and all comments are welcome. You do not have to answer all the questions.
To ensure your point of view is clearly understood, you should explain your rationale and
provide supporting evidence where appropriate.

Timeframes and next steps
This consultation starts on Friday 15 October and ends on Friday 26 November 2021.
When the consultation period has ended, we will take the following steps.
NEXT STEPS
•

Please provide your written submissions by 11.59pm on Friday 26 November. See the
How to provide feedback section for more details.

•

The Ministry will use the information in submissions to refine and fully develop the
proposals, working with others in the sector as needed. The Minister for the Environment
will then decide on the final form of the strategy and legislative changes to recommend to
Cabinet.

•

We anticipate releasing the final version of the waste strategy in mid-2022. The next layer
of analysis and planning, leading to implementation, will be set out in the first action and
investment plan. This will be produced as soon as the new strategy and accompanying
long-term waste infrastructure plan are complete in 2022.

•

If the Government decides to go ahead with new waste legislation, a Bill will be
introduced to Parliament later in 2022. The public will have an opportunity to provide
feedback on the detailed proposals when the Bill is considered at Select Committee.

How to provide feedback
There are two ways you can make a submission:
•

via Citizen Space, our consultation hub

•

by writing your own submission.

If you want to write your own submission, you can provide this as an uploaded file in Citizen
Space.
We request that you don’t email or post submissions as this makes analysis more difficult.
However, if you need to, please send written submissions to Waste Strategy and Legislation,
Ministry for the Environment, PO Box 10362, Wellington 6143 and include:
•

your name or organisation

•

your postal address
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•

your telephone number

•

your email address.

If you are emailing your feedback, send it to wastelegislation@mfe.govt.nz as a:
•

PDF, or

•

Microsoft Word document (2003 or later version).

Submissions close at 11.59pm Friday 26 November 2021.

More information
Please direct any queries to:
Email:

wastelegislation@mfe.govt.nz

Postal:

Waste Strategy and Legislation, Ministry for the Environment, PO Box 10362,
Wellington 6143

Publishing and releasing submissions
All or part of any written comments (including names of submitters) may be published on
environment.govt.nz. Unless you clearly specify otherwise in your submission, the Ministry will
consider that you have consented to website posting of both your submission and your name.
Contents of submissions may be released to the public under the Official Information Act 1982
following requests to the Ministry for the Environment (including via email). Please advise if
you have any objection to the release of any information contained in a submission and, in
particular, which part(s) you consider should be withheld, together with the reason(s) for
withholding the information. We will take into account all such objections when responding
to requests for copies of, and information on, submissions to this document under the Official
Information Act.
The Privacy Act 2020 applies certain principles about the collection, use and disclosure of
information about individuals by various agencies, including the Ministry for the Environment.
It governs access by individuals to information about themselves held by agencies. Any
personal information you supply to the Ministry in the course of making a submission will be
used by the Ministry only in relation to the matters covered by this document. Please clearly
indicate in your submission if you do not wish your name to be included in any summary of
submissions that the Ministry may publish.

10
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Part 1: Why we need to transform
our approach to waste
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Our waste challenge
The way we’re creating and managing waste in Aotearoa isn’t sustainable. Resources are often
not valued enough nor used as efficiently as possible, and who is responsible for managing
negative environmental impacts related to waste is often unclear. Our linear, ‘take–make–
dispose’ system, which relies heavily on extracting virgin materials, promotes continuous
consumption and replacement over keeping products and materials in use (figure 1).
Figure 1:

Linear economy

In particular, our linear approach to creating products and managing waste presents two
high-level challenges.
1.

Our production and consumption systems have negative impacts on the environment
This includes greenhouse gas emissions from our production processes, consumption
patterns and transport, as well as from decomposition of organic waste in landfills.
Disposal of organic waste makes up 9 per cent of Aotearoa New Zealand’s biogenic
methane emissions and 4 per cent of total emissions. 2 The recent Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change report makes clear the urgency of reducing methane emissions
as part of our response to the global climate crisis. 3 The waste system has a vital
part to play.
Lack of a whole-of-life view for resources, materials and products, including consideration
of end-of-life options and poor management of waste, also has direct impacts on the
health of our soils, waterways and marine environment, with toxic substances and marine
litter damaging ecosystems and threatening human health.

2.

Our ‘take–make–dispose’ system does not use valuable resources well or sustainably
The increasing global population and growing levels of consumption are placing greater
stress on diminishing resources. Our economic systems and infrastructure are not
designed to keep materials in use, and the long-term value of resources is often not

2

For more information, see https://environment.govt.nz/publications/new-zealands-greenhouse-gasinventory-1990-2019-snapshot/emissions-trends-by-sector.

3

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2021. Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Retrieved from www.ipcc.ch (10 September 2021).
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realised. Consumption and replacement of short-lived products are normalised over
reuse and repair, while our ability to recycle and reuse resources is limited. Our current
reliance on virgin materials will lead to future generations having less access to, and
paying higher prices for, the resources we take for granted today.
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Global context
Moving toward a circular economy
The challenges outlined above are not unique to Aotearoa. Globally, a shift towards a
circular economy (figure 2) is gaining momentum. International awareness of the long-term
consequences of how we produce and consume has sparked collaboration to adopt more
resource-efficient and sustainable systems. This includes initiatives such as the European
Union’s Circular Economy Action Plan, the Global Alliance for Circular Economy and Resource
Efficiency, and the G7 Alliance on Resource Efficiency. A growing number of countries have
also implemented strategies, policies and legislation to support their transition toward a
circular economy.
Efforts to move to more sustainable systems are also strongly aligned with global initiatives to
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals, in particular the goals on sustainable consumption
and production, climate change, economic growth, energy and ecosystem health.
There have been growing calls domestically for Aotearoa to move towards a circular economy.
Most recently, advice from the Climate Change Commission on meeting our emissions
reductions targets under the Climate Change Response Act 2002 highlighted the need to
develop a long-term strategy for such a move. 4
WHAT IS A CIRCULAR ECONOMY?
A circular economy is a set of organising principles promoting economic activity that restores
and regenerates natural systems. It’s designed to replace our current ‘take–make–dispose’
system with a ‘make–use–return’ system. The circular economy has three global principles.

4

14

•

Design out waste and pollution – View waste as a design flaw. Loss of materials and
energy through the production process is minimised.

•

Keep products and materials in use – Think in systems. Products are designed to be
reused, repaired and recycled, and waste materials for one process become an input for
another.

•

Regenerate natural systems – Shift perspectives from minimising environmental harm to
doing good. Valuable nutrients are returned to the soil and ecosystems are enhanced.

Climate Change Commission. 2021. Ināia Tonu Nei: A Low Emissions Future for Aotearoa. Wellington:
New Zealand Government. Retrieved from www.climatecommission.govt.nz/our-work/advice-togovernment-topic/inaia-tonu-nei-a-low-emissions-future-for-aotearoa/ (10 September 2021).
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Figure 2:

Circular economy

The waste hierarchy
The waste hierarchy (figure 3) is a tool used globally for explaining the different steps to
reduce and manage waste. The most desirable steps are those at the top of the hierarchy,
which avoid generating waste in the first place. They support the first circular economy
principle. In the middle are techniques for keeping materials circulating in the economy, in
line with the second circular economy principle. At the bottom are the techniques that are
least desirable – destruction and disposal to landfill.
We use this tool throughout the strategy and legislation proposals, to explain the type of
progress and action needed.
Figure 3:

Waste hierarchy
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Addressing waste is one step toward a circular economy
A circular economy is about more than how we manage waste. It’s a whole-of-economy shift
in the way we value and use resources. Progressing towards a circular economy therefore
requires change across all aspects of the economy.
The ideas in this consultation document represent one step on this journey, beginning with
transforming the waste and resource recovery sectors. Almost everything we do as a society
generates waste; aligning how we manage waste materials with circular economy principles
is therefore a powerful way to change the way we collectively think about resource use
in Aotearoa.

16
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How are we doing?
We’re behind the curve
Climate change
Emissions from waste currently make up 9 per cent of Aotearoa New Zealand’s biogenic
methane emissions and 4 per cent of the country’s total greenhouse gas emissions. 5
Under the Climate Change Response Act 2002, Aotearoa is committed to reducing biogenic
methane emissions by 10 per cent by 2030, and 24–47 per cent by 2050, relative to 2017
levels. Greenhouse gases (excluding biogenic methane) are to be zero by 2050.
In June 2021, the Climate Change Commission released a report outlining how Aotearoa could
meet its international emissions reduction commitments and its obligations under the Climate
Change Response Act 2002. The report’s advice was clear that our current policy settings will
not achieve the targets set out in the Act.
The report advised that achieving even the lower end of the 2050 biogenic methane target
would require comprehensive action to:
•

reduce waste

•

divert organic waste from landfill to recycling and composting

•

improve and extend landfill gas capture systems.

In response, the Government is preparing and consulting on an emissions reduction plan. The
plan includes a significant section on emissions from waste, which has been developed
alongside these strategy proposals. It also includes separate proposals for moving towards a
circular economy, which will build on the steps proposed here.

New Zealanders create more waste than our counterparts
Aotearoa is among the highest generators of waste per capita in the developed world. In 2018,
we sent 3.7 million tonnes of waste to municipal landfills (approximately 750 kilograms per
person); this is 49 per cent higher than the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) average of 538 kilograms per capita. 6
Despite slight improvements in 2019 and 2020, our long-term trend suggests the amount of
waste we’re sending to landfill is increasing; between 2010 and 2019, total waste to municipal
landfills increased by approximately 48 per cent. Much of what we send to landfills would be
relatively easy to reuse or recycle – it still has value.
Inequitable access to waste and recycling services is a contributing factor. Smaller and rural
communities do not usually have the range of services available in urban centres. And more
specialised collection services, like green waste, are often only available from private sector
providers, at a cost.
5

For more information, see https://environment.govt.nz/publications/new-zealands-greenhouse-gasinventory-1990-2019-snapshot/emissions-trends-by-sector.

6

https://data.oecd.org/waste/municipal-waste.htm
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Infrastructure and international markets
Infrastructure of all kinds is a key enabler for a circular economy. Currently our domestic
resource recovery and waste infrastructure system is limited in the types of materials we
can recover, as well as the volume of materials we are able to process onshore. The recent
Report on Waste Disposal Levy Investment Options estimated Aotearoa has a current waste
infrastructure deficit of $2.1–2.6 billion. 7 In the context of the infrastructure needed to
support a circular economy, this deficit is likely to be significantly larger.
Our geographic isolation and relatively low population density present challenges to the
economic viability of onshore resource recovery infrastructure, which often relies on
economies of scale and low logistical costs. On the demand side, our ability to export
our waste to key markets is becoming increasingly constrained. This is partly due to the
implementation of policies restricting the international movement of waste materials (such
as China’s ‘National Sword’ policy, which banned the import of most recycled plastics into
China), as well as a decrease in demand for imported feedstock. Export markets are accepting
fewer materials and focusing on higher-quality products. This has highlighted our need to
find viable onshore solutions for our waste.

Lost opportunities
Reducing the volume of waste we produce and then either send to landfill or ship offshore as
recycling is only half the issue. There is often economic opportunity in what we throw away.
We put insufficient effort into finding opportunities to add value by turning one producer’s
unwanted by-product into the raw material for another. Some good initiatives are already
operating, such as the Bioresource Processing Alliance – a research and development
programme funded by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, which brings
together research organisations and the primary sector to find and commercialise
opportunities. There is scope for much more.
Case study: Ecogas – Anaerobic digestion plan
Ecogas is developing Aotearoa New Zealand’s first commercial-scale anaerobic digestion
facility in Reporoa, which will process 75,000 tonnes of food waste from households and
businesses in the North Island to produce biogas and an organic-rich biofertiliser. Biogas from
the plant will be used to heat T&G Global’s neighbouring tomato-growing greenhouses,
reducing fossil fuel use, while carbon dioxide produced will be used to enhance plant growth.
The biofertiliser that is produced will be applied onto more than 1500 hectares of productive
farmland, reducing reliance on imported synthetic fertilisers.
This circular system will reduce climate change emissions by diverting food waste from landfill,
create local clean energy and valuable biofertiliser, and support food production. It also
showcases what is possible in other parts of Aotearoa.

7
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Grant Thornton. 2021. Report on Waste Disposal Levy Investment Options. Wellington: Ministry for the
Environment.
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Lack of data
Lack of high-quality data is a persistent issue for the waste sector. There are currently large
gaps in our knowledge of what makes up our waste, where it goes and how we dispose of it.
While we have a good understanding of the volume of waste that goes to municipal landfills
and have estimates of what that waste is, we have less data on the quantity and types of waste
going to other landfills, cleanfills and waste disposed on farms. 8
Changes as part of expanding the waste disposal levy (waste levy) to additional sites will
improve the information available, but it’s clear our data, research and evidence base for
waste and resource efficiency still need to improve. We need to improve the availability,
accessibility and quality of our waste data so we can better develop and evaluate effective
policies and actions, understand where the gaps and opportunities are, and support effective
monitoring and compliance. Importantly, better data will let us track our progress toward a
circular economy, giving us better insight into the flow of materials across systems, and
opportunities for sharing resources across sectors.

Legacy waste sites
Historically, poor land and waste management practices in dealing with chemicals and
hazardous waste have led to a large number of contaminated land sites across Aotearoa,
which has negatively impacted the health of our soils, waterways and groundwater systems,
and posed risks to human health.
We know of at least 20,000 sites that have been used for hazardous activities or industries
with potential to cause contamination. Site remediations are continuing, but increasingly
extreme weather events related to climate change add to the risk of further redistributing
contaminated soil and wastes. There are also a number of legacy landfill sites near waterways,
in flood plains or on coastal margins, and due to the effects of climate change these are
increasingly at risk of being eroded or washed out, discharging waste materials and
contaminants to our freshwater and marine environments and to surrounding areas.

However, we’re starting to catch up
The move toward a circular economy in Aotearoa has been championed by a number of
community organisations, iwi and Māori, businesses, sector groups, local government and
individuals over the last decade or more. This includes efforts by businesses across many
sectors to reduce waste and rethink the way they produce goods and services.
Initiatives like the Sustainable Business Network’s Circular Economy Accelerator Programme,
the work by Para Kore with iwi and hapū to drive zero waste on marae, and the leadership of
the Zero Waste Network in driving community-led circular economy and resource recovery
action across the country have all been important in reducing waste and raising awareness
of the opportunities. A growing number of territorial authorities are also including circular
economy principles in their waste management and minimisation plans.

8

Landfills are classified into classes. We currently have data for class 1 landfills (which take municipal
waste) but not for classes 2–4.
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To support these efforts, the Government has taken early steps to lift the performance of our
resource recovery and waste system, and move toward a low-waste, more circular economy.
Some of the key initiatives include:
•

investing in resource recovery infrastructure – including $124 million of funding through
the COVID-19 Response and Recovery Fund and approximately $10–12 million in annual
funding through the Waste Minimisation Fund

•

expanding the waste levy from $10 to $60 per tonne by 2024 for municipal landfills, and
applying it to a wider range of sites (including those that take construction and demolition
materials), to incentivise people and businesses to produce less waste and support
investment in the sector

•

rethinking plastics – publishing a National Plastics Action Plan, including setting up a new
$50 million Plastics Innovation Fund and phasing-out a number of single-use and hard-torecycle plastic products (such as produce bags and labels) over the next four years

•

regulating product stewardship – working with industry to develop end-of-life schemes
for six priority products, including tyres, plastic packaging, electrical and electronic
products, agrichemicals and their containers, refrigerants and farm plastics

•

supporting industry and key sectors – for example, funding projects in Auckland and
the upper North Island to reduce construction and demolition waste and divert material
from landfill. 9

Full details of the Government’s current work programme on waste are set out in the Ministry
for the Environment’s recently published Waste reduction work programme.
The work programme is clear that we need to do much more to catch up with how other
countries use resources and manage waste, and join the global movement towards a circular
economy. We’ve taken some early steps, but we need to continue to build momentum as we
put in place the foundations for long-term transformational change.

Questions

9

20

1

Do you think changes are needed in how Aotearoa New Zealand manages its waste?

2

Do you support tackling our waste problems by moving towards a circular economy?

For more information, see https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/funding-projects-reduce-wasteconstruction-and-demolition.
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Part 2: Proposed new waste strategy
for Aotearoa New Zealand
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Introduction
Why do we need a long-term strategy?
Part 1 has outlined Aotearoa New Zealand’s problems with seeing value in resources and with
waste generation, management and disposal. The world has become increasingly concerned
about waste in recent years and we have more reason to worry than most, given our record as
one of the highest generators of waste per capita in the OECD. Fortunately, awareness and
concern are growing in Aotearoa and more people want change.
Recent Government initiatives are important first steps. As explained in Part 1 though, truly
tackling the challenge of waste involves deep-seated change to how we live and consume. It’ll
require sustained commitment from all parts of society over decades, and choices about what
to prioritise at different points along the way.
A long-term strategy helps us bring that thinking together and communicate it. In particular,
the proposed waste strategy needs to achieve all of the following.
•

Increase our ambition as a country: A compelling vision and challenging targets will
focus us on what needs to be done and help drive behaviour change across all parts of
the economy.

•

Signal direction and priorities: Success will depend heavily on clear government
leadership and collective action by everyone – from supply chains through to end users
and consumers, waste and recycling companies, local government, hapū/iwi/Māori,
central government, community groups, non-government organisations and individuals.
That requires a clear shared direction.

•

Inspire action across different groups: Waste is not only the product of supply chains
and commercial activity. It’s also the product of community and individual decisions and
behaviours. We need an approach that is inclusive and inspiring.

The strategy is also important as the first part of the strategic investment approach that will
guide the use of increased funds generated by the expanded waste levy. Together with the
proposed long-term waste infrastructure plan and the supporting action and investment plans,
it will shape how central and local government use those funds to create meaningful change.
A strategy alone is not enough. It needs to be supported by:
•

good information and analysis

•

shorter-term implementation plans

•

an effective set of regulatory, financial and other tools to help drive change

•

systematic evaluation and reporting on progress.

Work on all of these elements is under way, as set out in the current Waste reduction
work programme. The first objective of “Building the foundations for a transformed waste
system” covers:
•

this proposed long-term strategy for waste

•

new waste legislation

•

a long-term waste infrastructure plan

•

emissions reduction plan policies for waste and hydrofluorocarbons

•

improved data systems.

22
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The ideas at the heart of the draft strategy
There’s a great deal of expertise on these topics across Aotearoa. The Ministry for the
Environment has developed these draft strategy proposals with help from waste experts from
a cross-section of community, local government and commercial organisations.
We would like to acknowledge all who have contributed their hearts and wisdom to the
development of this draft strategy.
In working with these experts discussion quickly centred on the related concepts of connection
and responsibility. Between them, they capture that across family, community, society and the
economy, we have:
•

a constantly changing network of connections with each other, the resources and
materials we use, and the environment that surrounds and supports us

•

a matching network of responsibilities to care for all that we connect with, whether
people, materials or places.

These core concepts of connection and responsibility now underpin this work. They are
brought out in the vision and principles proposed to sit across the strategy as a whole.
Another key point from these discussions was the need to be bold and set an ambitious path.
All those we worked with, regardless of background, were clear that the time for incremental
steps has passed. They told us the strategy and related work need to be long term and to set a
clear and strong direction towards a different way of thinking and living.

Connecting vision to action
Strategy structure
The proposed strategy has four main elements:
•

vision | ngā whāinga – how we want Aotearoa to be in 2050

•

principles | ngā mātāpono – a set of underlying principles and values to guide all future
work and inform the choices we make along the way

•

proposed course | te taka mahere – a high-level outline of the three stages of activity
needed to take us to our vision for 2050, with a more detailed mapping of the first stage
through to 2030

•

markers of progress | ngā tūtohu tutukitanga – a set of strategic, system-level targets to
help drive urgency and track our progress.

This document presents these elements and seeks feedback on them.
After this period of public consultation, the Ministry will revise the proposals in light of the
comments we receive, working with our two advisory groups and engaging with others as
needed. We aim to present a final strategy to Cabinet in the first half of 2022.

Part of a bigger picture
Alongside the strategy, we’re working on a long-term waste infrastructure plan to guide
investment in resource recovery infrastructure for Aotearoa. That plan is due to be finalised
at the same time as the strategy.
Council Meeting 2021-11-25
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These two documents will then inform our first action and investment plan (AIP) – essentially
an implementation plan that will set out the priorities and key actions needed in the short
term. An AIP will be developed every two to three years.
Between them, these documents will provide a comprehensive picture of the long-term
direction being set for waste in Aotearoa, and the first steps in our transformation to a circular
economy. That will enable all those with an interest and potential role – including central and
local government agencies, the waste management industry, businesses in various supply
chains and sectors, local authorities, community groups and individuals – to plan with
confidence as they plot their own course for change.
The draft emissions reduction plan that we’re consulting on separately also includes proposals
for a separate and broader circular economy strategy, with development to be led by the
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment. That work will be closely connected and
build on the steps in this waste strategy.

24
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Vision | ngā whāinga
A vision provides a unifying sense of purpose and aspiration. In this case, it speaks to what we
are striving for as a country.
We propose the following vision for the new waste strategy.
A CIRCULAR ECONOMY FOR AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND IN 2050
We look after the planet’s resources with care and responsibility.
We respect and understand our inseparable connection with the environment.
A land where nothing is wasted.

A circular economy for Aotearoa New Zealand in 2050 | He ōhanga
āmiomio mō Aotearoa hei te tau 2050
This headline statement is deliberately ambitious. Achieving genuinely circular economy
within 30 years will require transformational change. It will require us to shake out of deeply
entrenched habits and behaviours, and to think differently – to design out waste, keep
materials in circulation and build regenerative systems – all centred around taking
responsibility for our actions and their implications.

We look after the planet’s resources with care and responsibility |
Kei te tiaki tātou i ngā rauemi ā te ao tūroa mā te manaakitanga
me te kaitiakitanga
We respect and understand our inseparable connection with the
environment | Kei te whakaaro nui, kei te mārama hoki tātou i tā
tātou hononga mauroa ki te taiao
These two statements emphasise values and mindset, the most important enablers of
transformational change. They link to the strategy’s most important underlying concepts of
connection and responsibility.

A land where nothing is wasted | He whenua parakore
This element speaks to the most fundamental essence of our ambition – to prevent waste. It
combines with a desire to make the most of what Earth provides to us, and to use it carefully.
Between them, these elements add up to a powerful vision of a different way of living and
being in Aotearoa that is unique to our land.
We welcome your thoughts.

Council Meeting 2021-11-25
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Principles | ngā mātāpono
The proposed principles underpin and guide the development of the strategy content, and all
the work that follows to achieve its vision. The underlying themes of connection, responsibility,
ambition, innovation and fairness are woven through these principles.
The first three principles draw on the internationally recognised circular economy principles,
which have been widely adopted around the world. The final three have emerged from
discussions with our advisory groups. In each case we’ve included supporting points to explain
what the principle entails. The result is a set of principles that has universal application yet is
tailored for Aotearoa.

1

2

3

26

Design out waste, pollution and emissions, and unnecessary use
of materials | Whakatahangia ngā para, ngā parahanga me ngā
tukuwaro me te whakamahi noa i ngā matū
•

Operate as far up the waste hierarchy as possible. Cut out waste, pollution, emissions
and unnecessary use at the source, as products are designed and produced.

•

Products and materials that are low value, single use or non-recyclable should be
either replaced or made reusable through innovation and new technologies.

•

Confront entrenched behaviours, assumptions and attitudes to move from a linear
to a circular mindset.

Keep products and materials in use at their highest value |
Whakamahia noatia ngā taputapu me ngā matū i te wā e kaha
rawa ana te wāriu
•

Entrench a new mindset in which materials are valued as finite resources, to be
circulated over and over in the economy, for as long as possible.

•

Use market-based, regulatory, investment and behavioural tools to drive change
towards the top of the waste hierarchy and circular activity.

•

Always design with durability, reuse, repair and remanufacturing in mind.

Regenerate natural systems, so the environment is healthy for
future generations | Whakarauoratia ngā pūnaha taiao, kia ora
toitū ai te taiao mō ngā uri whakatipu
•

Avoid using depletable resources and use renewable energy, so our actions and
production systems are environmentally sustainable.

•

Support activity that replenishes natural resources and reduces climate change
impact wherever possible.

•

Clean up and repair the environmental damage left behind by historical activities, so
the environment is healthy for the future.

Te kawe i te haepapa para | Taking responsibility for our waste
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4

5

6

Take responsibility for the past, present and future condition of
our natural environment | Hāpaingia ake te haepapa mō te oranga
o mua, o nāianei me te anamata o te taiao
•

Think long term and intergenerationally, and be guided by the legacy we leave
behind.

•

Take responsibility – as a business, government, community or individual – for our
own actions, for valuing materials, for reducing waste and for managing it properly.

•

Don’t rely on others to clean up after us and deal with what we have discarded or
ignored.

Think in systems, where everything is interconnected | Whakaarohia
ngā pūnaha e whātuitui ai ngā mea katoa
•

Recognise the fundamental connections between extraction, production, resource
consumption, waste generation and other environmental challenges, particularly
climate change and biodiversity loss.

•

Remember that waste, like climate change, can’t be tackled in isolation from wider
social and economic activity.

•

Work in partnerships of all kinds, with neighbours, communities, hapū and iwi,
business links, and our Pacific neighbours.

•

Consider everyone in the supply chain, from the manufacturer to the consumer and
back again.

•

Support educational programmes that enable intergenerational change.

Deliver equitable and inclusive outcomes | Kia taurite, kia tapatahi
ngā hua
•

Make changes in a way that recognises the unique perspectives and approaches
facing different local communities, business, hapū/iwi and whānau.

•

Consider carefully who bears the cost of change in the short and long term, and
address inequity.

•

Develop and invest in a way that creates opportunities and jobs at all levels for local
and regional communities to build resilience.

•

Identify and remedy problems now, so future generations aren’t harmed by the cost
of our inaction.

Questions
3

Do you support the proposed vision?

4

Do you support the six core principles or would you make changes?
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Proposed course | te taka mahere
A strategy needs more than a vision and principles. It needs to set out how to get there,
providing an overall map so all involved know the stages and directions for the journey,
and can plan, prepare and help.
The journey ahead is long and we can’t see all of it clearly at the outset. But we can describe
the overall task ahead of us and plan how to tackle it in broad terms. We’ll encounter
challenges and surprises along the way and will need to adjust to them. Creating regular
supporting AIPs and periodically refreshing the strategy will help us do that with discussion
and transparency.

The task ahead
Historically, Aotearoa has focused on waste as an issue only at the bottom of the waste
hierarchy; something that needs to be collected and disposed of as simply as possible.
It’s important we begin to think, invest and operate with much more emphasis on the top of
the waste hierarchy – in innovation, technology and behaviour change that prevent waste
from being created in the first instance. This is where we’ll find the greatest rewards. The
Government’s recent announcement of a $50 million Plastics Innovation Fund is a significant
step in this direction, setting up a five-year investment programme for research and innovation
dedicated to finding ways to remove problem plastics.
Changing deeply entrenched linear production, consumer, sector and supply chain behaviours
will be challenging and take time. Aotearoa can expect to be confronted by a substantial
ongoing flow of waste materials for many years yet, so it’s also critical we catch up with
other countries by strengthening our capacity in the middle of the hierarchy, to better
manage this flow.
We need to change our thinking about material streams in manufacturing and production, so
that most things are made in ways that make reuse, repair, repurposing and recycling easy.
We need to strengthen the incentives and requirements on end users and consumers to reuse,
repair and recycle, and remove barriers so it’s easy for them to do. And we need to invest in
support and infrastructure for more and more innovative resource recovery and recycling
facilities at both community and commercial levels – we currently have a significant lack of
infrastructure across the country in most respects. 10
For all these changes, we need to deploy a mix of support (through investment, incentives,
facilitation and encouragement) and pressure (for example, through regulatory changes and
financial penalties).

10

28

In this context, infrastructure is not limited to large commercial industrial plants, although some of those
will be needed for resource recovery for different materials. We use the term comprehensively to also
cover smaller community facilities for resource recovery of all kinds and collection equipment including
trucks and bins – all the equipment and facilities needed to support circular reuse and recycling activities.
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Better managing the waste we generate has been a major focus for the Government’s waste
work programme over the past few years. Initiatives aimed at strengthening our capacity to
operate at the middle of the waste hierarchy have included:
•

phasing out hard-to-recycle plastics

•

standardising kerbside systems

•

investigating a container return scheme

•

investing in optical sorting technologies and other equipment through the COVID-19
Response and Recovery Fund.

These work programmes need to be carried through, alongside steps to raise our aspirations.
In addition, the need to make improvements at the bottom of the waste hierarchy should not
be forgotten. We have legacy landfills and hazardous sites that remain an environmental
hazard, especially with climate change; there’s work to be done to remediate these sites and
manage ongoing risks. Residual waste that we can’t find value for in other ways will be with us
for some time to come. We also need to continually assess the viability of emerging end-of-life
technologies, including waste to energy, that may offer better economic and environmental
outcomes than landfills in some situations.
We need to work at all these levels to move towards a circular economy in Aotearoa by 2050.
There are a number of strategic issues to tackle along the way.
STRATEGIC ISSUE – DOMESTIC RESOURCE RECOVERY AND RECYCLING
It will be a priority for Aotearoa to invest in our onshore reprocessing and recycling capacity, at
both community and commercial levels.
Over the last few years, increasing volatility of international markets for waste and recyclable
materials has highlighted the vulnerability of our reliance on offshore markets. Globally,
concerns about the export of waste materials, particularly to developing countries, are also
growing. Aotearoa needs to both reduce the waste it generates and take greater responsibility
for recovering materials in this country wherever possible. These are both core obligations
under the Basel Convention.
In the medium term, we recognise that international markets will continue to be a destination
for some materials, for reasons of scale and specialisation. We’ll consider partnering with other
countries if they are reliably recycling materials in a way that protects the environment. We
need to explore opportunities to partner with Australia, and support our Pacific neighbours by
being a destination for materials they don’t have the scale or resources to manage.

STRATEGIC ISSUE – THE ROLE OF WASTE TO ENERGY
Waste to energy is a term that captures a wide range of technologies that convert waste
materials into a form of energy source. These technologies range from large-scale incineration
through to small-scale anaerobic digestion or fermentation. In Aotearoa, examples of wasteto-energy operations include Golden Bay Cement’s tyre-fuelled cement production plant in
Northland, and methane gas capture at many major landfills.
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Waste-to-energy technology is constantly evolving. It’s important we have an eye to those
technologies that may provide a better alternative to landfill or provide opportunities to
process waste materials to support wider environmental outcomes (for example, biofuels).
There are also risks with waste to energy that we need to carefully consider. It’s important to
understand technology-specific issues, such as:
•

potential environmental impacts (for example, by-products such as ash or pollution)

•

the type of energy it may displace (renewable or non-renewable)

•

the sustainability of feedstock supply.

The most strategic consideration is whether deploying waste-to-energy technologies will
support or undermine the waste hierarchy and circular economy principles. The best use of
waste to energy involves converting genuinely residual waste – waste that’s unavoidable and
for which there’s no potential for reuse or recycling. We need to carefully consider the forms
of waste to energy that feed off useful materials or that could entrench a level of demand for
waste materials.
The Ministry for the Environment has published guidance on the matters that need to be
considered.

STRATEGIC ISSUE – NET ZERO EMISSIONS BY 2050
Tackling climate change is one of the Government’s top priorities, with targets set in legislation
to achieve net zero emissions for Aotearoa by 2050. The waste system has a significant part to
play in reaching these targets. In 2019, Aotearoa’s waste disposal and treatment produced
approximately 4 per cent of our gross national emissions; 92 per cent of this was from landfill
methane. The Climate Change Commission has set a target for reducing waste-related biogenic
methane emissions by 40 per cent by 2035.
The Government is due to adopt our first emissions reduction plan in May 2022, which will
finalise the level of ambition for reductions in waste emissions. The final target will inevitably
drive significant change in how we manage organic waste materials. Options to cut waste
emissions fall into three broad categories:
•

reduce the amount of organic waste generated

•

reduce the amount that goes to landfill

•

reduce emissions from the organic waste that ends up in landfill.

The draft strategy proposals have been developed alongside the work to develop the
emissions reduction plan, and the emissions reduction plan consultation document sets out
some specific proposals for reducing waste emissions that are also reflected in this draft
strategy. The Government will prioritise initiatives that support reducing both waste and
emissions, with final decisions in both areas due to be made following public consultation.

30
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The three stages of the journey
We propose managing the overall journey in three stages (figure 4). As explained, at each
stage we need to give some focus to the top, middle and bottom of the waste hierarchy, as
well as the full range of principles.
Figure 4:

Three stages of the strategy journey

Stage 1: 2022–30: Catching up
Get the basics in place and working to:
•

sow the seeds for transformational change

•

bring our resource recovery systems up to global standards

•

reduce emissions from waste.

Aotearoa is in catch-up mode on all fronts when it comes to waste. We don’t have adequate
planning, regulatory tools, infrastructure and equipment, investment, research or community
awareness. The Government’s current work programme, with its five objectives and range of
supporting projects, has started tackling the gap by:
•

building the foundations for a transformed waste system

•

expanding investment in the sector

•

introducing system-level change

•

addressing individual material streams and products

•

strengthening operational and compliance activity.

In this first stage, we need to build on that initial work, start using the full range of tools being
created and generate momentum for all parts of society to engage in ongoing change.
The following are the main priorities we propose through to 2030.
1.

Complete the work to put in place the foundations for transformational change – building
the underlying systems, tools, data and reporting we’ll rely on to carry the task through.
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2.

Stimulate innovation and redesign to encourage long-term change towards circular
supply models and reduce waste being generated, especially in the sectors that generate
most waste.

3.

Establish long-term information and education programmes, grounded in connection
and responsibility, as the platform for long-term social and cultural change and new
behaviours.

4.

Get the resource recovery and recycling systems working well by:
(a) simplifying the material streams flowing through the system
(b) investing in the equipment and infrastructure needed to support consistent and
widespread collection, sorting and processing at the community and commercial
levels
(c) developing markets for end products.

5.

Reduce emissions from organic waste by reducing the amount generated, diverting more
from landfill and improving capture of any methane that landfills do produce.

6.

Build understanding of the scale and best approaches for remediating the damage from
past disposal practices.

The next section explains how we propose pursuing those priorities across this decade. The
final section in this part explains the targets we propose to use to assess progress.

Stage 2: 2030–40: Pushing ahead
Increase support and pressure for:
•

widespread changes in mindset, systems and behaviour

•

optimising the resource recovery system for growing circular systems

•

major efforts to remediate and regenerate.

By 2030, we should have:
•

fully operating and well-understood supporting systems, planning frameworks, regulatory
and investment tools, as well as a building body of evidence and knowledge

•

a reasonable number of circular supply models coming on stream and finding acceptance,
as well as growing individual and community understanding of the need to transform our
behaviour and economy

•

a modern resource recovery system that operates well and is steadily reducing the
materials in circulation that can’t be reused, repaired or recycled

•

greatly reduced emissions from waste.

That will provide a solid platform from which to push harder for truly transformational change.
Most of our effort should now be directed to moving as much activity as possible into circular
models. Therefore, we propose the following as the main priorities between 2030 and 2040.
1.

32

Change social and cultural attitudes to embed individual and collective responsibility for
how we use and treat resources.
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2.

Shift the bulk of our economic activity into circular models, using the full range of available
tools (from support and investment through to regulation and enforcement).

3.

Optimise and scale our resource recovery system so it meets our needs and is adapting to
integrate with emerging circular systems.

4.

Break the back of the remediation task for legacy sites.

5.

Support and invest in production systems that incorporate regeneration from the start.

Stage 3: 2040–50: Embedding a new normal
Embed and integrate:
•

circular systems and behaviours across society

•

resource recovery systems into closed circular loops

•

regeneration into systems of production and use.

All going well, by 2040 we should have:
•

a society where most people understand and support a different way of thinking about
resources and how we use and manage them

•

an economy that is adapting fast, with consumer demand for more

•

a resource recovery system that’s integrating with circular systems as they develop

•

a steady focus on regeneration as a necessary partner to resource use.

At this point, the task becomes to embed and integrate the change, so society is truly
transformed, and to address the last vestiges of the old linear models of consumption.
We propose the following priorities between 2040 and 2050.
1.

Embed circular ways of operating and living so they are the new normal, built on deep
personal and social regard for the environmental consequences of poor use of resources.

2.

Fully integrate resource recovery into ‘closed-loop’ circular supply chain models, so that
materials circulate and are reused endlessly.

3.

Integrate regeneration fully into resource use and production, so that depleting the
planet’s resources is not an acceptable option.

Once those priorities are achieved, Aotearoa will be able to call itself a true circular economy,
where we do more with less.
Questions
5 Do you support the proposed approach of three broad stages between now and 2050,
and the suggested timing and priorities for what to focus on at each stage?
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A closer look at stage 1
It’s important to set out this first stage of the journey in more detail, so everyone can see
what’s involved and determine what part they’ll play in it.
The priorities identified here will guide where the Government concentrates its energy and
focus, across all the levers available to it, including:
•

regulatory tools under the new legislation

•

investment in national and local infrastructure

•

support for community initiatives

•

data collection

•

information and education campaigns.

Different priority areas will involve different levers and approaches, and in this section we’ll set
out the headline actions that would support each priority area. The next layer of analysis and
planning, leading to implementation, will be set out in the first AIP, which will be produced as
soon as the new strategy and accompanying long-term waste infrastructure plan are
completed in 2022.

Priority 1: Complete the foundations for
transformational change
As we begin a large and long-term programme of change, it’s important to get the supporting
systems in place so that we manage the change well.
We propose the following as headline actions.
•

Get the strategic planning framework of the strategy, infrastructure plan, AIPs and public
reporting up and running. Finding new ways to work effectively and in partnership with
iwi/Māori, local government and others will be important in making this process work. By
2030 we should have worked through a full cycle of the strategy, along with two rounds of
AIPs and reporting on progress, and should be preparing an updated strategy, so that we
end the decade with a refreshed strategy ready to take us into stage 2.

•

Build a practice of systematically collecting good data, evaluating it and publicly reporting
on progress. That will build knowledge for all parties to use, and accountability for those
working to achieve change.

•

Enact and implement new waste legislation, which will include embedding the strategic
planning framework and reporting into law, bringing new obligations and systems into
operation (starting with licensing systems for the waste sector and duty-of-care
obligations for households, businesses and others), and support and resource newly
configured enforcement responsibilities.

•

Put in place new and strengthened investment systems and programmes, so we make
best use of the waste levy funds to support the strategy’s goals.

•

Develop strong collaborative relationships and ways of working with iwi/Māori, local
government and others whose input will be critical to success.

34
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Priority 2: Stimulate innovation and redesign for
long-term change
Research and innovation are critical catalysts for change. But they have a long lead time before
they will deliver real change, so it’s important to start as early as possible.
We propose the following as headline actions.
•

Directly invest in projects and programmes, using funds from the waste levy and
potentially other central and local government funders and funding programmes.

•

Build the network and community of innovators working towards circular economy
solutions.

•

Create market opportunities by signalling expectations and likely future changes – through
the strategy and AIP processes, and ongoing canvassing of future regulatory actions such
as the phase-outs of products and materials, or potential bans to landfill.

•

Encourage and sponsor change, for example by seeking proposals for new regulated
product stewardship schemes.

•

Increase consumer demand for circular solutions through ongoing information and
education campaigns to raise awareness and understanding.

•

Work with industry to change attitudes and behaviours at the sector level, especially in
sectors that generate the most waste.

Priority 3: Establish long-term information and
education programmes
As with innovation and research, changing public understanding and attitudes takes a long
time to deliver results. We need to start now if we’re going to change how we think about and
manage materials and resources by 2050. Also, every regulatory or system change needs to be
supported by clear public information and education materials, so there’s a current and
ongoing need for a trusted voice and platform.
We propose the following as headline actions.
•

Create a consistent brand, style and voice, grounded in the core values of connection and
responsibility, building from both the strategy and the duty-of-care obligations in the new
legislation.

•

Collaborate with others doing related work, especially established non-government
organisations, to support consistent messaging and voice, and mutual reinforcement.

•

Use the same brand, style and voice to provide information and education to support
every new regulatory or system change being implemented, from product bans to product
stewardship schemes and recycling changes.

Priority 4: Get resource recovery and recycling
systems working well
As explained, there’s a lot to do for our resource recovery and recycling systems to catch up to
international standards.
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We propose the following as headline actions.
•

Simplify material streams for reprocessing:
−

continue phasing out hard-to-recycle and low-value materials, with an initial focus on
plastics

−

consider incentives to manufacture in ways that make recycling easier, for example
through less mixing of materials and easy dismantling.

•

Introduce consistent labelling standards to make it easy for people to know what to do.

•

Use regulatory tools like duties of care, product bans and disposal controls to channel
material flows into the recycling system.

•

Improve collection systems across the country, including:
−

standardised residential kerbside collections

−

facilities and services for multi-unit housing like apartment buildings

−

commercial collections

−

better rural systems.

•

Support investment in equipment and infrastructure for efficient and widespread
collection, sorting and processing of recyclable materials, in line with the long-term waste
infrastructure plan.

•

Expand investment to also include community enterprises, iwi joint ventures and hapū
resource recovery services at regional and local levels.

•

Encourage the development of uses and markets for recycled material, so resource
recovery and recycling become financially sustainable.

Priority 5: Reduce emissions from organic waste
Reducing emissions remains a critical and urgent issue for the waste sector. The main source
of methane emissions is organic waste, including food, green waste (vegetation), paper and
cardboard, and construction and demolition waste (for example, timber). Actions under this
heading will need to be coordinated with related work under the emissions reduction plan.
We propose the following as headline actions.
•

36

Reduce the amount of organic waste being generated:
−

expand information and education programmes on minimising food waste

−

refine the food production system to minimise waste at every point in the supply
chain

−

extend the availability of food rescue programmes

−

stimulate research and investment in new construction methods to minimise organic
waste

−

require waste minimisation plans as part of the consenting process for building and
development projects

−

support investment in sharing and recovery infrastructure for the construction sector.
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•

•

Divert more organic material from landfill:
−

through the recycling and collection systems, increase the amount of organic material
separated at source, and collect and process it separately

−

support investment in infrastructure that collects and processes organic material

−

support research into and investment in new techniques and processes for hard-torecycle materials (like treated timber)

−

consider bans on disposal of organic material in landfills.

Improve landfill gas capture:
−

support ongoing research and investment to improve technology and systems

−

expand gas capture requirements to more classes of landfills.

Priority 6: Understand the scale of past damage
and the best approaches for remediating it
This is almost certainly a large and daunting task, but we know it must be tackled. We cannot
keep burying our problems, especially for sites at risk of erosion.
We propose the following as headline actions.
•

Engage with communities and industries and conduct research with them to assess the
scope and scale of the problem, identify closed landfills and informal dump sites including
farm dumps, and assess disposal sites for hazardous activities.

•

Work with all parties to tackle the urgent sites – those that are clearly unstable or unsafe,
and risk causing harm to human health or the environment.

•

Invest in research and infrastructure to develop new technologies and systems for better
and faster remediation.
Questions
6

Looking at the priorities and suggested headline actions for stage one, which do you think
are the most important?

7

What else should we be doing in stage one?

8

What are the barriers or roadblocks to achieving the stage one actions, and how can we
address them?
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Markers of progress | ngā tūtohu
tutukitanga
Targets give us both a way to measure progress and a sharper focus on what we’re trying to
achieve. The challenge is always to select targets that are the most meaningful for the current
state and stage.
For this first strategy, we’re proposing a small number of broad, strategic-level targets to
reduce waste, litter and emissions from waste. These will help us assess overall progress
across the many different streams of work that will be under way.
We’re proposing targets only for stage 1 of the journey for now – to 2030. That’s as far as
we can see clearly enough to set measurable and tangible markers. The targets aim to be
challenging, but should be achievable if central and local government drive change through
initiatives like those in the current work programme and as envisaged in these strategy
proposals and enabled through the new legislation.
These targets will be supported by the more detailed work to come in the AIPs, which will map
out plans and targets for individual material streams (for example, food waste) and particular
areas of work.
One of the challenges with setting targets at the moment is the lack of reliable data on most
aspects of our waste system and material streams. Data reliability will improve over the next
few years, given the new data regulations and the changes proposed in this consultation
paper. As it improves, we should be able to refine and extend the targets we’re working with.
Any changes to targets or any new targets can be developed through the series of AIPs and the
refresh of the strategy due by 2030.
Data limitations are the reason for the different forms of waste reduction targets proposed.
Where possible, our preference is to look at waste generation rather than disposal. Waste
generation covers what the relevant organisation is getting rid of and includes materials being
diverted through recycling as well as those going to landfill or an equivalent disposal method.
It therefore represents true ‘reduction’ in overall waste. We don’t have the ability currently to
track this for all parts of society however, so in some cases we’re proposing targets based on
what’s sent for landfill disposal only.
Reaching our 2030 targets (table 1) will mark the end of the first stage of our course. They will
indicate that the “catching up” stage is complete as we shift our focus to “pushing ahead”.
Table 1:
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Markers of progress for stage 1 – 2030 targets

Area

Responsibility

Strategic target (by 2030)

Waste

Whole country

Reduce waste generation by 5–10% per person

Public sector

Reduce waste generation by 30–50%

Businesses

Reduce waste disposal by 30–50%

Households

Reduce waste disposal by 60–70%

Emissions

Whole country

Reduce biogenic waste methane emissions by at least 30%

Litter

Whole country

Reduce litter by 60%
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Targets for reducing waste
The first set of targets measure reductions in the waste we all generate, as well as progress by
households, businesses and the public sector specifically. This recognises the fundamental
importance of everyone taking greater responsibility for our waste minimisation action and of
government leading through its own action.

Overall national target
For the overall national waste generation target, we’ll need to establish a baseline and
measurement systems. This overall measure is commonly used internationally, and
establishing systems to track it will allow us to compare our progress with others more easily.
Measuring the total amount of waste generated includes the waste we recycle, so this target
pushes higher up the waste hierarchy towards more circular behaviour.

Households and businesses
Due to the current data limitations, the target for households and businesses is based on
disposal data rather than generation.
Right now, we can only track and measure how much overall waste is going to class 1 landfills,
which receive waste from both households and businesses. We don’t yet have a clear
understanding of the overall waste we produce as a nation. From 2024 however, with an
improved national data collection system, we will begin to have a much better understanding
of our waste and resources flows. This will include the amount of waste being disposed of at
almost all landfill types, its composition and where it came from.
Having 2030 reduction targets for households and businesses will provide a clear marker for
everyone who generates waste to work towards. It’ll build on the initiatives many businesses
and communities are already taking to reduce their waste – and will start to bring along those
not yet engaged, as we begin our transition to a circular economy.
We have proposed a higher target for households because collection and recycling systems are
generally more advanced for this sector, and our current work programme already includes
several initiatives that will help households divert and recycle more.

Public sector
The public sector will join businesses and communities who are already leading the way.
Government needs to show leadership and be accountable in reducing the amount of waste
that its organisations generate.
Through the Carbon Neutral Government Programme, most agencies in the public sector
are starting to collect data on how much waste they are sending to landfills. They’re also
encouraged to collect data on materials going to recycling and composting, and this
information will be critical for our reporting on this target. The sector also has a range
of strategic mechanisms for reducing waste and emissions, such as all-of-government
procurement rules and guidelines.
To accelerate the public sector towards its 2030 target and the overall 2030 waste generation
reduction target, we propose a 2026 mid-point target of reducing waste generated by
15–30 per cent. This would better track public sector performance and, importantly,
stimulate wide-reaching behaviour change across all other sectors.
Council Meeting 2021-11-25
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Target for reducing methane emissions from waste
The fifth target relates to the reduction of waste-related greenhouse gas emissions, reflecting
the important role waste minimisation will play in our efforts to tackle climate change, and the
urgency of the task. This strategy’s 2030 target is directly linked to recommendations by the
Climate Change Commission. 11
Again, the data is critical. We have good data now for class 1 (municipal) landfills, but this is
just one measure that informs our understanding of emissions from waste disposal. At present
there is high data uncertainty for class 2–4 landfills.
Funding and implementing a national licensing regime for all types of disposal and resource
recovery facilities would help unlock our ability to measure and report on waste emissions
in the future. This is being considered as part of the proposals for new waste legislation.
Improved data could also see a significant shift (up or down) in baseline emissions, as we
learn more.
Reducing biogenic methane emissions from waste by 30 per cent in 2030 (towards a
40 per cent reduction by 2035) means acting on all fronts, quickly. That is why this issue
is a top priority for the first stage of this strategy, as well as for the emissions reduction plan
being developed.

Target for reducing litter
The final target relates to litter. Litter is a product of a throw-away society and demonstrates
our collective failure to minimise waste. It’s a highly visible blight on the environment that
causes concern for many people. We don’t want litter or any illegal dumping to undermine
efforts to move to a circular economy and regenerating environment. Measuring the amount
we litter is also useful for assessing changes in attitude and the sense of personal responsibility
for waste.
We can currently track and measure our performance on litter, with baseline information from
recent litter audits carried out by the non-government organisations working in this field. We
need to continue to support these groups.
Government will need to work alongside others to achieve this target. Pathways to achieving
this target include:
•

broad-reaching national behaviour change campaigns

•

strengthened legislation and compliance monitoring and enforcement tools

•

building on local and central government policies that support reducing inappropriate
disposal, for example:

11

40

−

phase-outs of hard-to-recycle and single-use plastics

−

regulated product stewardship schemes

−

potential container return scheme.

Climate Change Commission. 2021. Aronga Kaupapa – Ngā Tukupara Policy direction for waste and
fluorinated gases. In: Ināia Tonu Nei: A Low Emissions Future for Aotearoa. Wellington: New Zealand
Government. pp 296–302.
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Questions
9

Do the strategic targets listed in Table 1 focus on the right areas?

10 Where in the suggested ranges do you think each target should sit, to strike a good
balance between ambition and achievability?
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Part 3: Developing more
comprehensive legislation on waste:
issues and options

42
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Introduction
Aspects of Aotearoa New Zealand’s waste system have traditionally been regulated through
provisions in local government and public health legislation, the Resource Management Act
1991 (RMA) and the Litter Act 1979 (Litter Act). The system has been largely left to individual
local authorities and the private sector.
This started to change with the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 (WMA), although the underlying
unregulated model did not change. The WMA brought local government and public health
provisions into the same Act, and created a specific role for central government with the
introduction of:
•

the waste levy and the processes for distributing the funds it generates

•

a regulatory framework for introducing voluntary and mandatory product stewardship
schemes

•

a range of regulatory powers relating to individual products and materials to drive change

•

a Waste Advisory Board.

Most central government powers in the WMA have been little used, but a recent increase in
activity has shown improvements are needed.
Rethinking how we consume materials and generate waste is now recognised internationally
as vitally important, and closely tied to achieving climate change goals, improving
environmental outcomes and living within the boundaries of the planet’s resources.
In June 2020, as part of its decision to increase the waste levy, the Government decided to
review and replace the WMA and the Litter Act to ensure we have the necessary tools and
arrangements to support the delivery of a new waste strategy and the transformation of the
waste sector.
New legislation will enable a reset of the purposes and principles, governance arrangements,
and roles and responsibilities in the waste sector, and offer the opportunity to strengthen and
clarify regulatory and enforcement powers.
New and improved legislation will also help establish the foundations for transforming how we
think about and manage waste, alongside the development of a new long-term waste strategy,
expanded investment and other parts of the Government’s waste reduction work programme.
A new Act will aim to:
•

embed a long-term strategic approach across central and local government for achieving
change, supported by consistent data collection, evaluation and reporting

•

create the governance and administrative framework needed to support effective
investment and use of waste levy funds

•

put individual and collective responsibility for how we deal with unwanted material at the
heart of a new regulatory framework of obligations on organisations, households and
individuals, building on the duty-of-care model used in other jurisdictions

•

provide new and enhanced regulatory tools and levers to support the waste strategy and
emissions reductions
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•

create stronger accountability and reporting provisions

•

update and broaden compliance, monitoring and enforcement powers

•

fix miscellaneous aspects of the existing legislation.

New legislation will also update and incorporate the Litter Act, which prohibits littering
and dumping in public places, and reframe how litter is thought of and managed. As we
develop proposals and draft legislation, we will take care to align the new legislation with
RMA reforms.
The scope of the reform proposed here is ambitious, involving significant change to how we
regulate waste and the waste sector, as well as the circulation of products and materials in our
economy. This consultation paper sets out the potential scope and content for initial feedback.
The detail of the proposals in any particular area will be developed in light of the comments
we receive, working as needed with interested parties.
The overall legislative approach is likely to be one of signalling and enabling changes to be
phased in over time through regulatory powers, rather than immediate implementation of all
parts of the proposals. This will enable central and local government, industry and society to
work together to prepare and adapt.
We welcome comment on the relative priorities of the different initiatives raised in this paper
and on which areas should be tackled first.
Alongside making suggestions for the new waste strategy, we invite you to consider the issues
we’ve raised about the current legislation and possibilities for the new legislation. Your
feedback will help shape our final proposals for reform.
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Embedding a long-term, strategic
approach to reducing waste
New and more ambitious purpose, principles and
Te Tiriti o Waitangi references
The WMA’s purpose provision guides the use of all the powers in the Act as well as allocation
of levy funds. It currently states:
The purpose of this Act is to encourage waste minimisation and a decrease in waste
disposal in order to–
(a)

protect the environment from harm; and

(b)

provide environmental, social, economic, and cultural benefits.

Although these are worthy ideas, a broader and more ambitious approach is now needed.
Reducing harmful emissions from waste is now another important priority. Newer Acts in
other countries focus on the need to move towards a circular economy, rather than simply
to minimise and manage waste. A broader approach of this kind fits better with our current
understanding of the scale of the problem, the transformative change needed and the likely
scope of the new legislation.
The WMA does not currently contain any principles to support its purpose or guide actions
under it, nor does it refer to Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Te Tiriti) or te ao Māori. These are notable
gaps in modern environmental legislation for Aotearoa.
We propose that the opening part of the new legislation includes a broad and ambitious
purpose statement based on the need to move to a circular economy and minimise waste as
part of that shift, supported as needed by guiding principles and references to Te Tiriti.
The detailed content of these provisions will be informed by several related pieces of work.
Once finalised, the vision and principles of the new waste strategy will provide a strong
conceptual foundation for these provisions. It will also be important for the new provisions
to align with the work under way on the Natural and Built Environments Bill, particularly in
relation to Te Oranga o te Taiao. 12

Requiring all tiers of government to take a long-term,
coordinated view
A statutory requirement for a long-term strategy
Central government isn’t currently required to produce or maintain a strategy on waste, and
whether one is produced depends on the priorities and interests of the government of the day.
12

Te Oranga o te Taiao is a new concept included in the purpose provision of the Natural and Built
Environments Bill. It incorporates the health of the natural environment and its capacity to sustain life,
the relationship between iwi and hapū and te taiao (environment), and the interconnectedness of all
parts of the natural environment.
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If a strategy or equivalent document does exist, however, territorial authorities must have
regard to it when developing the individual waste management and minimisation plans the
WMA requires them to have. 13
In recent years there have been many calls for central government to lead change by setting a
clear, long-term strategic direction for waste. That is needed so that the many individual actors
(local authorities, businesses, community groups) have some certainty about the nature and
pace of change and can invest and adapt accordingly.
This paper has outlined the proposals for a new strategy to meet this need alongside these
proposals for legislation. To ensure this approach continues, we propose that new legislation
includes provisions to require the government to produce a long-term national strategy for
tackling waste in line with moving Aotearoa towards a circular economy and to refresh that
strategy periodically. The strategy would need to be supported by a series of shorter-term
AIPs, setting out the immediate priorities and more detailed intentions for action and
investment over a two- or three-year period. We welcome comment on how regularly the
strategy and AIPs should be refreshed and how much of this system should be a legal
requirement under the legislation.
The new and future strategies and AIPs will influence behaviour and planning across all
sectors. They’ll help businesses, community groups and individuals to set their own strategies
and to invest and prepare for change.
For central government, the strategy and supporting AIPs will inform the development and use
of regulatory levers in the new Act, as well as how various non-regulatory tools are used by
government to achieve change. These include public information and education campaigns,
and investment in infrastructure, research, innovation, industry and community initiatives,
and more.

Linking the strategy to local government planning
To be effective in driving change, the strategy and AIPs also need to connect strongly with local
government planning and reporting. Given their greater breadth and scope, and potential
changes in local government responsibilities, the strategy and AIPs are likely to be relevant to
both regional and territorial authorities, and to more planning than the waste management
and minimisation plans currently required by the WMA.
The strategy and AIPs should influence local authority planning wherever relevant, whether in
a long-term or annual plan, local infrastructure strategy or elsewhere. If the strategy and AIPs
are to be effective in driving change, they need to have strong influence. The current
requirement for territorial authorities to simply “have regard” to the strategy as they prepare
their own plans may need to be strengthened.
We’re interested in feedback on how this sequence of strategy, AIPs and supporting central
and local plans might best fit together, including:
•

how often each should be refreshed

•

how to mesh that refresh with existing planning cycles under the Local Government Act

13

Part 4 of the WMA requires territorial authorities to have a plan setting out objectives, policies, methods
and funding for achieving effective and efficient waste management and minimisation within the district.
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•

how tight the link between them should be

•

how much should be set out and required through the legislation

•

how much should be left to develop in practice.

For example, one way to streamline requirements would be to remove the requirement for
a separate, dedicated waste management and minimisation plan, and instead include it as a
specific component in long-term plans, where it can sit alongside other planning for service
delivery, community building, infrastructure, financial sustainability and so on. Although
there’s considerable benefit in a separate single-purpose document, it does create an extra
burden for local authorities.

Reporting on progress
We propose that new legislation should also require regular public reporting on progress.
This creates transparency and accountability, which in turn helps drive action and change
from everyone who plays a part. Central government should be required to report:
•

at an overall level on progress, including against the specific targets it has set for the
country

•

generally on waste data

•

on the use of levy revenue.

This should be supported by local authority reporting on progress against the same
measures and on their use of levy funds, as well as reporting from relevant parts of the
waste management industry.

Roles and responsibilities across government
New waste legislation should clearly set out which parts of central and local government
are responsible for each function under a new regulatory framework for reducing waste.

Central government
Central government (Ministers and Cabinet) would likely be responsible for:
•

national strategic direction (including approving the new and updated national waste
strategy and more regular AIPs)

•

regulatory changes (such as changing levy rates, approving regulated product stewardship
schemes, and product controls and bans)

•

determining spending priorities for the levy revenue available to central government

•

approving significant spending, such as major infrastructure investments.

Central government agencies would likely be responsible for:
•

system oversight, policy and regulatory functions, and strategy and reporting functions:
−

national policy and legislative development

−

advising on use of regulatory powers (such as product controls, levy changes and
regulated product stewardship schemes)

−

developing and updating the national waste strategy and AIPs
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•

−

liaising with local government and other key partners

−

collecting and analysing national data and monitoring progress

−

reporting against the waste strategy and action plans

operational and regulatory support:
−

collecting and distributing levy funds

−

administering nationwide licensing and tracking systems (proposed in the Licensing of
operators section)

−

administering and/or overseeing regulated product stewardship schemes and any
deposit return schemes that may exist in the future

•

allocation and investment of central government levy revenue

•

public information, awareness and education campaigns

•

at least some compliance, monitoring and enforcement (particularly for product controls
and regulated product stewardship schemes).

The Ministry for the Environment would not necessarily be responsible for all the roles and
functions at the central government agency level. There are various models around the world
for carrying out these functions. High-level policy and sector stewardship should sit with a core
government department, but some or all of the other functions could be carried out by either
a government department or some other entity. There have also been suggestions that a
separate stand-alone Crown entity could be created, given the likely scale and breadth of
future activity and the need for sustained long-term focus.
Machinery of government questions like this always need to be considered carefully.
Organisational change takes significant time, money and energy, so the case for any change
needs to be strong. Keeping all functions together can help ensure strategic coordination,
whether in the Ministry or elsewhere. But there are also advantages in specialisation and
building on expertise where it already exists. Stand-alone agencies can provide focus and
depth of expertise, but they also risk being disconnected from related government work
and increasing the amount of coordination and monitoring needed.

Independent bodies
Independent expert advice is also important to support a fast pace of change in how we
manage the ongoing waste work programme. The WMA provides for the Waste Advisory
Board, which has a limited role, capacity, and level of funding. The Board provides
independent advice to the Minister for the Environment on waste minimisation, including
advice about product stewardship, the waste levy and making regulations under the WMA.
We seek your input on which parts of the waste minimisation system, and which decisions,
would benefit from independent expertise and advice. For example, this might include
developing future waste strategy and AIPs, individual regulatory decisions such as product
bans, and assessing significant investment and funding proposals.
There are a number of ways we could provide for an independent, expert advice function,
including:
•
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•

separate bodies for different functions (for example, regulatory functions could be
separated from investment functions or research and reporting functions).

Role and participation of Māori
A new legislative framework, along with growth of the waste reduction work programme and
expansion of the waste levy, creates an opportunity to significantly increase the participation
of Māori in decision-making processes for the waste sector.
We would like to seek input from Māori on how we best ensure we have Māori advice and
expertise as part of any new independent, expert advisory bodies.
As well as expertise, we need to consider how Māori will participate in decision-making at
different levels of the new system, particularly in relation to investment.

Roles and responsibilities for local authorities
The roles and responsibilities of territorial authorities under the WMA are far from
comprehensive and often ambiguous. Territorial authorities must promote effective and
efficient waste management and minimisation within the district (section 42). They must also
have a waste management and minimisation plan (section 43), which must govern any waste
service, facility or action, whether carried out by the authority itself or contracted out. Any
waste collection services provided must be prompt, efficient and regular (section 54).
However, territorial authorities have considerable discretion about the extent of their
involvement. How these statutory responsibilities are carried out varies around the country.
Territorial authorities usually limit their involvement in collection and disposal of waste to
residential collection. The private sector typically provides waste services to businesses,
often with minimal regulation. Territorial authorities are responsible for issuing consents for
waste and recycling facilities and can use bylaws to regulate further, such as through local
licensing systems.
Regional councils have an enforcement role where there have been unacceptable levels or
types of emissions or pollution. They’re also responsible for regulating disposal of waste to
land (for example, setting how landfills should be managed to avoid or mitigate environmental
effects such as discharges to water or air). Territorial authorities also regulate aspects of land
use, for example controls to limit noise and odour.
The RMA reform proposals have started a discussion about the balance between territorial
and regional responsibilities, which is also relevant for waste management activity. We’re
interested in views on where responsibilities are best located for planning, service delivery,
regulatory activities such as licensing, and enforcement. We know the answer may be
different for different topics and sometimes might involve a combination of responsibilities.
For example, licensing systems could be established nationally but monitored and enforced
regionally or locally.
There might be advantages to planning waste minimisation needs at a regional level instead of
(or as well as) at a local level; local government could be encouraged (or required) to develop
and deliver regional plans, or this could be a new role for regional councils.
Greater standardisation and transparency have the potential to enhance competition and
service to consumers. We also seek views on:
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•

whether there should be a stronger or clearer statement requiring local authorities to
provide collection and recycling services and disposal facilities (either directly or through
contracted providers)

•

what scope there is for more guidance (or standards) from central government about how
services should be delivered (for example, to standardise kerbside collections).
Questions
11 Do you think the new legislation should require the government to have a waste strategy
and periodically update it?
12 How often should a strategy be reviewed?
13 How strongly should the strategy (and supporting action and investment plans) influence
local authority plans and actions?
14 What public reporting on waste by central and local government would you like to see?
15 Do you agree with the suggested functions for central government agencies?
16 What central agencies would you like to see carry out these functions?
17 How should independent, expert advice on waste be provided to the government?
18 How could the legislation provide for Māori participation in the new advice and decisionmaking systems for waste?
19 What are your views on local government roles in the waste system, in particular
the balance between local and regional? Who should be responsible for planning,
service delivery, regulatory activities like licensing, and enforcement of the different
obligations created?
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Putting responsibility at the heart
of the new system
The concepts of responsibility and connection are at the heart of the new waste strategy
proposals. They could also provide a strong foundation for a new and more comprehensive
regulatory system for the waste sector, following the example of countries that have framed
their laws on waste in terms of duties of care.

Duties of care
These systems use the concept of a duty of care to put obligations on all those involved
in producing or creating waste, as well as in its collection, storage, transport, processing,
treatment and disposal. The obligations link together by requiring those who collect and
manage waste to be authorised or licensed, and to maintain records of what’s transferred
between them, to enable tracing and accountability. The overall system aims to:
•

minimise the production of waste

•

maximise the volume and quality of recycling

•

avoid environmental harm.

These duties of care on people and organisations complement those created by product
stewardship schemes, which essentially create duties of care relating to a product.
In the United Kingdom, the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and associated regulations
set out a range of duties or obligations on different people and groups across the full waste
management supply chain. The coverage and detail of the obligations vary across England,
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, as each jurisdiction gradually extends and strengthens
the duties. Table 2 summarises the types of obligations that currently exist.
Table 2:

Examples of duty-of-care obligations in the United Kingdom

Group

Duty

General (all persons)

Must dispose of waste appropriately, and must not dispose of waste to land without
authorisation.

Household (all occupiers)

Ensure waste is:

All waste holders
(excluding households)

Council Meeting 2021-11-25

•

stored safely without harm to the environment

•

only removed by an authorised collector.

Anyone who produces, imports, keeps, stores, collects, transports, treats or
disposes of waste must take all reasonable steps to ensure waste is managed
properly. These steps include:
•

take all reasonable steps to apply the waste hierarchy to managing waste, to
promote high-quality recycling

•

store waste safely and securely

•

prevent it from escaping from control, causing pollution or harming human
health

•

ensure the person it’s being transferred to is authorised to take it

•

complete waste transfer notes, including a full, accurate description of the
waste, and keep them for at least two years.
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Group

Duty

Business

Meet general waste holder obligations, plus:

Food business

•

present glass, metal, plastic, paper and card (including cardboard) for separate
collection

•

take steps to maintain the quality of dry recyclables presented for recycling,
such as by avoiding contamination from non-target materials.

Meet general waste holder obligations, plus:
•

Waste collectors

Waste manager (transfer
stations, sorting facilities,
treatment sites, landfills)

ensure the separate collection of food waste over a specified amount.

Meet general waste holder obligations, plus:
•

be authorised under the law to collect and receive waste

•

get a description of the collected waste in writing

•

collect and carry separated dry recyclable and food waste

•

ensure recyclable materials are not mixed with other wastes in a way that
hampers recycling.

Meet general waste holder obligations, plus:
•

be authorised under the law to receive and manage waste

•

have appropriate environmental permits for waste management activities on
the site

•

ensure waste being transferred into and out of the site is covered by a waste
transfer note describing the contents

•

ensure recyclable materials are not mixed with other wastes in a way that
hampers recycling.

These duty-of-care obligations covering the “supply chain” for waste management sit
alongside other regulatory measures to control how waste is managed. For example, in
relation to food waste, Scotland:
•

requires food businesses to separate it through the duty of care

•

requires separate collection and management through the duties of care along the
supply chain

•

prohibits businesses from using macerators to dispose of food waste into the sewer
system

•

is due to ban organic material from landfills by 2025.

Between them, measures like this can significantly reduce the methane emissions caused
by organic material in landfills, alongside the waste reduction outcomes.
The duties of care in the United Kingdom are supported by:
•

more detailed codes of practice to explain how they apply to different groups
(for example, farmers)

•

a substantial body of guidance material for all those affected.

Administrative systems have been developed to make the process of transfer notes and
authorisations function smoothly in the background. The duties are also backed up by
offence provisions carrying a range of penalties.
We propose introducing duty-of-care obligations as the foundation of a new regulatory
regime for waste. Statutory provisions like these could provide a strong platform for changing
attitudes to waste in Aotearoa by reframing the issue for long-term public information and
education campaigns and creating the legal architecture for more comprehensive and
interconnecting regulation of the sector.
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Licensing of operators
The United Kingdom system depends on a licensing or authorising system for all operators in
the waste management system. Some territorial authorities in Aotearoa already operate local
licensing systems through bylaws. These are useful but contribute to the proliferation of
slightly different systems and processes around the country. If there’s no local licensing
system, anyone can operate a waste service or disposal facility, as long as they obtain the
appropriate resource consents for the site – there’s no application or approval process under
the WMA to control who can collect, process or dispose of waste and no obligation to
minimise waste.
The Ministry for the Environment does not have a comprehensive record of the type and
number of disposal facilities around the country, let alone collectors and other operators.
The Ministry only interacts regularly with the 34 class 1 landfills currently subject to the
waste levy. Disposal facilities can change the types of waste they receive without reference
to the Ministry, and in this way they can change classes (as long as they have the appropriate
consents). There’s also significant regional disparity in the waste each type of landfill
can receive.
The number and range of waste disposal facilities subject to the levy and/or reporting
requirements will grow considerably over the next two years – from 34 to at least 500,
over six different facility types. A change of this scale means the supporting administrative
and oversight systems also need to change significantly. Introducing a licensing system for
operators is a possible solution.

What is licensing?
Licensing controls who can undertake an activity by requiring licence holders to meet certain
criteria. Key features of a licensing system include:
•

requiring someone to have a licence before undertaking an activity (such as operating a
landfill). There may be a specified threshold before a licence is required

•

a framework that sets out:

•

−

when a licence is and isn’t required

−

who may hold a licence and on what terms

−

what activities the licence would cover (for example, the types and volume of waste
that a facility can receive, store and dispose of)

−

the application, change and renewal process

−

the process for revoking and removing a licence

−

licence conditions (including management standards)

−

data and reporting requirements

robust compliance, monitoring and enforcement.

Benefits of licensing systems
Licensing systems are used internationally to improve the identification, quality, oversight
and accountability of those working in the waste management sector from collectors through
to exporters, as well as to support tighter regulation of how waste is dealt with through
duty-of-care systems.
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Introducing a licensing system would also help Aotearoa meet its international law obligations
under the Basel Convention. This Convention includes an obligation to prohibit people
transporting or disposing of hazardous and other waste (including household waste and
some plastics) unless they’re authorised to do so.
Requiring operators to apply for a licence provides an opportunity to assess the suitability and
quality of the operator. As part of this assessment, many countries use a ‘fit and proper
person’ test, which helps identify operator risk and increases the likelihood that services and
facilities will be appropriately managed. Checking compliance with other legal requirements
could also be part of the process and reinforce requirements for resource consents, emissions
responsibilities, and health and safety obligations.
Licences can differentiate between the different services and types of facilities across the
system. They can include conditions to keep the system’s information up to date, and to notify
and update the licence when an operator wants to change the service or facility (for example,
by changing the type or amount of waste they receive and so changing the landfill class). This
would help build and maintain a much stronger information base on the sector.
Other licence conditions might include requirements to:
•

maintain the equipment and information needed to calculate the amount of levy
payments

•

pay the levy promptly

•

provide specified data and information, which would help build evidence on the current
state of the sector and track improvements

•

provide annual reports on performance

•

undergo periodic audits to check compliance with relevant standards and conditions of
operation.

The ability to remove a licence from an operator is another powerful tool for encouraging
high-quality operators and compliance with requirements. This could be a stronger driver of
behaviour than prosecution.
Any licensing system would need to be supported by appropriate offence provisions, for
operating without the appropriate licence, failing to pay the levy properly and other offences.
It would also need to be supported by good administrative systems and processes, including
clear supporting guidelines and information.
In a country of our size, it would be better to have a single, consistent nationwide licensing
system than to continue with individual territorial authorities introducing their own systems
– particularly as many larger waste management companies operate in many local government
jurisdictions. It would also result in higher-quality data and lower transaction costs for
everyone. It would be important to manage the transition to a national system carefully.
We propose introducing a nationwide licensing system for landfill operators and potentially for
all operators in the waste management system working across different sectors. The package
of duty-of-care provisions, licensing and potentially a tracing system amounts to a significant
new regulation of the sector, with costs for both the sector and the agencies responsible for
administration and enforcement. However, international waste management companies will
be familiar with similar requirements in other jurisdictions. Careful assessment of the costs and
benefits will be needed as we develop more detailed proposals.
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Reframing how we think about litter
This duty-of-care approach, with a focus on personal responsibility, also provides an
opportunity to reset our attitudes and regulatory approach to litter. At present, littering
risks being seen as a trivial issue by many, but has potentially serious consequences in terms
of the pollution and environmental harm it can cause.
As part of duty-of-care provisions, we propose a basic obligation on all people to dispose of
waste appropriately. This would include the full spectrum of disposal activity, from littering
cigarette butts through to fly-tipping, unlawful dump sites, and more. The duties of care can
also require people to secure the waste or material they’re responsible for, to prevent it
becoming litter by accident.
Within that overall duty, individual obligations and offences will need to be specified to enable
appropriate levels of enforcement mechanisms and penalties. However, they would clearly be
in the same family of offences and fall under the umbrella of environmental crimes. See the
Improving compliance and enforcement section for options for mechanisms in this area.
Although it’s important to have an effective enforcement system, international research
shows the most effective way to reduce litter is to change attitudes, awareness and behaviour
through education, incentives, building community engagement and ownership of the
problem. Reframing the issue through the duty-of-care framework to be a matter of personal
responsibility for the health of the environment can be a powerful starting point for long-term
information, education and community engagement campaigns.

Hazardous waste
Most hazardous waste is generated by industrial processes, such as sludge from timber
treatment facilities, residues from pesticide formulation, and solvents from sources such as
dry cleaners, painters and the printing industry. There are also ‘waste hazardous substances’
in private dwellings and businesses that are often not recognised or handled as such. The
collection, transport, storage, treatment and disposal of hazardous waste need to be carefully
handled to reduce risks to human health and the environment.
Hazardous waste is regulated by many agencies, including local authorities, WorkSafe and the
EPA. The main relevant laws are the RMA, the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act
1996 (HSNO Act), Imports and Exports (Restrictions) Act 1988 and Health and Safety at Work
Act 2015. The EPA issues import and export permits for hazardous waste, which gives effect to
international obligations under the Waigani and Basel Conventions.
In 2019, a working group led by the EPA reviewed the compliance system for hazardous
substances, including hazardous waste. One of its findings was that hazardous waste
treatment is the least-developed aspect of the regulation of hazardous substances in
Aotearoa. 14 It confirmed that the current regulatory situation is incomplete and complex.

14

Ministry for the Environment. 2019. Hazardous Substances Compliance System Findings Report. Prepared
by the Hazardous Substance Compliance System Technical Working Group for the Ministry for the
Environment and the Environmental Protection Authority. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment.
Retrieved from www.epa.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Documents/EPA-Publications/Hazardous_Substances_
Compliance_System_Findings_Report_2019.pdf (12 September 2021).
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Better regulation of hazardous waste could be pursued through reform of the RMA, HSNO
Act or Imports and Exports (Restrictions) Act 1988 or through new waste legislation – or
through some combination of these measures. In particular, it would be possible to extend
the following potential regulatory tools to cover hazardous waste, as well as other parts of
the waste sector:
•

duty-of-care obligations

•

licensing requirements for operators involved in collection, transportation, storage, export
and disposal of hazardous waste

•

mandatory track-and-trace systems for hazardous waste and other wastes of concern
being collected and managed, including after they have been exported

•

improved compliance, monitoring and enforcement tools, along with clear allocation of
responsibility to particular agencies.
Questions
20 Do you see benefit in adapting the United Kingdom’s duty-of-care model for Aotearoa
New Zealand’s waste legislation, supported by appropriate offences and penalties?
21 Do you support strengthening obligations around litter by creating an individual ‘duty of
care’ to dispose of waste appropriately?
22 What else could we do so that litter is taken more seriously as a form of pollution?
23 Do you support a nationwide licensing regime for the waste sector?
24 Should the new legislation include a power to require a tracing system to be developed
for some or all types of waste?
25 What aspects of the proposals for regulating the waste sector could be extended to apply
to hazardous waste?
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Improving legislative support for
product stewardship schemes
Product stewardship schemes mean responsibility and cost for a product’s lifecycle and
waste management stay with manufacturers, importers, retailers and users, rather than
falling on communities, councils and nature. Internationally, product stewardship schemes
are important tools for transitioning to a circular economy.
The schemes typically work by requiring a fee to be paid when the product first enters the
market. The fees are held in a fund and used to ensure products are recycled or safely
treated as part of disposal. Some schemes require retailers and others to take back products
or packaging.
There are four possible layers to the current product stewardship system in Aotearoa.
•

Voluntary and private: A business or sector sets up a product stewardship scheme without
any government involvement.

•

Voluntary and accredited: If a business or sector wants a scheme to be formally
recognised, it can apply to the Minister for the Environment for accreditation under the
WMA. The Minister must accredit the scheme if it meets the statutory criteria. The
Ministry for the Environment has statutory power to monitor accredited schemes and can
regulate to recover its costs from the scheme.

•

Mandatory and accredited: The WMA gives the Minister power to declare something to be
a “priority product”, which triggers a requirement for a scheme to be developed and
accredited.

•

Regulated, mandatory and accredited: Once a scheme for a priority product has been
accredited, the government can prohibit the priority product from being sold other than in
accordance with the scheme. The prohibition is backed up by offence provisions.

Twelve voluntary product stewardship schemes have been accredited and are active. There are
no regulated product stewardship schemes yet in Aotearoa, but seven are being developed. 15
Recent work with these provisions has shown there’s scope to improve them, through a
mix of:
•

broadening the purpose and objectives of product stewardship schemes

•

streamlining processes

•

clarifying and strengthening requirements

•

supporting them with better enforcement powers and arrangements.

15

In 2020 the Government announced seven “priority products” under the WMA, signalling the start of
developing regulated product stewardship schemes for tyres, e-waste, large batteries, refrigerants,
farm plastics, agrichemicals and their containers, and plastic packaging. For more information on how
the current system works, see: Ministry for the Environment. 2019. Proposed Priority Products and
Priority Product Stewardship Scheme Guidelines: Consultation Document. Wellington: Ministry for the
Environment. Retrieved from https://environment.govt.nz/publications/proposed-priority-products-andpriority-product-stewardship-scheme-guidelines-consultation-document/ (12 September 2021).
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Accreditation of voluntary schemes
Voluntary schemes could play an important part in the move to a circular economy, by
allowing businesses and sectors to experiment with how best to reduce and manage their
waste. As a form of government endorsement, accreditation gives credibility to a scheme,
which may provide a marketing advantage for businesses and reassurance to customers.
However, the accreditation process can be time-consuming and costly for the businesses
involved, the organisation managing the scheme, and the Ministry. Schemes can also suffer
from limited participation and coverage, which affects what they can achieve. For instance,
despite there being four accredited voluntary schemes for types of e-waste, and collection
days organised by local councils, the total estimated recycling rate for e-waste in Aotearoa is
less than 2 per cent.
The current requirements can also be quite inflexible in how schemes are initially reviewed
and approved, and how they can be changed or improved over time.
We’re interested in views on whether voluntary accreditation is a useful part of the system or
whether it would be better to focus public and private sector effort on mandatory schemes.
The government could still support voluntary schemes even without accreditation, for example
with funding and publicity. It might also be possible to include participation in product
stewardship schemes in future eco-labelling initiatives.

Accreditation process
There’s scope to improve the accreditation process, whether for voluntary or mandatory
schemes. For example:
•

the required objectives are currently limited to “measurable waste minimisation,
treatment or disposal”, which now seems both too narrow (in its focus on the lower end
of the waste hierarchy rather than broader circular economy goals) and too limited in its
ambition (in that it doesn’t require the scheme to try to achieve significant change)

•

there’s no requirement for independent third-party assessment of proposed schemes to
test and validate what’s proposed

•

there’s little if any discretion for the Minister to request or require improvements to a
scheme once it meets the statutory criteria and guidelines, whether during the initial
approval and accreditation process or once it’s operating

•

any significant variation to a scheme requires it to reapply for accreditation

•

if there are concerns about a scheme, the Minister’s only formal power is to revoke the
scheme rather than any more nuanced response.

We propose addressing all these points in the new legislation. We welcome views on these
and other ways to imHprove and strengthen the criteria and process for developing and
accrediting product stewardship schemes.

Putting mandatory and regulated schemes in place
The process to establish a regulated product stewardship scheme can be used to create
government-led, industry-led or collaborative (‘co-designed’) schemes. The schemes may
or may not be regulated to require participation. The process has three key elements.
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•

The Minister for the Environment consults on and makes a priority product declaration
(section 9), which means a product stewardship scheme must be developed (section 10).
The Minister may also consult on and issue ministerial guidelines (section 12), setting out
the government’s waste minimisation expectations for the scheme.

•

Industry (or the government, or both together) designs a scheme and, if it meets the
accreditation requirements and any ministerial guidelines, the scheme is accredited.

•

The government may consult on and develop regulations to underpin the scheme,
primarily through section 22(1)(a), through which it can ban the sale of the priority
product unless it’s covered by the scheme – essentially making the scheme compulsory.

The process is intended to provide direction and assurance to industry stakeholders so they
can develop a scheme knowing what the government’s expectations are. It also allows
competition between different schemes for the same products (although competing schemes
are not well suited to Aotearoa given our small size and constraints in published guidelines).
The seven schemes going through this process are co-designed to be implemented under the
current Act, with section 22 regulations underpinning them. It seems unlikely that a mandatory
scheme would not be accompanied by regulations, so we’ll consider how to simplify and clarify
the relationship between development, accreditation and the making of regulations to ensure
the process is seamless. It would also be useful to have clear capacity to intervene or change
approach part way through a development process, if needed.
The legal provisions currently needed to support a product stewardship scheme are likely to
require a mix of the regulation-making powers in sections 22 and 23 of the WMA. This seems
unnecessarily complex, in law and practice. We propose creating stand-alone powers
specifically designed to support product stewardship schemes.
For example, a product stewardship scheme is likely to involve a fee. This fee moves the
end-of-life costs of a product into the price when it is purchased new. Fees are collected by a
government agency, directed to the relevant product stewardship organisation and used to
ensure an environmentally sound use for the product when it becomes waste. At present, that
fee would need to be authorised under the general power in section 23 rather than under the
product stewardship regulation-making power in section 22. The fee-setting power may also
prove too limited and need to be broadened into a power to set and charge a levy, so that
schemes can be fully self-funding. 16
A new levy power could also enable ‘eco-modulation’. This is where charges are structured to
penalise the use of less environmentally friendly materials and reward the use of better ones.
Products that are harder to recycle could be charged more, or there could be levy fee
reductions for materials that can be easily recycled.
The legislation could also specify that the government can contract or appoint an independent
third-party organisation to manage schemes.
We’re interested in all feedback on how to improve the process and powers for developing
regulated product stewardship schemes, especially given the likely increase in the number of
schemes in future. There are many systems operating around the world and we can learn from
16

Controller and Auditor-General. 2021. Setting and Administering Fees and Levies for Cost Recovery: Good
Practice Guide. Wellington: Office of the Auditor-General. Retrieved from https://oag.parliament.nz/
2021/fees-and-levies (12 September 2021). The Treasury. 2017. Guidelines for Setting Charges in the
Public Sector. Wellington: The Treasury.
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overseas experiences. There’s no one model that can be copied between countries, but there
are design principles common to successful schemes, such as clearly articulated intentions
and roles, transparency and fairness for stakeholders (current and future), resourcing, and a
monitoring and enforcement framework. 17

Monitoring, reporting and enforcement
Once a product stewardship scheme has been accredited, the Ministry for the Environment
can monitor its performance and recover the costs of doing so from the scheme (if regulations
allow that). However, the WMA contains few formal tools for responding if a scheme is
performing poorly. The main formal power is to revoke accreditation for the scheme as a
whole. We propose a more productive approach, with new legislation specifying intermediate
steps, such as public reporting of results and creating a process for putting a scheme on notice
to improve its results.
Mandatory and regulated schemes also raise detailed questions about compliance and
enforcement at the level of individual businesses and participants. Participation in these
schemes is compulsory, so operating outside one becomes an offence.
As with all areas of legal regulation, the aim is to achieve high levels of voluntary compliance.
That means the legal obligations must be well designed and practical, and supported by
effective education and implementation guidance so people understand the obligations and
how to comply with them.
The obligations also need to be supported by more effective investigation powers (including
broader powers to obtain information from other government agencies) and a wider range of
enforcement options to better reflect the different levels of severity of offending. This is a
problem common to most aspects of the WMA. We discuss it specifically in the Improving
compliance, monitoring and enforcement section.
Questions
26 Should the new legislation keep an option for accreditation of voluntary product
stewardship schemes?
27 How could the accreditation process for new product stewardship schemes be
strengthened?
28 How else could we improve the regulatory framework for product stewardship?

17
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Enhancing regulatory tools to
encourage change
Section 23(1) of the WMA empowers the government to make various regulations in relation
to products, materials and waste. These may be used with a product stewardship scheme or as
stand-alone regulations. The powers are:
•

controlling or prohibiting disposal of products or waste (paragraph (a))

•

controlling or prohibiting manufacture or sale of products that contain specified materials
(if there’s an available alternative) (paragraph (b))

•

requiring a take-back service for a product (paragraph (c))

•

setting fees payable for managing a product (paragraph (d))

•

requiring a deposit to be charged on the sale of a product, and refunding of the deposit
(paragraph (e))

•

prescribing requirements for the labelling of a product (paragraph (f))

•

prescribing quality standards for reuse, recycling or recovery (paragraph (g))

•

requiring information to be collected and provided to the Ministry for the Environment (in
relation to paragraphs (a) to (e)) (paragraph (i)).

Only one of these powers has been used to date. The Government has banned two products
using the powers in section 23(1)(b) (microbeads in 2018 and single-use plastic bags in 2019).
It’s also recently announced plans to phase out several other single-use or hard-to-recycle
plastic items.
Continuing to rely on voluntary action is unlikely to see transformation to a circular economy
(as proposed in the waste strategy) or meet our emissions reduction targets. The government
is likely to need to use the available regulatory tools more frequently. Increasing international
obligations on climate change and waste may also require stronger domestic regulatory tools.
It’s timely to review and enhance these powers.
Some of the powers are potentially significant economic interventions, and legislation should
include greater detail on:
•

their purpose

•

their scope

•

the process supporting their use

•

the systems needed to ensure effective implementation, monitoring and enforcement.

There’s also potential to add new powers, drawing on legislation elsewhere. In particular,
it would be useful to include more powers that encourage circular economy behaviours
towards the top of the waste hierarchy, such as redesign and rethinking of systems of
production and use.
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Improving existing powers
As an overall comment, the description of many of the individual powers in section 23 could
be expanded to make the intent, purpose and scope of the powers clearer. At present it’s not
obvious what the powers might enable.
For example, the power in paragraph (a) to control or prohibit the disposal of products or
waste could potentially be used to ban particular products or materials from landfills.
Internationally, powers like this are increasingly being used to compel people to reduce and
find better solutions for certain types of waste. In particular, many countries are using this
power to address the problem of food waste and other organic material going to landfills,
where it generates methane. 18 We propose that new legislation sets out this power and
others more clearly and with greater detail, so it’s clear what types of regulatory controls
could be considered.
Section 23 currently sets out some general requirements before the powers can be used.
Before making any of these regulations, the government must consult with affected people,
obtain advice from the Waste Advisory Board and be satisfied that the benefits are likely to
exceed the costs. For regulations controlling or prohibiting disposal or sale of products and
materials, there must also be reasonably practicable alternatives available.
These requirements could be expanded and tailored more closely to the individual regulatory
powers, to ensure potentially significant interventions are well thought through and the costs
and benefits have been carefully assessed. For example, in some cases it might be appropriate
to require specific engagement with local authorities, Māori or other parts of government.
Expanded requirements for environmental justification before using the powers could also
be considered.
On the other hand, it might also be possible to streamline some powers. For example, if the
power to ban certain products and materials, like harmful plastics, starts to be used regularly,
the supporting process could be streamlined and standardised. Requiring an alternative to be
available may not be appropriate in all cases, for example if the product itself is harmful and
does not perform a vital function.
We welcome comment on the type of information and process that could support the
regulatory powers that exist or might be created in a new Act.
The following are other changes being considered.
•

The quality standards provisions in paragraphs (g) and (h) could be expanded to allow
a wider range of mandatory standards across the supply chain: collection, transport,
storage, treatment and disposal. These could be used to implement national standards
for recycling (source separation, containers, colours, labelling, materials, contamination).
Mandating the source separation of fibre or food waste (that is, separating materials for
recycling or composting by households and businesses) is another option in the proposed
emissions reduction plan.

•

There’s scope to expand and clarify the labelling power in paragraph (f) to support other
initiatives like recycling and product stewardship. Current efforts to standardise labelling
are voluntary. If Aotearoa required nationally consistent labelling of products for recycling,

18
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consumers could quickly and confidently see whether the product or its packaging can be
recycled locally. Currently, 181.5 million plastic containers each year cannot be recycled,
partly because there’s no recycling information on them. Labels could indicate the correct
disposal method, the percentage of recycled content, whether products are part of a
stewardship scheme, the amount of recycled content in the product, and durability ratings
(similar to the existing energy efficiency labelling scheme).
•

The provision for information requirements in paragraph (i) could be extended to support
future data collection and reporting, for example by setting mandatory standardised
forms or methods for information collection.

Data collection powers
A long-standing concern is that we don’t have good or comprehensive data on the state
of waste management or material flows in Aotearoa. This new legislation and the more
comprehensive regulation it proposes provide an opportunity to ensure we have enhanced
tools to start gathering data and building the evidence base we need to understand and
improve our performance.
The current Act includes several provisions for information collection, but they’re tied to
individual powers and purposes. They’re not adequate for collecting the type of data needed
in future as we track progress towards the strategy’s goals and a circular economy.
We propose that new legislation should include clearer and more comprehensive powers for
the government to obtain information from all those involved in the sector, including local
authorities, licensed collectors and operators, and those administering product stewardship
or other schemes. We need to be able to gather data to help us better understand:
•

how products enter and circulate on the market (for example, imports and exports)

•

reuse and resource recovery patterns and rates

•

waste generation rather than just disposal

•

use and efficiency of landfill gas capture systems.

We also propose that the new legislation formalises requirements for the government to
produce and disseminate waste data and statistics. This could follow the example of the
Australian government, which publishes a National Waste Report every two years and
maintains a National Waste Database that’s updated annually.
Information powers always require detailed scrutiny as they are developed, to ensure:
•

they’ll be used appropriately

•

privacy or commercial interests are appropriately protected

•

the information collected is stored and used appropriately.

The costs involved also need to be understood and set against the benefits for any individual
use of the power.
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Developing a better legislative framework for
deposit return schemes
Three powers in section 23 – for take-back services, fees and refundable deposits – are
specifically identified as supporting potential return schemes. A deposit return scheme is a
specific type of product stewardship that incentivises consumers and businesses to return
items for recycling or refilling by adding an extra deposit on the price of the product. The
consumer gets back the deposit when they return the product. The most common schemes
around the world currently are for drink containers. In principle though, schemes could
operate for a wide variety of products. As we move towards a circular economy, with reuse
and refilling becoming more common, deposit return schemes could become an important
tool in many parts of our lives.
While existing legislation supports return schemes (through the product stewardship
provisions already discussed and the powers in section 23), these powers are potentially
complex and not necessarily adequate for the range and scale of schemes that might be
established in the future. More detailed provisions could be developed to establish, monitor
and enforce return schemes, in the same way as the WMA includes provisions tailored to
product stewardship schemes.
Drawing on experience elsewhere, expanded provisions might include:
•

greater flexibility to set and update the appropriate scheme fees and/or levies (either
through a gazette notice or by being devolved to the delivery body)

•

ability for the government to maintain stronger oversight and accountability, including
when it would be desirable to have a single scheme rather than competing schemes (such
as ability to contract and appoint a delivery body)

•

a broader range of tools to respond to scheme under-performance (such as target
recovery rates not being met).

The Government is currently investigating a first regulated return scheme, for beverage
containers, but no decisions have yet been made. The Minister for the Environment and
Cabinet will consider advice from officials in the second half of 2021. If the decision is to
proceed with developing a scheme, public consultation would follow, before a final decision
by Cabinet on whether to introduce such a scheme. It’s possible this process could identify a
need for further legislative changes.

Possible new powers
We’re also considering adding new regulatory levers to the legislation based on what other
countries have in place and what might be necessary for future projects.

National standards
More consistent services and practices across the country are key to improving our recycling
and resource recovery performance. The WMA does not support this well, with the main tool
being a ministerial power to set performance standards for implementing waste management
and minimisation plans by territorial authorities (section 49). Problems with the outdoor
storage of tyres had to be addressed using the national standards provisions of the RMA.
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We propose designing a power for central government to make national standards on matters
relating to waste, recycling and resource recovery, which could be useful in many areas. The
most obvious example is the kerbside collection of household recycling, given the current work
to develop a standard national system. Other parts of recycling collection and processing might
also benefit from national standards.
The classification system for disposing of waste to land is another, more technical topic that is
governed only by guidelines. What’s permitted in different landfills and farm fills has varied
over time and across different local authorities, which makes the compliance and monitoring
of obligations complex.
We welcome comment on how a system of national standards might operate:
•

topics that might be amenable to such standards

•

how they should be developed

•

how they could be enforced.

Powers to support improved recycling
At the moment, recycling services are largely managed through territorial authorities and
private sector providers. Some authorities have made bylaws establishing basic legal rules
for their own area; in other places, the system is simply governed by contracts and practical
guidelines. The challenges to improving recycling rates and quality in Aotearoa have been
covered extensively elsewhere, and one of the key problems is the lack of standardisation
across the country.
Some of the regulatory powers in the WMA could be used to require greater consistency, but
it’s not straightforward.
We propose creating a clear set of powers to improve recycling. These would support other
parts of the new Act, including the duty-of-care provisions that might apply to recycling,
improved provisions on quality standards for recycling, and any national standards that
might be made.
Those powers might include the ability to:
•

require a proportion of recycled content in specified products; this is being introduced in
some countries to encourage the development of a market for recycled material

•

require local authorities and waste collectors to provide recycling services for specified
materials, along with a system for establishing and maintaining a list of specified materials

•

set rules for standardised collection, separation, condition and handling of recyclable
materials and food waste.

We’re interested in comments on the type of powers that might be needed to create and
maintain effective recycling systems in Aotearoa.

Right to return packaging
Packaging plays an important role in protecting products (and can reduce food waste and
damaged goods). The way we currently consume products leads to large quantities of waste
packaging (for example, online shopping, convenience products, multi-layered packaging,
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takeaway items and high levels of consumption of consumer goods). Businesses are likely to
consider a range of factors when making packaging choices, including costs, weight, market
requirements or preferences and brand, as well as environmental factors such as recyclability.
The law could be used to make manufacturers and retailers confront the financial and
environmental cost of disposal and encourage them to minimise packaging, increase reuse
and recycled content, and ensure recyclability. Product stewardship schemes are one option.
Another is requiring manufacturers and retailers to take their packaging back when a customer
wishes to return it, and to make it easy for consumers to do so.
Section 23(1)(c) currently provides for a “take-back service for products”, either as a standalone measure or in connection with a regulated product stewardship or deposit return
scheme. However, it’s not clear whether this power could be used separately for packaging.
In any event, we’ve already suggested that these deposit return scheme provisions need to
be better developed and tailored for that purpose.
We could consider introducing a separate power to require manufacturers and retailers to
take back packaging. This could be used for different types and sizes of packaging material
over time. For example, the power might initially be used for the large amounts of packaging
associated with household appliances. For small pieces of packaging for everyday items, other
policy responses are likely to be more suitable.

Right to repair
Right to repair is a growing movement, particularly in the European Union and United States.
The aim is to improve consumers’ rights to get goods repaired and make informed purchasing
decisions. A number of jurisdictions have proposed legislation requiring manufacturers to
provide spare parts or product manuals to consumers or independent repairers. The European
Union has started implementing rules requiring manufacturers to make spare parts available
and improve design of major appliances, and has implemented eco-design requirements.
France has passed legislation setting requirements for labelling product durability. Australia’s
Productivity Commission has also released a report recommending legislative right to
repair changes.
In Aotearoa, the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 regulates this topic at present by creating
obligations between the retailer and the consumer. These can be enforced through civil
proceedings, including in the Disputes Tribunal.
We’re interested in expanding the legal requirements for the right to repair, potentially
through new waste legislation. A set of regulation-making powers could enable government
to target right to repair provisions at certain product types (such as whiteware). For example,
a new Act could enable regulations requiring manufacturers of certain products to:
•

provide product information such as manuals

•

provide spare parts for a certain amount of time

•

label those products for repairability and durability (similar to the energy efficiency and
water usage labels).

A regulation-making power could also provide the ability to define the length of time a
particular product should remain fault free and what its reasonable period for repair is.
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We may also investigate the feasibility of requiring retailers and manufacturers to attempt
to repair a product before a replacement is made, along with prohibiting manufacturer
warranties from being voided if consumers do not use the repairers and spare parts specified
by the manufacturer.

Better links with relevant powers in other legislation
Import and export controls
The Imports and Exports (Restrictions) Act 1988 could be an important tool in moving
Aotearoa towards a circular economy. It contains two main powers – to prohibit or control:
•

the import of specified goods or classes of goods, if that is in the public interest

•

the export of specified goods or classes of goods, if that is necessary to give effect to an
international obligation.

For waste, these powers have so far been used mainly to give effect to international
obligations on movement of hazardous and other waste. These obligations derive from:
•

the Basel Convention (reduction in the movements of hazardous waste, household waste
and some plastic waste between nations)

•

the Rotterdam Convention (importation of hazardous chemicals)

•

the Stockholm Convention (elimination and restriction of persistent organic pollutants).

The Imports and Exports (Restrictions) Act 1988 and relevant regulations completely ban the
movement of some substances. For other substances, they establish a permit system.
The power to control exports is explicitly limited to giving effect to international obligations,
but the import control power is not. It can be used for a range of purposes, including managing
environmental problems. This power could be linked more closely to the other WMA powers
and expanded to other goods that create problems for waste minimisation and management,
such as hard-to-recycle or single-use plastics. For example, at present we ban the sale of such
items under the WMA, but have not gone further and banned their import.
On the export side, it may be worth strengthening the constraints on what can be exported
through permits or otherwise, to support the basic obligation under the Basel Convention
to reduce transboundary movement of waste that it covers to a minimum. Under the
Convention, the two main situations in which export is considered appropriate are if either:
•

we do not have the technical capacity and facilities to manage a particular type of
waste, or

•

another country needs it as a raw material for recycling.

We could look at ways to give greater legal and practical force to these limitations through the
permitting system. This could be combined with other interventions and support to encourage
more domestic recycling facilities for our main waste material streams.
We could also consider expanding the export control power to enable controls beyond those
required by international obligations, such as by creating controls on or prohibiting export of
other types of waste like low-value plastics.
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Any changes to import and export controls will need to be carefully developed to ensure
they’re used only for legitimate environmental protection objectives in accordance with
Aotearoa New Zealand’s obligations under the World Trade Organization rules and our
free trade agreements.

Questions
29 What improvements could be made to the existing regulatory powers under section 23 of
the Waste Management Act 2008?
30 What new regulatory powers for products and materials would be useful to help
Aotearoa move towards a circular economy?
31 Would you like to see a right to return packaging to the relevant business?
32 Would you like to see more legal requirements to support products lasting longer and
being able to be repaired?
33 Is there a need to strengthen or make better use of import and export controls to support
waste minimisation and circular economy goals? For example, should we look at ways to
prohibit exports of materials like low-value plastics?
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Ensuring the waste levy is used to
best effect
Many countries use waste levies. Some apply a levy only on landfills, while others include
a wider range of disposal activities such as incineration or liquid waste disposal. 19 A welldesigned waste levy:
•

provides financial incentives for those generating waste (including businesses and
households) to reduce what they send to landfill

•

makes alternatives like recycling more commercially viable by increasing the cost
of disposal

•

raises revenue that can be invested back into waste minimisation and other
environmental initiatives.

Imposing, setting and reviewing the waste levy
At the moment in Aotearoa, the waste levy is imposed on waste going to disposal facilities.
The disposal facilities covered have recently been extended from class 1 (municipal) landfills
to four classes of landfills by 2025 (municipal, construction and demolition, managed, and
controlled fills).
If set at a meaningful level, the levy encourages people to move to activities above the bottom
layer of the waste hierarchy (disposal to landfill); but it doesn’t go further. Nor does it capture
the full range of low-ranking disposal activities. New legislation could increase the range of
activities that could potentially be made subject to a levy in future to include not just disposal
to landfill, but other ‘non-circular’ activities such as certain types of waste-to-energy
operation, or even ‘downcycling’ (that is, recycling materials into new products that can’t
themselves be recycled).
When the Minister for the Environment is setting the levy rate, the WMA currently requires
the Minister to consider the costs and benefits and the advice of the Waste Advisory Board,
and to be satisfied there’s been adequate consultation with those who may be significantly
affected. New legislation could provide further guidance, for example by requiring
consideration of:
•

the effect of the levy on encouraging circulation of materials within the economy through
reuse and recycling

•

the potential for negative behaviour change (such as an increase in illegal dumping).

We welcome comment on which disposal activities should be subject to the levy in future and
what factors should guide the rate of the levy.
Section 39 requires the effectiveness of the levy to be formally reviewed every three years.
However, there’s no requirement to consider the overall effectiveness of waste minimisation
measures, let alone progress towards a circular economy. In future, the levy will be one of a

19

For example, South Australia operates a wider-ranging levy. For more information, see
www.epa.sa.gov.au/business_and_industry/waste-levy.
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range of regulatory and other interventions working towards achieving the waste strategy. We
see little benefit in requiring a separate review of the levy that’s disconnected from the overall
system of reporting and revision of plans and strategies proposed for the future. We propose
including the effectiveness of the levy as one of the matters to be considered when reviewing
AIPs and the strategy.

Improving how the waste levy is collected
Requirements for how disposal facilities must measure, record and report waste, and how the
levy is calculated, are set out in the Waste Minimisation (Calculation and Payment of Waste
Disposal Levy) Regulations 2009. The regulations prescribe:
•

that disposal facilities must provide returns on a monthly or annual basis

•

how an operator must measure waste and diverted material it receives, using either a
weighbridge, converting volume to weight, or an average tonnage system

•

how the Ministry for the Environment or levy collector calculates the amount of levy
payable by disposal facilities

•

how disposal facilities must pay the levy

•

how disposal facilities may apply to the Ministry to change their obligations around the
waste levy (such as seeking approval to file an annual return or seeking an extension of
time to store materials)

•

the records that disposal facilities must keep.

New legislation could improve how a number of these detailed matters are managed.
•

Stockpiling materials: Disposal facilities may stockpile materials for up to six months
(unless the Ministry agrees in writing to a longer period). It’s difficult in practice to verify
how long materials have been in a stockpile. It would be more effective to introduce an
approval system with limits and conditions for stockpiling materials, require more
stringent record keeping so that stockpiled materials are recorded separately to other
waste and/or reduce the time period for which facilities may stockpile materials.
Tightening up the rules around stockpiling needs to be balanced against giving facilities,
particularly in rural regions, flexibility to stockpile recycling material until they have
enough to recycle it economically.

•

Reuse of materials on site at disposal facilities: At present, sites do not have to pay
the levy on materials that they reuse or recycle on site for landfill construction and
management purposes. It’s not clear in practice though which materials can be reused
or recycled in this way, and different sites may have differing interpretations of which
materials fit into this category and how much “diverted material” is reasonable for
landfill operations. Again, an approvals system might be more effective. Alternatively,
new legislation could remove the ability for waste to be exempt from the levy when used
on site (with some exemptions).

•

Waivers: A disposal facility may apply for a waiver of the levy in “exceptional
circumstances”. This is a high threshold. There are other circumstances that are not
necessarily exceptional where it would be appropriate to waive the levy, such as
vulnerable landfills that may need to have their waste relocated due to natural
disasters or the effects of climate change.

•

Exemptions: At present, any exemptions have to be made through regulations, which
makes it a difficult and slow tool to use in practice. There are situations where exemptions
are warranted, and that process can be made easier.
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Ensuring the legislation deals effectively with situations like these helps provide a level
playing field and gives more certainty for disposal facility operators attempting to comply
with the legislation.

Broadening how the waste levy can be used
Revenue from general taxes, such as income tax and goods and services tax, can be used to
fund any area of government spending. Levies can be different; although not automatic, the
funds they raise are generally ring-fenced for purposes relating to the activity that generates
the levy funds. Well-known examples include accident compensation levies and road transport
or fuel levies. Part 3 of the WMA sets out how revenue from the waste levy must be
distributed and what it can be spent on.
At present, 50 per cent of the levy funds are automatically allocated to territorial authorities
and distributed according to a population-based formula. Local authorities can use those
funds for waste minimisation activities that are included in their waste management and
minimisation plan.
Central government retains the other 50 per cent and uses it for:
•

the costs associated with collecting, enforcing and administering the levy

•

waste minimisation projects approved by the Minister (mostly through the Waste
Minimisation Fund application process)

•

the costs of administering the funding system for those projects.

The new legislation will maintain the levy, ring-fenced for waste minimisation purposes. The
funds raised by the waste levy are expected to increase substantially in coming years, following
the expansion of the levy to other classes of landfills and the rise in rates. To ensure those
funds are used effectively and the risks of ring-fencing are well managed, we need to review
the rules governing them.
Our starting point is that the current rules and processes will no longer be fit for purpose.
Ensuring levy funds are used effectively is a key driver for the new strategy and legislation,
along with the long-term waste infrastructure plan and shorter-term AIPs. Together, they’re
designed to create a strategic framework for investing and using levy funds to guide both
central and local government.
We anticipate broadening how levy funds can be used by central and local government, in
keeping with the broader purposes of new waste legislation and the more ambitious circular
economy goals of the proposed waste strategy. For example, a broader scope could ensure the
levy can be used for:
•

early-stage research, development and innovation work, where it’s not clear whether the
investment will generate waste minimisation outcomes

•

measures that minimise harm from waste, as opposed to just minimising the waste itself
(for example, measures to manage agrichemicals or refrigerants safely at end of life or to
prevent plastics entering marine environments)

•

new infrastructure and equipment, through a wider range of investment and co-funding
models
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•

ongoing partnerships with relevant organisations 20

•

long-term behaviour change and education activities

•

ongoing litter clean-up and enforcement activities

•

cleaning up former landfill sites or other contaminated sites

•

data collection and management

•

a wider range of compliance, monitoring and enforcement activities by central and
local government.

A risk of this broader scope is that spending may be spread across a wider range of activity
types, leading to funding being spread too thinly, even with expanded levy revenue. To
address this, both the strategy and the AIPs, with legislative recognition, are intended to set
clear priorities for action and investment for both central and local government, including
use of levy funds. It will be important for central and local government to coordinate closely
in this new system.

Options for managing levy funds in future
There are a number of problems with the current system established by the WMA.
•

The automatic allocation of prescribed proportions is blunt and takes little account of
relative roles and responsibilities of the different levels of government.

•

Breaking up the funds among 68 different decision-makers 21 limits collaboration,
coordinated planning and the capacity to benefit from economies of scale.

•

Central government is limited to funding ‘projects’ rather than longer-term services or
relationships.

•

The population-based formula for distribution among territorial authorities – based on
census data on who is “usually resident” – leads to significant variation in levy revenue
between councils (table 3). Auckland Council receives by far the largest share of funding,
consistent with its large share of the resident population; some councils with low resident
populations receive very little funding. Yet those smaller councils often have high visitor
populations, higher costs because of their size and distance, and greater need for support.

Table 3:

Annual levy funding allocated to territorial authorities

Funding range

Number of councils

>$5 million

1

$1–5 million

1

$0.5–1 million

2

$250,000–500,000

9

$100,000–250,000

25

$10,000–100,000

27

<$10,000

2

20

Examples include Para Kore (delivering education and training on marae to create behaviour change
that aligns with circular economy principles); the Sustainable Business Network (helping businesses
incorporate a circular approach into their business models); and product stewardship organisations.

21

Central government and 67 territorial authorities.
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Territorial authorities are typically responsible for providing waste and recycling services for
households (whether by the council directly or by the private sector), with some limited
provision to businesses (such as waste/recycling collection for some commercial premises).
Household waste makes up about 20 per cent of total waste disposed of in Aotearoa.
At an aggregate level, territorial authorities use around half of their funding from the waste
levy to support local kerbside recycling services (although specific funding splits vary from
council to council). Some also operate their own funds similar to the Waste Minimisation Fund.
For many territorial authorities, levy revenue represents a relatively small portion of their
overall spending on waste management and minimisation, with most of their work being
funded through rates and charges.
We propose that new waste legislation should distribute levy funds on a more equitable basis,
taking better account of the roles, responsibilities and needs of the different councils. That
could mean, for example, that the proportion of funds automatically directed to local
government may need to adjust to reflect any changed responsibilities in the new legislation
for such things as planning and reporting, service delivery and enforcement activity.
It may also require adjusting the population-based formula. Options include allocating the levy
funds:
•

in proportion to each territorial authority’s percentage share of the resident plus visitor
population of Aotearoa

•

according to area, size and distance to high-population centres, to reflect the higher
waste-related costs incurred by some territorial authorities

•

with a fixed base amount, combined with a ‘top up’ proportional amount using one of the
options above. For example, 5 per cent of each territorial authority’s total share of
revenue could be allocated equally, with the remaining 95 per cent allocated on a
population basis.

It will also be important to ensure levy funds are managed in a way that enables coordinated
decision-making and investment as we build a fit-for-purpose resource recovery system for
Aotearoa. The final strategy and long-term waste infrastructure plan will set out what’s
needed, with implementation to be managed through the AIPs that will follow. The investment
in infrastructure and equipment to support that goal may be better managed through a single
central process that brings together central and local government decision-makers. The
processes for considering proposals and making decisions on large infrastructure projects
would obviously also be quite different from the type of contestable funding rounds for
relatively small grants operated by the current Waste Minimisation Fund.
We do not have firm views yet on precisely how the levy funds should be managed and
allocated in future. As noted, final proposals will need to take account of decisions made
on where responsibilities for different parts of the future system sit. The final waste strategy
and long-term waste infrastructure plan will also be relevant, along with the knowledge and
experience the Ministry is gaining through the current programme of waste infrastructure
investments.
We should be clear, however, that there is no intention to lower the amount of funding local
authorities currently receive. Given that the total revenue is forecast to increase significantly
over the coming years, the actual amount of individual allocations is still likely to be higher,
even if the percentage allocations change.
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Questions
34 What types of activities should potentially be subject to a levy? Should the levy be able to
be imposed on final disposal activities other than landfills (such as waste to energy
facilities)?
35 What factors should be considered when setting levy rates?
36 How could the rules on collection and payment of the waste levy be improved?
37 What should waste levy revenue be able to be spent on?
38 How should waste levy revenue be allocated to best reflect the roles and responsibilities
of the different layers of government in relation to waste, and to maximise effectiveness?
39 How should waste levy revenue be allocated between territorial authorities?
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Improving compliance, monitoring
and enforcement
Any regulatory system needs to be supported by effective compliance, monitoring and
enforcement arrangements. Most people will comply willingly with their legal obligations,
especially if they’re supported by good information, guidance and administrative arrangements
that make it easy. But there’s also a need to be able to check on compliance, investigate
breaches, take enforcement action where necessary and impose meaningful sanctions.
The options outlined in this paper could create more legal obligations and add to those over
time through regulations. Each obligation needs to be backed by relevant enforcement tools,
including offences and penalties, agencies with clear responsibility for enforcement, and
investigation and enforcement powers. Those enforcement tools will need to cover the
obligations and sectors set out in table 4.
Table 4:

Potential obligations requiring enforcement provisions

Obligation

Potentially applies to

Strategy, planning, monitoring and reporting

Central and local government

Duties of care for proper disposal of unwanted
material, including litter and unlawful dumping

All people; households; businesses; waste sector
operators

Regulated product stewardship schemes

Scheme operators and participants; businesses in
relevant supply chains and materials cycles

General regulatory tools, including product bans

Operators and participants in any regulated schemes;
businesses; waste sector operators

Licensing of the waste sector

Waste sector operators

Waste levy payment

Landfill operators

Experience with both the WMA and the Litter Act has shown that their enforcement provisions
are inadequate. Not all obligations in the WMA are supported by matching offence provisions,
and the investigation powers are limited. The Litter Act enforcement provisions are also dated
and weak. There’s a strong case for a thorough rewrite of this part of the law.

Roles and responsibilities for compliance
and enforcement
Central government
The Ministry for the Environment currently carries out most compliance, monitoring and
enforcement work related to obligations under the WMA. This is the Ministry’s only
regulatory enforcement role. Until recently it was a reasonably confined task, involving
monitoring payment of the waste levy by class 1 disposal facilities, and use of levy funds
and waste planning by territorial authorities.
In 2018, the EPA was given delegated responsibility for enforcing the ban on microbeads under
the WMA. In 2019, the Ministry became responsible for enforcing the ban on plastic bags. This
was a significant change, requiring the Ministry to create a nationwide compliance, monitoring
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and enforcement system, as the ban affects almost all retail activities around the country.
The Ministry was greatly assisted in this role by the high level of voluntary compliance and
consumer support for the change.
The Ministry’s compliance responsibilities will increase significantly over the next few years
to cover:
•

the expanded group of landfills to be covered by the waste levy (moving from 36 to over
500 sites)

•

the product bans being introduced for a range of plastic products

•

the six regulated product stewardship schemes being developed.

These will all involve nationwide activity across a wide range of sectors and businesses.
The scale of compliance activity will require another step-change once the new legislation
is passed. Central government, whether in the form of the Ministry or another organisation,
could expand its capacity and capability to carry out detailed compliance and enforcement
work across the country, but there may be better options.

Local government
Local authorities have well-developed and wide-reaching compliance roles under the RMA, the
Building Act 2004 and other legislation. They also carry the main responsibility for enforcing
the Litter Act. Under the WMA, territorial authorities only have a compliance role for local
bylaws regulating waste collection, disposal and other related waste issues. Bylaws have been
widely used by territorial authorities, but their use and content are inconsistent nationwide.
Local government may be best placed to take responsibility for enforcing at least some of
the obligations from the new waste legislation proposals. They already have a compliance
relationship with most of those who would be regulated under other laws, including disposal
facilities that must be consented under the RMA. Locally based enforcement staff are
more able to:
•

maintain constructive working relationships with those being regulated

•

carry out spot checks

•

gather and act on information received from the public.

Staff could also carry out compliance checks and enforcement activity under several Acts at
the same time.
We seek your views on where the roles and responsibilities for compliance, monitoring and
enforcement should lie in new waste legislation. These decisions may be influenced by the
approach taken to the equivalent questions in the resource management reforms.

Funding the work
Wherever the functions sit, they need to be adequately resourced. At present in central
government, waste levy funds can only be used for collecting and administering the levy,
including compliance, monitoring and enforcement work. All other enforcement activity is
funded through general government funding for the Ministry for the Environment and the EPA.
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In local government, waste levy funds can be used for any activities promoting or achieving
waste minimisation that are signalled in the relevant waste management and minimisation
plan. However, the amount of funds that individual local authorities receive varies greatly (as
discussed in the Options for managing levy funds in future section) and is usually only a small
contribution to the overall amount spent on waste management activities. The rest is funded
through rates and any other sources of income.
Waste-related enforcement, such as addressing illegal dumping, fly-tipping and litter, is often
seen as a low priority in the competition for scarce resources. We could consider providing
dedicated funding for addressing illegal dumping and fly-tipping, potentially from levy revenue.
Wherever responsibility ultimately lies for responding to illegal dumping and fly-tipping, it
needs to be accompanied by adequate resources.
Further, given the expected increase in the amount of both waste levy funds and enforcement
work that will need to be carried out, should more of that work be funded by the levy? Some
dedicated and increasing funding could help create a step-change in how waste laws are
administered and enforced, requiring the responsible organisations to focus and report on
how the funding is being used. If substantially more enforcement functions are devolved to
local government under the new legislation, it will need to be clear how those new
responsibilities would be funded.

Investigation powers, offences and sanctions
Investigation and detection powers
There’s considerable scope to improve the investigation powers for enforcing environmental
crime under the waste management system. These powers need to be carefully drafted, to
ensure they’re proportionate to the issue, properly controlled and consistent with human
rights. We intend to work closely with the Ministry of Justice, Privacy Commissioner and
other relevant agencies to develop a set of powers to support these regulatory proposals.
We propose that new legislation includes:
•

information-sharing arrangements between relevant enforcement agencies (for example,
border agencies regarding product and material flows, local authorities for offence activity
crossing several regions, central and local government)

•

powers to require information to be provided (for example, records from landfill
operators or waste collectors, businesses with obligations under product stewardship
regulations or product bans)

•

powers to stop and search vehicles (for example, unauthorised waste collection and
transport, and unlawful dumping)

•

access to premises (for example, to assess what type of disposal facility is operating and
how the levy should apply to it).

Ensuring the full range of potential evidentiary sources can be used will also be important.
For example, CCTV footage could be helpful for offences like littering and unlawful dumping,
along with duty-of-care obligations for storing waste securely to prevent litter and more.
In practice, other countries have had good results from encouraging members of the
public to report waste offences they witness, and from setting up hotlines and websites
for that purpose.
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Offences
The tools in the WMA addressing non-compliance are relatively blunt and limited; the
main tools relating to paying the levy are prosecution and recovering unpaid levies as debt.
They’re also unhelpfully generic; the offences in the WMA provide only for prosecution,
with a maximum fine of $100,000. This means the process and maximum penalty are the
same for someone providing a banned plastic shopping bag and a landfill facility deliberately
misreporting its tonnages to evade its waste levy obligations. The range of offences and
penalties needs to be wider.
We propose new waste legislation expands the tools to manage non-compliant behaviour,
including statutory warning letters, enforceable undertakings, 22 infringement processes,
restorative justice approaches and a variety of low- and high-level offences.
The potential penalties also need to be broad, ranging from instant fines to significant
financial penalties, community service penalties, and obligations to repair or make good
environmental damage.

The particular problem of litter
The Litter Act was established to prevent, control and reduce litter. It bans littering and
dumping in public places and on private land without the owner’s consent. The Act defines
litter as “any refuse, rubbish, animal remains, glass, metal, garbage, debris, dirt, filth, rubble,
ballast, stones, earth, or waste matter, or any other thing of a like nature”. In practice, littering
can range from dropping a cigarette butt on the street, to putting your household rubbish out
too early for collection, to large-scale dumping or storing of waste on public or private land
(known as illegal dumping or fly-tipping).
Litter is pollution and harms our environment, soil, waterways and wildlife. Aotearoa has
relatively high levels of litter in public places. Many territorial authorities report challenges
with enforcing the existing law, partly because the main offence is narrowly framed and
requires someone to be caught in the act of littering. The high costs of clean-up activities
are another concern.
Because litter occurs in many public places, a number of public authorities are able to take
enforcement action. Territorial authorities have the primary role, but others include Waka
Kotahi NZ Transport Authority, airport authorities and several other classes of bodies. Those
agencies can appoint enforcement officers and litter wardens, who may issue fines and
abatement notices for litter offences. The range of agencies potentially involved can cause
confusion and fragment responsibility. For example, management of larger-scale dumping
often falls to regional councils.
We are proposing a number of improvements to help address littering and dumping.
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Enforceable undertakings – common in health and safety legislation – are an alternative to prosecution,
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avoid the cost, time and negative publicity that can come with prosecution.
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Reducing the likelihood of litter
Many of the changes proposed in our work programme will reduce packaging and single-use
items, which are commonly littered. Relevant initiatives include return schemes, product
stewardship and other systems encouraging redesign, and better recycling systems to support
more responsible disposal behaviour.
The duty-of-care obligations for business premises could also provide a foundation for stronger
obligations to ensure waste is stored securely and unable to escape. Some other jurisdictions
have gone further and started to control likely sources of litter. The Australian state of Victoria,
for example, has banned placing flyers on cars in most circumstances. Some councils have
bylaws to similar effect. There may be scope to consider more widespread controls of this
kind here.
In support of duty-of-care obligations, we could also consider holding companies to account
when packaging from their products has been littered, potentially through a fine. Alternatively,
given behaviour change campaigns and providing public rubbish and recycling bins are key
to reducing litter, we could take a non-statutory approach. For example, we could hold
companies accountable for their littered packaging through a combination of research,
publicity and engagement, by undertaking and publishing the results of litter audits and
working with relevant companies on how to encourage more responsible behaviour from
their consumers.

Reframing how we think about litter
Litter is often an unthinking act, regarded as a minor issue – if it attracts any thought at all. It’s
generally considered to be about untidiness rather than environmental harm but it covers a
spectrum through to major dumping, and even small acts of littering like cigarette butts can
cause major environmental harm as they release toxins and microplastics.
Framing the strategy and legislation in terms of individual and collective responsibilities –
through duty-of-care proposals – could help change that. This will provide a strong foundation
for ongoing education and behaviour change campaigns, supported by clear and consistent
legal obligations to dispose of unwanted material appropriately.

Better detection, enforcement arrangements and penalties
The various changes discussed above will also provide much stronger support for detection
and enforcement of littering. We propose allocating clear responsibility for enforcement as an
important first step, along with enabling greater use of citizen reporting and CCTV footage to
help with detection, and revising how offences are framed so that subsequent detection and
identification can be used.
Other countries have created a separate offence of littering from a vehicle, with responsibility
resting with the registered owner. This means enforcement action can be taken if the number
plate is known, even if the individual involved cannot be identified.
We welcome views on these and any other possible legislative changes to improve our
performance in relation to litter, by building a greater sense of social responsibility and
engagement, clearer and stronger duties and obligations, and more effective enforcement.
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Questions
40 Which elements of compliance, monitoring and enforcement should be the responsibility
of which parts of government (central government, regional councils, territorial
authorities) under new waste legislation?
41 The need for enforcement work will increase under the new legislation. How should it be
funded?
42 What expanded investigation powers, offences and penalties do you think should be
included in new waste legislation?
43 What regulatory or other changes do you think would help better manage inappropriate
disposal of materials (that is, littering and fly-tipping)?
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Full list of questions
Part 1: Why we need to transform our approach to waste
1

Do you think changes are needed in how Aotearoa New Zealand manages its waste?

2

Do you support tackling our waste problems by moving towards a circular economy?

Part 2: Proposed new waste strategy for Aotearoa New Zealand
3

Do you support the proposed vision?

4

Do you support the six core principles or would you make changes?

5

Do you support the proposed approach of three broad stages between now and 2050, and
the suggested timing and priorities for what to focus on at each stage?

6

Looking at the priorities and suggested headline actions for stage one, which do you think
are the most important?

7

What else should we be doing in stage one?

8

What are the barriers or roadblocks to achieving the stage one actions, and how can we
address them?

9

Do the strategic targets listed in Table 1 focus on the right areas?

10 Where in the suggested ranges do you think each target should sit, to strike a good balance
between ambition and achievability?
Part 3: Developing more comprehensive legislation on waste: issues and options
Embedding a long-term, strategic approach to reducing waste
11 Do you think new legislation should require the government to have a waste strategy and
periodically update it?
12 How often should a strategy be reviewed?
13 How strongly should the strategy (and supporting action and investment plans) influence
local authority plans and actions?
14 What public reporting on waste by central and local government would you like to see?
15 Do you agree with the suggested functions for central government agencies?
16 What central government agencies would you like to see carry out these functions?
17 How should independent, expert advice on waste be provided to the government?
18 How could the legislation provide for Māori participation in the new advice and decisionmaking systems for waste?
19 What are your views on local government roles in the waste system, in particular the
balance between local and regional? Who should be responsible for planning, service
delivery, regulatory activities like licensing, and enforcement of the different obligations
created?
Putting responsibility at the heart of the new system
20 Do you see benefit in adapting the United Kingdom’s duty-of-care model for Aotearoa
New Zealand’s waste legislation, supported by appropriate offences and penalties?
21 Do you support strengthening obligations around litter by creating an individual ‘duty of
care’ to dispose of waste appropriately?
22 What else could we do so that litter is taken more seriously as a form of pollution?
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23 Do you support a nationwide licensing regime for the waste sector?
24 Should the new legislation include a power to require a tracing system to be developed
for some or all types of waste?
25 What aspects of the proposals for regulating the waste sector could be extended to apply
to hazardous waste?
Improving legislative support for product stewardship schemes
26 Should the new legislation keep an option for accreditation of voluntary product
stewardship schemes?
27 How could the accreditation process for new product stewardship schemes be
strengthened?
28 How else could we improve the regulatory framework for product stewardship?
Enhancing regulatory tools to encourage change
29 What improvements could be made to the existing regulatory powers under section 23 of
the Waste Management Act 2008?
30 What new regulatory powers for products and materials would be useful to help
Aotearoa move towards a circular economy?
31 Would you like to see a right to return packaging to the relevant business?
32 Would you like to see more legal requirements to support products lasting longer and
being able to be repaired?
33 Is there a need to strengthen and make better use of import and export controls to
support waste minimisation and circular economy goals? For example, should we look at
ways to prohibit exports of materials like low-value plastics?
Ensuring the waste levy is used to best effect
34 What types of activities should potentially be subject to a levy? Should the levy be able to
be imposed on final disposal activities other than landfills (such as waste to energy)?
35 What factors should be considered when setting levy rates?
36 How could the rules on collection and payment of the waste levy be improved?
37 What should waste levy revenue be able to be spent on?
38 How should revenue from the waste levy be allocated to best reflect the roles and
responsibilities of the different layers of government in relation to waste, and to
maximise effectiveness?
39 How should waste levy revenue be allocated between territorial authorities?
Improving compliance, monitoring and enforcement
40 Which elements of compliance, monitoring and enforcement should be the responsibility
of which parts of government (central government, regional councils, territorial
authorities) under new waste legislation?
41 The need for enforcement work will increase under the new legislation. How should it be
funded?
42 What expanded investigation powers, offences and penalties should be included in new
waste legislation?
43 What regulatory or other changes would help better manage inappropriate disposal of
materials (that is, littering and fly-tipping)?
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8.2. Emissions Reduction Plan discussion document submission

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 25 November 2021

Authors

Alina Toppler, Strategy Advisor
Kate Williman, Senior Strategy Advisor
Toshi Hodliffe, Team Leader, Strategy & Planning

Responsible Director

Dr Tim Davie, Director Science

Purpose
1.

This paper seeks Council approval of Canterbury Regional Council’s submission on the
‘Transitioning to a low-emissions and climate-resilient future: Emissions Reduction Plan’
discussion document.

2. The discussion document presents an opportunity to provide feedback on the content of
New Zealand’s Emissions Reduction Plan due out in May 2022, in line with the Level of
Service target 23.3 – Assess the implications of the National Adaptation Plan and the
Emissions Reduction Plan on Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury region.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

approves Canterbury Regional Council’s submission on the 'Transitioning to
a low-emissions and climate-resilient future: Emissions Reduction Plan'
discussion document

2.

delegates to the Chief Executive the amendment of any minor or clerical
errors in the submission, prior to submitting it to the Ministry for the
Environment.

Key points
3. The Ministry for the Environment are seeking feedback on the 'Transitioning to a lowemissions and climate-resilient future: Emissions Reduction Plan' discussion document.
The discussion document presents an opportunity to provide direction on the content of
the National Emissions Reduction Plan, due out in May 2022. The consultation period
ends on 24 November 2021.
4. The Ministry for the Environment has granted Environment Canterbury permission to
submit the submission on 25 November 2021.
5. The process for developing a submission was discussed with Councillors and ngā
Tumu Taiao at a workshop on 3 November, following the submission process agreed
by Council on 6 October 2021. Staff assessed the discussion document and provided
draft key submission points to Councillors and ngā Tumu Taiao for feedback.
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Background
6.

The Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP) will describe how New Zealand will meet
emissions budgets and make progress towards reaching the national 2050 net-zero
carbon emissions target. It will include:
a)

policies and strategies for transitioning specific sectors: transport, energy and
industry, building and construction, agriculture, waste, fluorinated gases (fgases), forestry

b)

a multi-sector strategy to meet emissions budgets and improve the ability of
those sectors to adapt to the effects of climate change

c)

ways to mitigate the impacts that reducing emissions will have on people and on
employees and employers, regions, iwi and Māori, and wider
communities, including the funding for any mitigation action

d)

any other policies or strategies that the Minister for Climate Change considers
necessary.

7.

Under the Climate Change Response Act 2002, the government is required to release
the final ERP by 31 December 2021. Due to COVID-19 levels, Cabinet agreed to delay
the release of the final ERP to 31 May 2022. The timeline change is being amended by
the COVID-19 Response (Management Measures) Legislation Bill which will soon
receive Royal Assent and become law.

8.

The ERP will apply retrospectively from 1 January 2022 and will not be consulted on.
The submission on the 'Transitioning to a low-emissions and climate-resilient future:
Emissions Reduction Plan' discussion document is the only direct opportunity to
influence the final plan and therefore a significant opportunity to ensure the needs of
Canterbury are represented.

9.

In early November the Government also released ‘Te hau mārohi ki anamata |
Transitioning to a low-emissions and climate-resilient future – Aotearoa New Zealand’s
long-term low-emissions development strategy’ which forms part of the ERP. This
strategy was released to be provided to the United Nations as New Zealand’s Long-term
low greenhouse gas emission development strategy, a requirement under the Paris
Agreement1. The release of this Strategy during the discussion document consultation
period is rather awkward, when questioned regarding this, Ministry for the Environment
officials noted that this Strategy contains only current existing policies, rather than
matters that are subject to consultation. In general the document is shorter, simpler and
less comprehensive regarding transport, and is in alignment with the discussion
document.

10. An emissions budget is a total quantity of emissions that is allowed to be released
during an emissions budget period. Each emissions budget covers a period of five years

“In accordance with Article 4, paragraph 19, of the Paris Agreement, all Parties should strive to
formulate and communicate long-term low greenhouse gas emission development strategies, mindful
of Article 2 taking into account their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective
capabilities, in the light of different national circumstances.”
1
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(except the first emissions budget which will cover the period 2022-2025). Emissions
budgets will act as stepping-stones, or interim targets, to reaching the national 2050 netzero carbon emissions targets.
11. The National Emissions Reduction Plan will be based on the Climate Change
Commission final report – Ināia tonu nei: a low emissions future for Aotearoa, provided
to the Government earlier this year, outlining the emissions reductions required to meet
New Zealand’s national and international goals, and policy direction required to achieve
these in the national emissions reduction plan.
12. Environment Canterbury successfully submitted on the advice report and previous
submission points are reflected in this submission.

Te hau mārohi ki anamata | Transitioning to a low-emissions and
climate-resilient future: Emissions Reduction Plan discussion
document
13. The discussion document focuses on the first budget period 2022-2025 and particularly
on proposed targets and actions for the transport, energy, and industry sectors. The
document also includes waste, forestry, and agriculture sector targets. Explicit attention
is given to transport and energy as these are seen as the areas for early wins.
14. The transport section of the discussion document reflects the policy work in Hīkina te
Kohupara – Transport Emissions: Pathway to Net Zero by 2050, the Ministry of
Transport green paper. The Regional Transport Committee and the Canterbury Mayoral
Forum previously made a joint submission on this paper.
15. The section on agriculture in the discussion document is limited as the policy work on
this is being undertaken by the secretariat for the He Waka Eke Noa Primary Sector
Climate Action Partnership. Although it is not indicated in the ERP, staff expect that
there will be a separate consultation on He Waka Eke Noa policy proposals.
16. The discussion document also indicates that further consultations and decisions are
likely to occur over the next year, e.g., on waste, the Emissions Trading Scheme and
resource management system reform.

Cost, compliance and communication
Risk assessment and legal compliance
17. It is possible that the content of this new legislation will change Environment
Canterbury’s functions, roles and responsibilities held relating to climate change
adaptation and reduction of emissions. Staff will continue to work with Councillors and
ngā Tumu Taiao to provide further information on implications as part of upcoming
consultation on key climate change related plans and proposals.

Consistency with council policy
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18. This submission forms part of our delivery against the Long-Term Plan 2021-2031
Climate Change Resilience programme Level of Service target 23.3, that is in year
2021/22 to “Assess the implications of the National Adaptation Plan and the Emissions
Reduction Plan on Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury region”. The Climate
Change Resilience programme will assess the implications of the Emissions Reduction
Plan on Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury region when it is released in May
2022.

Communication
19. A copy of the submission will be added to Environment Canterbury’s website after
being provided to the Ministry for the Environment.

Next steps
20. The discussion document will inform the National Emissions Reduction Plan due to be
delivered by government by 31 May 2022.
21. Staff will provide advice to Councillors and Tumu Taiao on the content of the Emissions
Reduction Plan once the final Plan is released.

Attachments
1.

2021-11-16 For Approval - Emissions Reduction Plan discussion document
submission [8.2.1 - 17 pages]

Peer reviewers
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Canterbury Regional Council (Environment Canterbury) submission on
the Ministry for the Environment’s Emissions Reduction Plan discussion
document, Te hau mārohi ki anamata | Transitioning to a low-emissions
and climate-resilient future: Have your say and shape the emissions
reduction plan.

1. Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on Te hau mārohi ki anamata |
Transitioning to a low-emissions and climate-resilient future: Have your say and
shape the emissions reduction plan.
2. We welcome the release of the discussion document as a significant step on the
pathway towards achieving New Zealand’s climate goals. We also recognise both the
enormous undertaking that it entails and the time pressure that the Government and
officials are working to.
Background: Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury region
3. Canterbury Regional Council – Environment Canterbury, as the first council in New
Zealand to declare a climate emergency, understands and acknowledges the urgent
need to address climate change for the benefit of current and future generations. Our
vision and purpose are:
Taking action together to shape a thriving and resilient Canterbury, now and for
future generations. Toitū te marae o Tāne, toitū te marae o Tangaroa, toitū te iwi.
4. Environment Canterbury supports and encourages all involved with the development
and implementation of proposed initiatives to be bold and ambitious in their
recommendations, to act with the urgency the scale of the climate emergency
requires, and to act for the wellbeing of our local, national, and international
communities and environment.
5. Environment Canterbury recognises that achieving New Zealand’s goals to limit
global warming requires a cross-sector approach. Waitaha/Canterbury’s overall
emissions profile is primarily driven by agriculture (66 per cent of emissions in 2018),
followed by manufacturing and households (10 per cent each in 2018)1, while in
Ōtautahi/Christchurch city itself, transport is the most significant emissions
contributor (at 53 per cent)2. We support a just transition that delivers a fair approach
across all of these.
6. We recognise that despite the greenhouse gas emission reduction frameworks that
New Zealand has in place, to date our gross emissions are still increasing.
Waitaha/Canterbury’s emissions profile shows a gradual increase in gross emissions
over the last ten years, mostly driven by agriculture. As regional leaders for
1
2

National Greenhouse Gas inventory for the year ended 2019
Christchurch City Council Christchurch Community Carbon Footprint 2016/17
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Waitaha/Canterbury, we find this unacceptable and clear direction is required to turn
the tide.
7. We will consult on reducing public transport fares, in particular for young people and
those receiving a low income or with mobility issues, as part of our 2022/23 draft
Annual Plan consultation. This fare reduction will support people in greater
Christchurch to use low-carbon transport by removing the cost barrier for those who
qualify for reduced fares.
8. As a regional council, we have a core role in delivering our region’s public transport,
urban development, freshwater management, integrated farm planning, monitoring
contaminated land, building flood resilience, improving air quality, managing our own
forestry, supporting biodiversity through habitat enhancement, and biosecurity
functions. This submission reflects our experience and our position on integrating
emissions mitigation across these areas.
General feedback
9. Most importantly, we recommend that the Emissions Reduction Plan moves beyond
the “what” (the targets) to the “how” (the policy mechanisms that will be used to
achieve them). We note the gap between the level of ambition that the discussion
document lays out and the proposals that it suggests.
10. To this end, we recommend significantly more detail on the interventions that will be
put in place, analysis of their costs and benefits, decisions on how they will be
funded, and how various policy frameworks will be aligned to achieve climate
objectives. This will deliver certainty for local government, Tiriti partners, businesses
and communities.
11. Local government plays a significant role in New Zealand communities’ transition to a
low-emissions and climate resilient future. Therefore, we recommend developing a
substantive ongoing partnership approach with local government to support
development and implementation of the Emissions Reduction Plan going forward,
with clear, strong, consistent direction across councils.
12. We also recommend providing interventions that will support local government to
help deliver emission reductions. Examples include:
a. decision-making tools that integrate climate change into cost-benefit analyses
– e.g., emissions impacts, and implications of future climate policies such as
carbon shadow pricing
b. emissions reporting standards that can be tailored to local communities.
13. We also recommend developing cross-sector minimum standards for emissions –
e.g., appliances, building materials, other products, housing, and waste disposal. We
consider that standards, if developed in consultation with industry experts and
impacted communities, will deliver tangible emissions reductions in a way that
provides a level playing field.
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14. We welcome the mention of the needs of rural communities within the discussion
document, but we note that this is largely confined to a proposal within the Transport
section. Instead, we recommend that the Emissions Reduction Plan expands this to a
cross-cutting rural communities section that details how all relevant emissions
mitigation policies will be tailored so that they are equitable and appropriate to a rural
community context.
Transition pathway – principles for the transition
15. We support a vision that makes it clear that we need to return to living within
planetary limits, reflecting our climate and biodiversity emergency declaration.
16. We support the discussion document statement to ensure that every government
decision is consistent with climate goals.
17. We recommend this statement can be formulated more ambitiously by including
central, local government, iwi/Māori, communities and business leader decisions to
be consistent with climate goals.
18. We support an evidence-based approach.
19. We recommend the evidence-based approach extends to driving the behaviour
change that’s needed to reduce emissions – e.g., psychology and social science.
20. We support the principle of embracing environmental and social benefits beyond
emissions reductions, and suggest broadening this to benefits from economic
transformation, in particular for low-income communities.
Working with our Tiriti partners
21. We note that Iwi/Māori and local councils are already undertaking significant
partnership approaches. Within Waitaha/Canterbury, successful models that could be
referenced when designing mechanisms to help integrate Te Tiriti partnerships more
consistently include Ngā Papatipu Rūnanga and Environment Canterbury’s Tuia
programme; the Greater Christchurch Partnership; Urban Growth Partnerships; and
co-Governance of Te Waihora.
22. We also note the Ngāi Tahu Climate Change Strategy as an example of a successful
Māori-led strategy.
23. We note that not all Mana Whenua are comfortable with the Treaty of Waitangi
principles that are often used. Developing a strategy to embed Te Tiriti o Waitangi
articles would be a more appropriate approach to embed Te Tiriti in the Emissions
Reduction Plan.
Making an equitable transition
24. We support the level of attention afforded to equity. The transition to a low-emissions
transport system for New Zealand, and particularly the greater use and application of
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pricing mechanisms, has the potential to exacerbate existing inequities in access in
many of our communities.
25. We suggest that the Government considers using revenue from emissions pricing to
help fund development of low-emissions industries.
Government accountability and coordination
26. We support the discussion document’s observation that a coordinated work
programme across central government is needed to reach our climate targets.
27. We recommend that, in addition to current proposals, the Government also review
and monitor successful implementation of the Emissions Reduction Plan across New
Zealand’s significant policy systems – including at a local government level – to
assess their alignment with achieving climate change mitigation goals, in balance
with other outcomes. This should include, for example:
a. alignment and coordination of regulatory systems
b. mechanisms to support coordination across agencies and between central
and local government; partnership with Iwi/Māori; and collaboration with local
communities
c. funding mechanisms and decision-making frameworks (such as the National
Land Transport Programme).
28. We support the acknowledgement of local government leadership in this area and
support further partnerships with local government such as through Urban Growth
Partnerships and new models of collaboration such as Regional Transition
Partnerships.
29. We also note Environment Canterbury’s experience with the Braided River Action
Group as one example where siloing between agencies and local authorities has
been a significant barrier in holistically managing public land for public good
benefits.
30. We suggest encouraging local government to join the Carbon Neutral Government
Programme could increase the use of shared methodologies, enable benchmarking
and reduce inefficient spend of rate payers’ money in areas where investment has
already been made.
Funding and financing
31. We recommend including key Government funding mechanisms (particularly the
National Land Transport Programme) in analysis of how positive climate action can
be funded.
32. We note innovation is a particular area where the funding structures that are
available are creating barriers to local authority investment. As innovation is
considered an operational expense, councils are required to fund this through rates
alone. This means it is significantly constrained in comparison to investment in
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infrastructure for which, as a capital expense, councils are able to access other
significant funding streams.
33. We therefore recommend looking into further seed funding for local authorities to
invest in emissions reduction innovations. As an example, we note the success of
the Waka Kotahi Innovating Streets fund.
34. We note that funding tools that could be employed for emissions reductions could
include emissions tariffs and rebates. Examples of their possible use are in the
sections below.
Research, science and innovation
35. We support MBIE’s proposal for a mission-oriented approach to innovation for
climate change.
36. We recommend widening the scope of this approach to encompass research and
science, alongside innovation. This is because of the significant role that science
and research play, both in understanding the problems of climate change, and in
enabling development of solutions.
37. We recommend that research institutions, alongside Iwi/Māori and Government,
play a strong role in setting priorities for mission-oriented research, science and
innovation for climate change. We suggest this could be done via a joint committee
of the universities of New Zealand.
38. We recommend ensuring that there are explicit protections to ensure independent
and merit-based assessment of proposals against the priorities for climate change
research, science and innovation.
39. We recommend assessing whether there are sufficient mechanisms in place to
support development of “outside of mainstream” and/or smaller innovation
initiatives.
Behavioural change fund
40. Previous feedback to the Climate Change Commission emphasised need for a
large-scale public and behaviour change programme.
41. We note that behaviour change is the most critical and under recognised aspect of
achieving the sought targets for the transport sector. Government must also
understand better what drives choices through understanding the psychology,
barriers to entry, values, norms, expectations, social movements, influencers,
desired experience etc.
42. More specifically, we would support expansion of bike skills programmes (e.g.
BikeReady). We suggest extension not only to cover more people, but also to
support both bike and scooter share schemes (including e-versions) and/or rent to
own schemes.
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43. We also recommend that the proposed fund supports further research into
“nudging” techniques, design features which lead or encourage users to follow the
designer's preferred paths in the user's decision making (as used by marketers) to
encourage behaviour change.
44. We suggest that options to support behaviour change would include:
a. allowing bus, bike and walking mileage rates for business travel, not just car
and air travel
b. incentivising car sharing by adding a passenger rate
c. highlighting the potential to save money – once a well-functioning transport
network is set up – by reducing sunk costs in car ownership.
Planning – Additional measures beyond resource management system reform
45. We recommend upskilling all planners (e.g. local government policy and land
transport planners) to adapt to the more outcomes-focussed approach of the new
Natural and Built Environment Act and to make emissions reduction a core
component of planning considerations. This is a very significant shift from the
current approach of minimising the adverse effects of proposals.
46. We want to emphasise the importance of creating a direct link between
recommended actions and their emissions impact. More tools need to be available
to easily estimate the emissions impact of an initiative/approach.
Circular economy
47. We have previously provided detailed feedback on relevant Climate Change
Commission recommendations.
48. We note that the development of a successful circular economy is dependent on
Central Government economic policy and law, and that some decisions which
regional councils make are unable to achieve circular economy aspirations because
of legal free trade requirements. Many of the overseas imports are far cheaper than
locally produced goods, and development of a circular economy is dependent on
levelling the playing field by means of new emissions tariffs or environmental tariffs
on imported goods.
49. We would support initiatives that enable a “made to last and to be repaired”
approach, for example, through working with local manufacturers and/or developing
certification schemes. This could be tied in with labelling schemes that clearly
identify New Zealand made and grown products.
Transport initiatives, targets and actions
50. We support in principle the initiatives and actions proposed for reducing transport
emissions during the first budget period.
51. However, we note that there are significant challenges to achieving the targets
proposed, especially considering expected population increases. These challenges
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include insufficient funding, current investment and decision-making models not
being fit-for-purpose, and a need for stronger coordination between central and
local government.
52. We support the inclusion of a target to reduce vehicle kilometres travelled by cars
and light vehicles. This will provide the additional benefit of reducing traffic
congestion.
53. We consider that the Emissions Reduction Plan overemphasises the use of electric
vehicles as an intervention.
54. We recommend that to support achieving this target, the Government also
considers interventions that will support uptake of working from home.
55. We also note rural communities may have less scope to achieve the new target of a
20 per cent reduction in car and light vehicle kilometres travelled by 2035. For
example, transitioning away from road freight would require greater resilience
elsewhere in the system to ensure continuity of supplies to rural communities – e.g.
potential for a dual-direction rail network and/or increased supermarket storage
capacity.
Integrating land-use, urban development and transport
56. We support the discussion documents intention to better integrate land-use, urban
development and transport planning, and investment to reduce transport emissions.
We support the role of strategic planning and investment in lowering emissions in
our urban centres by planning for more compact urban forms that support transport
choice.
57. However, to ensure success, we recommend mechanisms to deliver on spatial
plans and direct growth outcomes.
58. We note that delivering a quality, compact urban form requires upfront investment in
infrastructure. This includes enabling local government to begin levying
contributions on infrastructure 30 years in advance, and on projects where there is
lesser certainty as to how, where and when the project will proceed.
59. We also note that there is a tension between reducing transport emissions and the
operation of competitive land markets; where these remove the ability of plans to
direct growth into locations that will support travel choice and the provision of
supporting infrastructure.
60. Finally, to complement the longer-term emissions reductions that will be delivered
by more integrated planning, we also recommend more active, tactical interventions
such as road space reallocation to make a start on encouraging mode-shift and
reducing emissions within the next three to five years.
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Requiring transport emissions impact assessments for urban development
61. We support a move towards better understanding the impact of urban planning on
transport emissions and requiring this to be a material consideration in urban
planning.
62. We support requiring transport emissions impact assessments in consenting/activity
approval processes for high trip-generating activities. These are not yet well defined
in the international literature, and national guidance on this would be welcome. We
also note that additional mechanisms will be required to achieve an urban form that
reduces emissions.
Aligning transport planning and investment with emissions reduction goals
63. We recommend that any review of the role of Regional Land Transport Plans
should also consider the governance of these Plans by regional transport
committees and broaden their scope to include other transport modes such as rail
and coastal shipping.
64. In making the transition, we recommend considering the capacity and capabilities of
local authority transport staff, many of whom will need to shift from asset
management to strategic transport business case design and implementation, and
greater collaboration.
Encouraging mode shifts
65. The Emissions Reduction Plan proposes to implement the existing Greater
Christchurch mode-shift plan. We note that this plan would deliver a reduction in
vehicle kilometres travelled that falls significantly short of the proposed target of a
20 per cent reduction by 2035.
66. We support the proposed approach in the first budget period to substantially
increase funding for walking and cycling improvements, and the emphasis on
support for local authorities’ capability to design and deliver these at speed.
67. However, we note it is important that national-scale programmes such as borrow
bikes at all New Zealand public libraries and cycle lanes on our state highways also
be included.
68. We support fast-tracked processes and new mechanisms to reallocate existing road
space. However, we recommend that these new processes are robust enough to
ensure that any impacts of the road works are within local environmental limits.
69. We also recommend that reallocation of existing road space should be
accompanied by strong guidance on parking, specifically addressing how the
removal of parking aligns with and delivers on higher-level outcomes. Reallocating
road space and removing parking without having good public transport in place can
create unintended consequences that lead to greater emissions.
70. We support the direction to investigate changes to policy and funding settings for a
‘build back better’ approach to renewals. Maintaining and renewing our existing
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road networks forms most of our regional land transport expenditure and we need
to consider new approaches.
71. We also support integrating equity into this approach. Bringing a spatial lens over
transport decision making that carefully considers the locations and groups in our
community with the least access to opportunities and who experience the greatest
marginalisation, will enable a more just transition.
Congestion pricing and other pricing tools
72. We agree that pricing is a powerful tool to influence behaviour, and that we need
more tools and better tools. However, the use and deployment of these tools needs
to respond to local context to achieve its intended outcomes and avoid unintended
consequences. We also think that behaviour change programmes have a significant
role to play.
73. We note that pricing tools have the potential to support a range of transport
outcomes, including enabling a shift to a more user-pays approach to funding road
maintenance. Applying new pricing tools could allow a fairer allocation of costs,
particularly for low volume, high value roads such as those used by forestry and
quarrying operations.
74. We particularly support the greater use of pricing mechanisms in locations that are
already well served by alternative transport modes, or in combination with
investment in making alternative transport choices more attractive. Their use and
application need to be considered spatially and account for local inequities in
access.
Encouraging uptake of public transport
75. We support the improvement of public transport availability to reduce emissions.
76. We also support the proposal to make public transport cheaper, in particular in
relation to improving access for those who the current transport system poorly
serves. We note that Environment Canterbury intends to consult on reducing public
transport fares, in particular for young people and those receiving a low income or
with mobility issues, in the new year.
77. We recommend that the Government works with local government to provide
appropriate support to reduce prices and increase accessibility of public transport.
78. However, we note evidence indicates that investing in improving public transport
services (especially frequency and coverage) is likely to have a greater impact on
growing ridership than reducing fares.
79. We also note that, in contrast to the discussion document, capacity is not currently
a barrier to greater uptake of public transport in greater Christchurch, rather
frequency and level of service are more important.
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80. To this end, we support further investment in public transport infrastructure,
including working with central government to progress the Public Transport Futures
programme and Mass Rapid Transit business case.
81. We note that the lack of an additional source of public transport funding (other than
the National Land Transport Fund) is currently the biggest barrier to expanding the
frequency and coverage of our public transport networks.
82. As a local example of a successful model of increasing uptake of public transport,
we note the potential of a scheme like MyWay to link adjacent suburbs and outer
suburbs with the main bus routes in a city.
83. In the short term, we note that there will be a need to balance the objective of
increased uptake of public transport with needs around social distancing in order to
manage the risk of transmission of Covid-19.
Options for mode shifts in rural and provincial areas
84. We support the provision of more equitable travel choices to NZ’s smaller provincial
towns and rural areas, including by public transport such as bus or rail. Equal
access to public transport is key to a just energy transition, and will stimulate
provincial economies.
85. We note the discussion document specifically mentions the success of the MyWay
Timaru on-demand public transport trial and indicates this as a potential model for
providing more effective travel choice in smaller rural communities and provincial
towns.
86. We would appreciate assistance in working with Waka Kotahi to agree to extend the
current trial of MyWay until 30 June 2024. Following completion of the trial we will
work with Waka Kotahi to evaluate how on-demand services become part of our
standard continuous programmes for public transport.
87. We also reiterate our recommendation that the Emissions Reduction Plan extend its
consideration of rural areas to ensure all relevant emissions reduction policies are
appropriate for rural communities.
Low-emissions vehicles and fuels
88. We support reducing internal combustion engine emissions in the short-term, both
via the Clean Car Standard and via the proposed maximum CO2 emissions limit for
individual light internal combustion engine vehicle imports.
New Zealand Rail Plan
89. We support further investment in rail and coastal shipping, in addition to that
already proposed.
90. We note that achieving a 100 per cent increase in rail freight tonnage moved
to/from & within Canterbury is one of three headline targets in our 2021-31 Regional
Land Transport Plan and is backed by our research showing achieving greater
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mode shift to rail is economically and environmentally astute for the South Island.
However, the current funding system and priorities of Waka Kotahi do not make it
straightforward for us to achieve this goal.
91. We look forward to working further with KiwiRail, freight operators and central
government to realise freight mode shift opportunities and call on government to
help lift some of the barriers to re-establishing an efficient rail freight network.
New targets for maritime emissions
92. We suggest shifting the dates for the maritime emissions reduction targets to 2030
(rather than 2035) to align with International Maritime Organisation targets. New
Zealand may also wish to align with the European Union targets, which are tougher.
93. Limiting these targets to new vessels does not address emissions from existing
fleets, which have a long working life. We would welcome further proposals on how
emissions from existing fleets will be addressed.
94. Finally, we note that the proposal to work towards net zero-carbon shipping on key
trade routes by 2035 is ambiguous and more detail is needed.
Energy and industry
95. We support phasing out existing, low-and medium-temperature coal boiler
installations, as proposed within new national direction under the RMA.
96. We also note that addressing coal boilers will not address emissions from natural
gas, which the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority reports accounted for
the largest proportion of greenhouse gas emissions from process heat (50 per cent
in 2016, compared with 26 per cent from coal).
97. Therefore, we support proposals to disincentivise further investment in gas-fired
process heat and phase out existing infrastructure in favour of low-emissions
alternatives.
98. We also note the role that free industrial allocation plays in disincentivising the
transition away from fossil fuels in this sector, and therefore support the
Government’s signalled intent to consider policy changes to industrial allocation,
including to manage over-allocation.
99. We note an energy strategy may prompt changes/replacement of the National
Policy Standard/National Environmental Standards on Electricity Transmission and
National Policy Standard renewable energy. The relationship between an energy
strategy and resource management system reform needs to be monitored.
100. We support:
a. the development of a new combined National Policy Statement and National
Environmental Standard, that is clear and directive, to enable us to begin
effective reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
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b. the consideration of short-term effects of greenhouse gas emissions from
biomass fuel use as this will not be captured by the emission factors used in
carbon accounting in New Zealand and also ensuring that the emissions from
biomass fuel do not exceed World Health Organisation guidelines
c. further clarification regarding the difference in approach to a physical
discharge of greenhouse gases and regulating based on emission factors for
carbon accounting.
101. We encourage the Government to explore whether biomass is best used to
generate electricity or used for process heat, to ensure that World Health
Organisation guidelines are not breached in this transitional option.
102. We recommend a large focus on energy efficiency and reductions in energy use –
for example, co-locating industries and reviewing opportunities for capture and use
of residual heat.
Building sector
103. We note that the Government is considering a wide range of measures to reduce
emissions from new and existing buildings. Many of the measures exist to some
extent in New Zealand and simply need to be expanded or mandated to broaden
adoption.
104. We also recommend integrating resource management system reform work with
the Building Act reform to drive green engineering in building design; solar panels
and stormwater collection/use for example. Push for spatial planning to allow for
additional wind generation.
Agricultural emissions reduction
105. We note that New Zealand’s farmers and growers are facing a challenge and
opportunity to achieve (and be recognised for) good outcomes across
environmental, social and economic dimensions. Emissions mitigation sits
alongside stewardship of freshwater, biodiversity, animal welfare – and of the farm
business itself.
106. We also note that New Zealand is the only country in the world that has legislated
for future inclusion of livestock emissions in an emissions pricing scheme, and that
KPMG’s Net Zero Readiness Index 2021 rates New Zealand as the world leader in
reducing agricultural emissions.
107. New Zealand needs a holistic system that partners with farmers and growers to
take actions that will achieve these outcomes. This includes resourcing for:
a. development and dissemination of farm-ready mitigation solutions
b. advisory support
c. capability and qualifications for advisors and other professionals
d. compliance mechanisms
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e. guidance
f.

assurance programmes that are suitable for domestic and overseas markets.

108. We therefore recommend that on-farm emissions measurement and management
is delivered as part of a broader approach that aligns across existing mechanisms.
109. We note concern that the delivery of proposals via He Waka Eke Noa has
apparently been delayed beyond the timeframes of the Emissions Reduction Plan
discussion document. There is minimal comment on the Climate Change
Commission’s advice, despite this being one of the legal requirements of the
Emissions Reduction Plan.
110. As Canterbury’s regional economy is relatively exposed to agricultural emissions
policy, we need certainty and innovative solutions as quickly as possible.
111. We will focus this submission on the proposals and discussion questions that have
been put forward in the Emissions Reduction Plan discussion document; but we
note that we look forward to receiving proposals from the He Waka Eke Noa
programme that are on par with the current proposals related to transport, as is
appropriate for a fair, cross-sector approach.
112. The discussion document asks for feedback on how the Government could better
support and target farm advisory and extension services. We first recommend
clarifying the role that local authorities will play in this area. In particular, we
recommend clarifying how on-farm emissions mitigation interventions integrate with
regional councils’ existing role in implementing farm plans, good management
practices, incentives and extension services that are core parts of achieving onfarm environmental outcomes.
113. We also note that agricultural emissions policy is the area where Environment
Canterbury and other regional councils’ functions and work programmes could be
the most impacted by emissions budgets.
114. We support increasing delivery of extension services. We emphasise that any
direction for farmers and growers to measure and manage their emissions needs to
sit firmly and naturally with existing policies and have tools ready to go to back it up.
115. We also recommend a single point of decision making and leadership in
developing direction for on-farm environmental management in general. Most
projects are being funded in siloes, for single outcome and a single tool. It is unclear
who has the authority to make decisions, both procedural and funding wise, and
competing interests are still an issue.
116. To this end, we suggest emissions reporting either be part of freshwater farm plans
(e.g., as a model more similar to the Environmental Management System plans); or
as a separate tool which integrates into the wider ecosystem of tools and data sets
with catchment context and investment planning tools linking into that. The aim
should be to allow farmers to farm and have their farming activities by default
generate the required regulatory reporting and planning.
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117. We note the mention of the rollout of integrated farm planning as decreasing
producers’ compliance burden. While we agree that integrated farm planning is
needed, we want to emphasise that this is a single tool. We recommend developing
additional methodology and processes for continuous alignment of the various new
initiatives hitting farmers in the coming years.
118. Finally, we recommend that the Government reviews relevant policy and regulatory
systems to identify any further opportunities to support improved access to on-farm
mitigation technologies.
Reducing waste
119. We welcome the attention given to mitigating organic waste. We also recommend
including interventions that reduce industrial waste.
120. We recommend against large waste-to-energy schemes that rely on long-term
waste streams and therefore provide no incentive for waste reduction. For example,
to ensure energy from waste plants’ long-term security, waste contracts might be
required for up to 25 years. Instead, we encourage capture and use of emissions
that are relatively unavoidable (landfill gas etc).
121. We note farm pits will be difficult to manage, especially if alternative options are not
developed. Compliance monitoring and enforcement of these is also likely to be
challenging.
122. We also suggest banning disposal of waste streams to landfill where a product
stewardship scheme has been implemented.
123. We suggest that the Government consider incentivisation options for on-site
processing of green waste, and note that technologies for this process have already
been developed.
F-gases
124. We note that the discussion document lays out interventions that focus on limiting
F-gases from new refrigeration units. We also recommend interventions that
mitigate emissions from New Zealand’s existing units – e.g. setting standards for
end-of-life disposal.
Determining the role of forestry in the NZ Emissions Trading Scheme (NZ ETS)
125. We agree that forestry should be used to provide a buffer if there is a lack in
confidence in other sector delivery and the forests are managed sustainably with a
heavy focus on wider values in particular biodiversity. Forest carbon stock is easily
measurable and will be useful for meeting clear targets.
126. We note that New Zealand does need exotic forest planting in the short term to
meet the emissions targets. This is well explored and is a recommended avenue
from the Climate Change Commission. However, the policy settings should
transition to favouring native planting, particularly through natural regeneration.
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Improving long-term sequestration
127. We recommend that the Government encourage continuous cover forest
management of all forests, including regenerated or planted native forests, to
maintain soil conservation and biodiversity values.
128. We also support transitioning exotic to indigenous forests for long-term
sequestration, if planted in environments suitable for this process to occur under the
correct management. This should be research driven. This can be a cost-effective
approach through the ETS to meet carbon and biodiversity goals if managed
correctly.
129. We recommend that the Government considers how monitoring (and
incentivisation) will take place for forests that are not eligible for the Emissions
Trading Scheme.
130. We agree with the discussion document’s observation that pest management will
be central to ensuring that forest sequestration is maintained over time in new,
existing and regenerating forests.
131. We note that a significant step change would be needed for browsing pest control
to deliver its full potential for emissions mitigation and other co-benefits.
132. Therefore, Environment Canterbury recommends the following:
a. first and foremost, a significant, nationwide and ongoing increase in funding to
support the necessary operational staff capacity and capability at scale
b. supporting pest control organisations (including local government) to build
relationships with private landowners and mana whenua, and otherwise
support delivery of pest control on public and private land
c. a strategic approach that enables coordination of management programmes
not only across DOC, but also Tiriti/Treaty partners and mana whenua;
community organisations; LINZ; landowners; central and local government;
and researchers
d. a review of relevant regulatory frameworks to ensure that this approach is
enabled and supported
e. ensuring that this approach also extends to ecosystems beyond forests, in
particular tussock grassland and scrubland.
133. Environment Canterbury notes the success of the National Wallaby Eradication
Programme in Canterbury is an example of the benefits that can be delivered
through funding, landowner support and strategic coordination.
Managing forests to achieve positive outcomes and mitigate risks
134. We note that in Waitaha/Canterbury there is already significant control of location
and scale of exotic forest, e.g., through low use water catchments and Te Pātaka-oRākaihautū/Banks Peninsula exotic afforestation restrictions. We want to
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emphasise the importance of careful selection of where exotic forestry is
established as it can cause negative effects such as loss of native biodiversity.
135. We suggest that regulation would be useful as currently permanent exotic forests
are outside of the National Environmental Standard for Plantation Forestry. Largescale investors are establishing exotic permanent forests with the intention of
transitioning these to native forest with limited professional guidance or knowledge
as to how to do this successfully.
136. We recommend that the Government ensures the Ministry for Primary Industries
has significant focus in the research and development of transitioning to exotic to
native forestry, as this will come with significant risks if not managed correctly.
137. We recommend adding a permanent forest section into the National Environmental
Standard for Plantation Forestry that builds on research and development in this
space from Ministry for Primary Industries.
138. We recommend that investigating options to manage the environmental effects of
forests should include national direction to support fire hazard management, as
climate change effects will make fires more likely and more extreme. Careful
species selection, location and management of forests will increase cloud formation
and rainfall, and reduce erosion.
139. We suggest that there is also an opportunity for DOC and LINZ to look at the
Crown and conservation estate and assess whether there is land that they cannot
afford to manage that could be leased for forestry purposes. This must focus on the
right tree in the right place, and not exacerbate wilding risk or dry up water short
catchments.
Establishing sustainable land-use models, including native afforestation
140. We support the Government’s intention to deliver a broader package of changes to
increase the feasibility of native afforestation.
141. Furthermore, we recommend that this package is completed more quickly than the
stated timeframe of delivery at the end of 2023.
142. We recommend that the government helps to support native afforestation by
modifying the Emissions Trading Scheme to:
a. recognise the additional benefits (e.g., biodiversity) that native afforestation
provides, in comparison to exotic afforestation
b. remove the hurdles involved in registering naturally regenerating native forest
c. reduce/write off costs for native forests
d. make this land use decision low risk for investors or land managers. Currently
the process is tedious and high risk which is seeing landowners clear this
land and replant with exotic crops.
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143. We also recommend finding the means to incentivise on-farm carbon sinks that are
not currently eligible within the ETS. Examples include:
a. retirement of marginal farmland to allow natural regeneration of native
ecosystems
b. woody vegetation, peatlands and wetlands
c. mixed exotic and native plantings, shelter belts, silviculture and fruit and nut
trees.
144. We suggest the following as options for alternative incentives:
a. increase Central Govt funding to biodiversity protection organisations
b. offer income tax and/or rates rebates
c. offer land use swaps – e.g., allow small subdivisions in exchange for the
protection/establishment of large forests.
145. We support the retirement of marginal farmland to allow natural regeneration of
native ecosystems. This would be supported by finding other means to incentivise
this process. Currently, landowners with regenerating native forest are not highly
valued or eligible within the Emissions Trading Scheme and therefore can be
pressured to clear and plant with often exotic forestry to make financial
requirements work.
Conclusion
146. Environment Canterbury thanks the Ministry for the Environment for the opportunity
to make a submission on the Emissions Reduction Plan discussion document. We
look forward to participating in further consultations as New Zealand’s climate
mitigation work programme is further developed, and to the release of the
Emissions Reduction Plan in May 2022.

For further enquiries:
Please contact:

Toshi Hodliffe, Team Leader – Strategy & Planning – Climate Change
& Community Resilience
Phone: 027 536 3895
Email: toshi.hodliffe@ecan.govt.nz
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8.3. Climate Emergency Update

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 25 November 2021

Author

Alina Toppler, Strategy Advisor

Responsible Director

Dr Tim Davie, Director of Science

Purpose
1. Environment Canterbury declared a climate emergency on 16 May 2019, ensuring that
climate change is at the centre of the organisation’s work and the Council’s decision
making. The Council has identified a transformational opportunity to ‘lead climate change
resilience’ as part of its strategic direction.
2. Councillors have requested a standing item that provides a cross-portfolio update on
Environment Canterbury’s climate change resilience and response work.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives the update on the climate change work programme at Environment
Canterbury Regional Council.

Background
3. Environment Canterbury is continuing work on climate change under the Long-Term
Plan 2021-2031 by progressing the Climate Change Resilience programme and
integrating climate change initiatives across all portfolios.
4. In light of the International Wetlands Conference in October, this update is focused on
Environment Canterbury’s climate-related work in the priority habitats and wetland
protection work programme within the Biodiversity and Biosecurity portfolio.

Update
5. The 11th INTECOL International Wetlands Conference was held virtually in
Ōtautahi/Christchurch from 10 to 15 October 2021. New Zealand has a diverse range of
wetland environments, including freshwater peat wetlands, saltmarsh wetlands, tidal
mangrove forests and seagrass (Zostera spp.) beds. These wetland regions are
considered more powerful than tropical forests at absorbing carbon and therefore play an
important part in reducing our national emissions.
6. Environment Canterbury was a sponsor of this conference, with Environment
Canterbury’s Director of Science, Dr Tim Davie, Te Pou Herenga, David PerenaraO'Connell and Chief Scientist, Fiona Shanhun on the organising committee.
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7. The conference celebrated wetland stories from around the world with the theme of
traditional knowledge and management woven throughout.
8. It was fitting to have the first public showing of the documentary Whakaora Te Ahuriri – A
Wetland for Te Waihora at the conference. Narrated by Councillor Craig Pauling, the
documentary takes the viewer on a journey to discover the history from mana whenua
and settler, the mahi and challenges met, the outcomes of the project and what the future
might hold for Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere.
9. Environment Canterbury’s science team is working on a Climate Change Impact Report,
covered in the July 2021 climate emergency update. This report considers impacts of
climate change on terrestrial, freshwater aquatic and coastal biodiversity, wetland
habitats, and priority ecosystems such as braided rivers.
10.
For Waitaha/Canterbury, climate change is likely to reduce the extent and distribution
of wetlands as rising sea levels result in a squeezing of coastal wetlands, and, for the
large parts of the region that will experience a drier climate, reduced extent and ‘wetness’
of some wetland types. Through Environment Canterbury’s priority habitats and wetland
protection programme we are working with the community to protect, enhance and
regenerate priority habitats and wetlands in our region.
11.
Birds that inhabit braided rivers are now forced to nest on islands and low gravel bars
in the middle of braided rivers due to habitat modification and predation. Currently, a
major cause of nest failure and egg/chick mortality is spring floods. Under projected
climate change scenarios, spring flooding is expected to increase, resulting in higher
mortalities for braided river bird species. Other native species that utilise braided riverbed
and margin habitats - will be similarly vulnerable to increased flooding under predicted
climate change scenarios.
12.
In early July, Environment Canterbury’s ‘wetland guardians’ group outlined the fiveyear wetlands work programme. The group includes staff from Science, Strategy &
Planning, Operations, and Communications & Engagement. The aim of the five-year
wetlands programme is to support landowners to understand the inherent value of their
wetlands and protect them and help them navigate the new national direction for
freshwater and biodiversity. The programme will see a long-term, coordinated approach
to regional wetland awareness and compliance.
13.
Through Environment Canterbury’s priority habitats and wetland protection work
programme we support the ‘Managing Wetlands as Farm Assets’ project, and we develop
Wetland Action Plans for willing landowners with Environment Canterbury-funded wetland
projects to promote the protection, regeneration and sustainable management of
wetlands.
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9. Exclusion of the Public from Part of the
Council Meeting
Council report
Meeting Date

25 November 2021

Author

Vivienne Ong, Committee Advisor

Recommendations
That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this
meeting, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unconfirmed Minutes – Council 17 November 2021
Unconfirmed Public Excluded minutes – Audit Finance and Risk
Committee – 7 October 2021
Environment Canterbury Property Update
CWMS Zone Committee Refresh Cycle 2021-2024

The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason
for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are
as follows:
Item
No.

Report

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each
matter

1

Unconfirmed Minutes – Council 17
November 2021

Good reason exists under
section 7

2

Unconfirmed
Public
Excluded
minutes – Audit Finance and Risk
Committee – 7 October 2021

3

Environment Canterbury Property
Update

4

CWMS Zone Committee Refresh
Cycle 2021-2024

Ground(s) under
section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution
Section 48(1)(a)

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or
relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
Item
No.
2

Protect information where the making available of that information would be likely to
prejudice the maintenance of the law, including the prevention, investigation, and
detection of offences, and the right to a fair rial – Section6(a)
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2
2
2,3
2,3
2
1,4

Protect information where the making available of the information would be likely
unreasonably to prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied or who is
the subject of the information – Section 7(2)(b)(ii)
Maintain professional legal privilege – Section 7(2)(g)
Enable any local authority holding the information to carry out, without prejudice or
disadvantage, commercial activities – Section(2)(h)
Enable the Committee holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations) – Section
7(2)(i)
Prevent the disclosure or use of official information for improper gain or improper
advantage – Section 7(2)(j)
Protect the privacy of natural persons

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Council.
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10. Public Excluded Business to be Transferred into the
Open
10.1. Notification of Items Released from Public Excluded

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 25 November 2021

Author

Catherine McMillan, General Manager Governance

Responsible Director

Giles Southwell, Director Finance and Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

To advise the Canterbury Regional Council of items considered in previous public
excluded agendas that have been made publicly available.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives this as notification that the “Appointment of the Canterbury Civil
Defence Emergency Management Controller/Regional Manager” report has
been approved for release to the public, after it was previously considered in
a public excluded session of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Joint Committee at their extraordinary meeting on 18
October 2021;

2.

receives this as notification that certain information listed about the former
Odeon Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson building was approved for release to
the public by the Chief Executive on 8 November 2021 in accordance with
Canterbury Regional Council Standing Orders SO18.4 and SO18 5.

Key points
2.

This paper informs Council of the release to the public of information which has been
considered during the public excluded part of a meeting, specifically:

the “Appointment of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management
Controller/Regional Manager” report, as resolved by the Canterbury Civil Defence
Emergency Management Group (CDEM) Joint Committee at their extraordinary
meeting on 18 October 2021

information about work on the former Odeon Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson
Building, considered during the public excluded part of meetings of Performance
Audit & Risk Committee and the Council.
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Release of the “Appointment of the Canterbury Civil Defence
Emergency Management Controller/Regional Manager” report
3.

At the extraordinary meeting of the CDEM Joint Committee on Monday 18 October
2021, the Committee considered a report in the public-excluded section of the agenda
to appoint the Canterbury CDEM controller/regional manager, and at that meeting
resolved to “…..make the report publicly available once the media release has
been issued.”

4.

The media statement naming the successful applicant was released to the public on 21
October 2021 via the Canterbury Regional Council website.

5.

The report was released to the public on 26 October 2021.

6.

Canterbury Regional Council Standing Orders (SO18.5) state that the Chief Executive
“will inform the subsequent meeting of the nature of the information released.” This
paper is notification that the report has been released.

Release of information about work on the former Odeon Theatre
and the Lawrie & Wilson Building
7.

Information about the former Odeon Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson building was
considered during the public excluded part of meetings of Performance Audit & Risk
Committee and the Council.

8.

There was a need to release information to the public to respond to media inquiries, and
to inform staff of construction work being undertaken at the Lawrie & Wilson building.

9.

LGOIMA does not provide additional reason for withholding information that was
considered in a public excluded meeting. Canterbury Regional Council Standing Orders
adopted 21 October 2021, clauses SO18.4 and SO18.5 provide a process for the
release of information from a public excluded meeting. As per the Standing Orders, in
relation to the previously publicly excluded information as listed below:
a. There are no grounds under LGOIMA for withholding the information, and
b. The information is no longer confidential.

10. The information released to the public is:
 In August 2020, Environment Canterbury purchased buildings at 210 Tuam
Street (Lawrie & Wilson Building) and 214 Tuam Street (Odeon Theatre),
neighbouring our Tuam Street head office.
 The Odeon Theatre is listed with Heritage NZ Pouhere Taonga as a category
1 heritage building. The Lawrie & Wilson building is listed as category 2.
 Preservation of the historic elements is required.
 We have worked with Heritage NZ and other entities to establish what work is
required to strengthen the Lawrie and Wilson building to 100% NBS
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A contract to do this work has been awarded to Armitage Williams
Construction (AW).
From early November, contractors will be preparing for construction work on
the Lawrie & Wilson building. The work involves strengthening the building to
100 per cent of the New Building Standard, as well as internal demolition and
any external repairs.
This work is expected to be completed early in 2022.
We are still considering the future use of the Lawrie & Wilson building and the
associated internal fit out.
The Council is still to make a decision about any work or future use of the
Odeon Theatre.

11. The information was approved for release to the public by the Chief Executive on 8
November 2021.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
12. There are no financial implications with release to this information to make it publicly
available.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
13. General Counsel reviewed the “Appointment of the Canterbury Civil Defence
Emergency Management Controller/Regional Manager” report prior to its release and
confirmed that no redactions were necessary.
14. General Counsel reviewed the information for release about work on the former Odeon
Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson Building prior to its release and confirmed that there
were no grounds to withhold that information.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
15. No additional engagement was required prior to release of the “Appointment of the
Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Controller/Regional Manager”
report.
16. No additional engagement was required prior to release of the information about work
on the former Odeon Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson Building.

Consistency with council policy
17. The release of the “Appointment of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency
Management Controller/Regional Manager” report and the information about work on
the former Odeon Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson Building is consistent with
Canterbury Regional Council Standing Orders adopted 21 October 2021, SO 18.4 and
SO 18.5.
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Climate Change Impacts
1.

There are no climate change implications with the release of this information.

Communication
18. The chief executive is required to inform the subsequent meeting of the nature of the
information released. In addition to this notification to Council:
a. Canterbury CDEM Joint Committee has been advised that the “Appointment
of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Controller/Regional
Manager” report has been released.
b. Audit, Finance and Risk Committee has been advised that the information
about work on the former Odeon Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson Building
has been released.
19. The “Appointment of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management
Controller/Regional Manager” report is now available via the Canterbury Regional
Council website.
20. The information about work on the former Odeon Theatre and the Lawrie & Wilson
Building will be provided in response to media inquiries, and to inform staff of
construction work being undertaken.

Next steps
21. There are no further steps required.

Legal review

Catherine Schache, General Counsel

Peer reviewers

Christina Eaglin, Committee Advisor
Barbara Strang, Committee Advisor
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11. Other Business
12. Notices of Motion
13. Next Meeting
14. Questions
15. Mihi/Karakia Whakamutunga - Closing
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